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''Foot-Loose,'' an amusing threeAnnouncement that the Navy has
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
purhased two pleasure yachts, the was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press act comedy, was presented Thurs
Noparo and Pegasus, for use as sub. was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These day and Friday nights by the
marine chasers or patrol boats, and papers consolidated March 11,1897.
Senior Class of Rockland High
is negotl.’ting for the purchase of
School, the large cast hitting a
five or six others in the Immediate
new high in amateur shows. To
future, mav be something of a
[EDITORIAL]
pick an individual star would be
tangible clue as to the future of the
difficult, for there were 14 stars
Bath Iron Works' 190-toot yacht
CRITICISM VS. FACTS
on the stage, the enunciation of
Aletes. which the shipbuilding flrni
each one clear and easy to listen to.
Is now having overhauled in antici
Winter traveling conditions always offer a problem, and *
The plot centered on Mr. and
pation of her being commissioned.
particularly when there has been a heavy snowfall. Motorists
The Aletes. valued at about threeMrs. Richard Early, who were "too
have been somewhat prone to criticism because snow was
quarters of a million when launched
good" parents, practically killing
not immediately cleared away from thp curbstone, thereby
in 1930. has never seen service, hav
their children with kindness. Roger
affording better parking conditions. But nobody is more to
ing lain at either the Iron Works'
Conant, the father, and Marguerite
be blamed for this omission than the motorists themselves
or Hyde Windlass Company's wharf
Mahoney, the mother, carried their
until recently towed to Rockland to
roles like veterans. Miss Mahoney’s
when they leave their cars parked by the roadside, preventing
have her hull overhauled on a ma
crying spells were especially effec
free use of the plows. There is a city ordinance covering this
rine railway.
tive, while Mr. Conant, patient
dereliction, and the chief of police, through the medium of
Whether these purchases can be
sufferer of arthritis, acted as weary'
this newspaper has called public attention to the fact. The
accepted as a lead to the ultimate
as an old man.
highway department sometimes places itself open to rebuke,
disposal of the yacht Aletes by the
There were four children In the
but we are believers in fair play, and the department's task
Iron Works ls purely a matter of
family, Hope, the eldest daughter,
should
not
be
rendered
more
difficult
bv
unjust
or
undue
conjecture but. it all ties in nicely,
played to perfection by Ruth Seacriticism. There is probably no office in the city which suffers
particularly announcement that the
bury. Miss Seabury, although not
from a greater degree of thanklessness.
Navy is new negotiating for the
a beginner on the stage, carried
purchase of five or six other yachts
her heavy part with the refinement
On the other hand It has been
and subtlety of an experienced ac
C AMERA CLUB TO THE FRONT
reported that agents of a foreign
tress. Robert Chisholm was Dick,
government has expressed interest
There have been many short-lived oiganiz&tions in this
the oldest son and a medical In
in the Bath-built Aletes and have
city which can be looked back upon in the light of fleeting
terne. was considerably aged by
viewed the vessel while on the ma
a fashionable moustache and a
fads. Not to be listed in this class is the Knox County Camera
rine railway in Rockland
man-about-town air. Doris Gattl,
Club which goes into its fourth year with even more enthusi
The Aletes arrived oack at the
a sweet high school student named
asm than was shown at the outset, and its public exhibit at
Iron Works’ plant late Monday, be
Mary, was so realistic in her per
the
Community
Building,
closing
today,
ls
one
which
no
art
ing towed around trom Rockland by
formance the audience suffered
lover should fail to see. Hats off to the snap-shotters.
the tugs Seguin and Sommers N.
her "puppy love" heartbreaks with
Smith She is berthed at the new
her.
addition to the main wharf, just
A LONG WINTER
In any family, a “kid" brother Is
ahead of the destroyer Ludlow, be
a cross to bear, and so was Bob.
The expression most commonly heard on the street since
ing the first vessel to dock at this
(Elmer Havener) whose expres
addition which ls fast nearing com
December came in is that "we are in for a long winter.” Dur
sions. antics and troubles kept the
pletion.—Bath Times.
ing the past four years when snow came belatedly everybody
play moving in a lighter mood.
was declaring that it was '•unhealthy.'' Well, Winters come
Comedy or tragedy-, he handled
and Winters go, and those of us who have seen them the
both with equal ease.
Priscilla
most have learned to accept their eccentricities with some
Brazier was the old maid house
keeper Delphie. who kept strict or
degree of philosophy. And the more years we add to our lives
To Be Built At South
der in all parts of the household.
the shorter the seasons become, regardless of their consistency.
When the children finally per
Pordand—Serve Portland
suaded the parents to go on a
and Rockland Plants
THE WAR AR OF TODAY
102-day world cruise, the world
looked rosy to the young folks.
The Maine Shipyards CorporaThe most heartening news with relation to the war is
But then the trouble started. Bob's
tion has contracts to build eight
that which comes out of Oreece, for everybody admires the
investment in a car with his friend
wooden draggers lor P J. O'Hara
pluck shown by the armed forces of that little country and
and Sons. Inc., Boston and Portland
Buss Daily (George Woodl turned
everybody ls tickled to think that Italy is getting a "trimming ”
fish wholesalers whose seven steel
out to be a bad deal, for it brought
Great Britain is now getting very definite assistance from the
trawlers have been sold to the navy.
Mrs. Forester into his life. Mrs.
United States, and to those who read between the lines It is
President Donaldson said ' the
Forester was Naomi Rackliff, and
only too evident that Great Britain is very definitely in
draggers. half of them to be 80 feet
although her appearance was brief
long, the other half 60 feet, would
need of it.
it was adequate, causing a stir in
cost (290.000 in ail, and that his
the Early family.
firm had options to build four more
The main love interest was be
USING TW O HANDS
for (145.000
tween Mary and Randolph Cun
(Boston
Glebei
Donaldson said work on two of j
ningham (Christy Adams), their
the smaller draggers already had j
With Uncle Sam’s right hand separated from his left,
beautiful affair made a little les6
started, and tliat the first launching
and doing something entirely different, it is possible for mem
radiant by the entrance of Jack
would be on Feb 15. The first of j
bers of the Administration and of the Congress to be par
Milford, in the person of James
the larger draggers, he added I
simonious and lavish at the same time. This ls because the
Economy
The two boys were
American
people
are
of
two
minds
regarding
governmental
would go into the water next July.
charming in their intensity. Elea
expenditures. On armament, naval and military, they are
The Diesel-powered craft were
nor Porter as "Marian" no less
ready to spend enormous sums. But when it comes to other
scheduled to serve the O'Hara Port
a charmer in her role. A further
outlays
they
are
minded
to
make
sharp
reductions.
It
is
esti

land and Rockland plants, wtth
love tangle was straightened out
mated
that
(35.000,000.000
will
be
poured
out
for
Army
and
some of the larger type also going I
in the climax. Dick marrying the
Navy and whatever else comes under the heading "defense''
to the Boston market occasionally
girl of his choice. Jennie Malloy,
during the next five years. On measures carrying such appro
priations the disposition is to vote “aye ”
played by vivacious Mary Anastasia,
The "noes” are to get their chance when non-defense
and Malcolm Ingraham, a blossom
items are brought forward. At this writing many a legislator
ing young attorney named Sanford
is reported as seeing a prominent place on the economy band
Welles, finally discovering that
wagon. Being seen there should help when pocket nerves
Salvation Army Begins
Hope was his one and only.
begin to twinge because of heavier Federal taxes.
Allston E. Smith, coach of the
Christmas Activities—
The success of being identified with the economy forces
production,
has every right to feel
will
depend
on
the
ability
of
ordinary
citizens
to
distinguish
Heed Its Call
proud of the results of his hard
between what Uncle Sam disperses with his right hand and
work. The play was lengthy, and
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
that which he clutches with his left.
there were difficult parts for which
The Salvation Army ls about to
start Christmas activities for the nourished child or needy, desti- I to good use. and has a place for the young actors were trained with
needy of Rcckland ard vicinity. tute parent, our less fortunate every bit of money that is con complete skill.
The ushers, members of the Ju
As officer in charge. I am appeal neighbor in actual want.
tributed to the cause this year.
ing to the business and professional { The Salvation Army here is
Prayerfully then, let us meet this nior class, were dressed in pretty
people and all who can help the close t0 the need of every wail. need promptly so that none worthy- evening gowns. Head Usher Lucy
Salvation Army here to a bigger
may be turned away empty. Will Thompson was assisted by the
and better working fund fcr cur ' human cry for help,
you
you sacriflclally do your best by Misses Alice Barton, Barbara Sea
Christmas activities.
I can most effectively do by contrib- contributing to this very worthy man. Jeanette Saunders. Lucille
This year most of all through i utlng generously to our benevo cause? Please make your checks Melvin. Martha Seavey. Marian
Rawley, Madeline Hurd, Lena Cuclack of funds it is hard to close lences which cover your district.
payable to The Salvation Army.
cinello,
Helen Mitchell, Marian
our eyes and ihut our ears to the
Thanking you in anticipation.
The familiar red kettle and
Harrington. Ebba Kalloch and
appeal of many a sick urder- stand has made its appearance
Major Abraham Thompson
Marie Winchenbaugh.
i upon the streets of Rockland in
A happy addition was the fine
prominent places. A number of
The house committee will serve
kettles are in operation manned by | iupper before the Elks meeting music furnished by the High School
orchestra directe4 by George Law.
Salvation Army workers in uniform Tuesday night.
Selections played were "March on
who have had much experience in
Parade," “President Lincoln March.’'
this line of work.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette overture "Exuberance.” “Eleanor
The Army will be able to put
Waltzes," 'Tender Moon" from
Faust. "Chimes of Normandy” and
"Imperial Council" march.

O’Hara Draggers

Aiding The Needy

1 ghall we not at lcast llsten

I

each

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

1

AND FOLDERS

Wr have the largest-ever as
sortment of Personal Christmas

All one design—or assorted
and the better class of cards at
prices exceptionally low!
These Prices Include Name
Printed on Each Card

Smarter than ever . . . and yet
. . . for all their warm cheer . . .
quality papers and matching en
velopes . . . they come to you
smartly boxed at 59 for (1.00 and
up. Postage 10 rents extra.

Don't wait! Come now while
the selection is large. Samples
on display only at—

The

Courier-Gazette

Routed In Bath

PLAYTIME RECORDS
SONGS

Cards at this office, priced at
only—

20 for $1.00
25 for $1.00
50 for $1.00

s

JUST THE THING FOR THE KIDDIES

DON'T DELAY! BLY NOW!
WHILE THE SELECTION IS
complete:

GAMES

STORIES

DANCES

MOTHER GOOSE LULLABIES
FOLK GAMES AND DANCES
FAIRY TALES

AESOP'S FABLES

INSTRUMENTAL NOVELTIES
PATRIOTIC SONGS

UNCLE DON

CHRISTMAS SONGS

Electrically Recorded

15c

THREE CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, December 7,1940

7-IN. DOUBLE FACED RECORDS

15c

By Famous Artists
ENTERTAINING—EDUCATIONAL

Also Complete Assortment of

POPULAR AND STANDARD CLASSICS 35c to $1.00
R. C. A. RECORD PLAYER FOR YOUR RADIO
Only $4.95
Make This a Musical Christmas in Your Home
Come In For Demonstration

MAINE
MUSIC
CO.
397 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.

Rockland High School's court
group journeyed to Bath last
I night and fell victims to the
prowess of Morse High by a ratio
' of better than two to one. The
j visitors trailed in every period. The
I score:
Morse
G.
F Pts.
Peasley. If ........... 4
2
10
I Oassek. If ........... 2
0
4
I Danforth, rf ........ 5
0
10
] Hatch, rf ............. 0
0
0
0
2
i King, rf ............... 1
i Morse, c ............
2
1
6
Pennell, c............. 0
1
1
Milliken. Ig .......... 0
0
0
0
0
| Huse, lg ................ 0
Cummings, lg...... O
0
0
11 Sullivan, rg ......... 3
7
1
i I Quirk, rg .............. 0
0
0
I Pelley, rg ............. 2
0
4

19
Rockland 19
O.

Bodman, If ....... 1
Butler, rf ............. 1
Chaples. rf ....... 0
Collins, c .............. 1
Cabes, lg.......... 0
Small, lg .............. 0
McConchte

ry

0

43

THEIR GOLDEN WEDDING

Saturday
’Issue
Volume 95............ Number 147.

The Black Cat

Former Legislator and Wife Will Observe
It Next Tuesday At Union Home

(By The Roving Reporter)

Walter A. Ayer of Union, for
mer representative to legislature
from the Union. Warren. Rockport,
Washington district, and Mrs. Ayer
will observe their golden wedding
anniversary next Tuesday from 2
to 5 In the afternoon and from 7
o'clock on during the evening
Celebration of the event was really
begun Monday night this week,
alien their brother and sister
members of Seven Tree Grange
honored them with a reception at
the Grange hall, decorated for the
occasion in gold and white against
a background of evergreen, fea
turing streamers of crepe paper,
and a lovely bouquet of golden
yellow chrysanthemums, placed on
a table between the easy chairs at
the head of the hall, which were
occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Ayer.
At the foot of the hall was the
buffet table, covered with a lovely
lace cloth, tlie centrepiece a twotier bride's cake, flanked by four
tall yellow candles.
The affair under the capable ar
rangement of Mrs. Florence Calderwood. Mrs. Aubyne Hawes, Mrs.
Alida Fossett, and Mrs. Estella
Hannan, was carried out simply
but very effectively, wtth the fol
lowing program numbers, piano
solo by Miss Norma Fossett; poems
by Mrs. Herbert Bowes; two har
monica solos by Stuart Hannan;
reading by Mrs. Benjamin Jones;
piano solo by» Will Bryant; vocal
solo by Mrs Aubyne Hawes, ac
companied
by Miss Madolyn
Hawes: presentation of a gift byMrs. Lizzie Hawes, in behalf of
the Seven Tree Grange members,
the gift a prettily upholstered
rocking chair. Mrs Hawes making
the presentation for J. Raymond
Danforth, master of the Grange,
who was attending State Grange
at Bangor; response by Mr. Ayer;
an original poem, and a poem by
Edgar Guest, read by Mrs. Ada
Lucas.
During the reception Miss Mado
lyn Hawes played softly, several
piano selections, and refreshments
of ice cream and cake were served
by Misses Madolyn Hawes, Hazel
Day. Agnes Day. Nathalie Fossett.
Norma Fossett Ariel Danforth,
Gladys Mitchell, and Laura Storer.
at the conclusion of the reception,
which was attended by 100 mem
bers of the Orange.

Mr. Ayer, 73. representative to
legislature in 1935. and 1937, was
born in Liberty, son of Hazen A.
and Melissa Sprowl Ayer, and has
been a resident of Union since 1907.
serving as member of the board of
selectmen for two years and as a
member of school committee nine
years at different times. It was
while he was president of the
North Knox Fair Association in
1926 and 1927 that the new grand
stand was built. He also was trus
tee of the Association for a time.
Thirty-one -ear; a member of
Seven Iree Orange of which he
ls a pa«t master, he is serving his
23d year as treasurer of Ki ox Po
mona Orange, of which he is a
past master, and both he and Mrs.
Ayer are members ef the State
Grange and the National Grange
Both are members also of Orient
Chapter, O.ES, Mr. Ayer a past
patron and Mrs. Ayer a past ma
tron. Mr. Ayer is a dem'.tted mem
ber of Union Lodge. F A M
For a period of years he was field
man for the local canning plant,
and before coming to Union to
live, ran a milk route in Hartford.
Conn., for 20 years, later was
driver of a l.orse car cn the West
End Road In Boston Jus’ befote
the eleCrlc car came into use. lie
was president of the local Farmers
Union for a few years.
Mrs Ayer was born in Spring! .ill.
Nova Scotia, one of a family of
nine children born to Mr. anp Mrs.
John M Hunter, seven of the fam
ily still living. Mr. and Mrs. Ayer
were married at Springhill. N. S..
Dec. 10 1890 by the Rev. Mr. Smith,
pastor of the Baptist Church in
that town.
Mrs. Ayer, 72. has been a mem
ber of Seven Tree Grange for more
than 30 years, serving that order
as chaplain for a number of years,
and is Ceres in Knox Pomona
Orange.
Receiving with Mr and Mrs
Ayer on their 50th anniversary,
Tuesday afternoon and evening of
next week, will be their two
daughters. Mrs George Cameron
of Brooklyn, and Mrs. Percy Marks
of Bath, and their son and
daughter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs.
Hazen Ayer of Winchester. Mass.
They have eight grandchildren,
among them the twin daughters.
Catherine and Cynthia, of Mr. and
Mrs Hazen Ayer.

Oak Grove Stars
Marie Berry and Camden
Girls Are Prominent In a
School Play
Three Camden girls In the Junior
Department at Oak Grove had the
leading roles In their delightful De
partment play Saturday night when
they presented an original arrange
ment of a boarding school play
which was charmingly adapted to
thetr age and talent.
Marie Berry, only daughter of
Mr .and Mrs. Charles H. Berry of
Rockland, who is in the Eighth
Grade at Oak Grove, and who was
the first to appear at the opening of
the play, took the part of a girl of
16 with cleverness and charm, while
her younger friend , Cynthia Rich,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter J.
Rich, Jr., was charmingly natural
in her role of a sympathetic school
mate, and Mettlna Proctor, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John R Proc
tor, portrayed her part of the teas
ing younger sister with such sparkle
and natural talent that she added
a great deal of amusement to the
play.
Another Camden girl, Joan With
am. daughter of Rev. and Mrs. L.
Winfield Witham, appeared earlier
in her class play, and received
many compliments for her portrayal
at that time. Joan Perry, daughter
of Standish Perry, who is in the
Tenth grade at Oak Grove this
year, also had a leading part in
her class play in October.

F. ,Pts
1
3
0
2
6
0
0 Smith, rg ................. 3
1
3
6
7
19
3
3
Referees, Macomber and McCall.
0
0
Time, four 8's
1

Missing Coal Barge
Rockport Couple Rescued
By Coast Guard When
It Foundered
Reported missing, a coal barge
tender was believed yes’er.iay to
have drowned in the rough seas off
Point Judith Wednesday night
when one barge sank and two
others broke loose from their tow
beat and drifted ashore. All others
on the barges, including a man
ard his wife, survived, despite im
mersion in the frigid water.
The missing man icier'.ifltd as
Henry Reynolds of East Provi
dence. last was seen on a barge
that was breaking up on rocks as
the surf pounded it toward shore.
Rescued were Roy Greenlaw, 36
Rockport, Me., and his wife. Joan,
Coast Guards of the Point Judith
station pulled them from the water
after huge waves had engulfed
them on their barge, which sank
Eugene Lopez. 42. of Providence,
a tender on another barge, swam
ashore a few moments before the
waves beached his craft.
Sinking of the barge led to the
breaking of tow lines attached to
the others, Coast Guards said.
The barges, all carrying coal and
being towed by the tug Charles F
Greenough. were in passage from
New London, Conn., to Newport.

Mrs. Irving Simms of Portland
was In the city Thursday in con
sultation with representative citi
zens as to the need for a Birth
Control Clinic in this city. She
found much interest and will re
turn later for more definite organ
ization

A postcard bearing the unfamiliar i Henry H Payson opines that more
poshnark of Barranquilla. Colom-|llme
have
Reeled out
bia. South America, readied my desk
of Union than any other five
yesterday. But the writing on the
address side was quickly recognized towns in the State. A steady pro
as the penmanship of Captain Bill cession of them used to come down
Wincapaw. the widely known avia by the lakes, consigned to Rock
tor, who made Rockland his habitat land manufacturers, and most of
for several years. "Here buying
them carried back freight to help
planes," wrote Bill.
eke out a livelihood. But the crack
Elmer E. Allen, the man who can of the whip and the exchange of
always see the humorous side at genial bandlnage ls no longer heard.
Tenant's Harbor, adds to the gayety
Cooperage has become a lost art.
of nations witli these items:
Roy: If you wanted a good smoke
Over the radio one hears some
would you prefer a briar pipe or a
queer things. For instance there
stove pipe?
Did you ever llsten to the bark came the other night this touching
appeal:
of a hot dog?
"Mr.—, please don't talk about
When you went to sea were you
me when I am gone."
before the mast or behind it?
This will have the desired effect
If you wanted a good dog to guard
your house would you prefer a "cant or should.
dog?"
Ex-Gov. and Mrs. William Tudor
If you were a snWirt lawyer would
Gardiner of Gardiner, Me., have
you try a pillow case, or would you
just presented to Bowdoin College
prefer a suit case?
John Wood of this village was their fine collection of Chinese cer
amics. consisting of 74 pieces. And
obliged to put his 32 year old horse
of course every student at Bowdoin
In the ground last week. It was a
knows what a cerami is.
fajthful animal up to the last day.
Five deer were killed tn town Sat
One year ago: The Fire Depart
urday, the last day of November.
ment held its third tnnual banquet
After 22 .years Grover Cleveland at the American Legion hall. M. M.
Bergdoll who ls serving a seven- Griffin and John M. Richardson
year sentence for evading the World were co-toastmasters—The body of
War draft, finds himself In a re William Teel, 53. was found in the
pentant mood. Hts wife says he forecastle of the schooner Louis A.
would be glad to serve now if they j Thebaud at New Bedford—Mrs.
Everett Duffy, 81, died in Camden.
called him
—Merle B Marr, 62, died in Wash
A Rockland man who had been ington.—Miss Ruth Rogers was apusing a safety razor for a number ! pointed acting librarian at the
of years, was forced one day to re Rockland Public Library—Charles
vert to the old-style whisker cut S. Howard, 86. died in this city.—
ter. And what he did to his fea George B Wood. Jr. was elected
tures was plenty—nine gashes, all commander of the Sons of the
American Legion.
told.

THE RED JACKET TRANSFER
Seems like the steamship Red
Jacket isn’t being taken over by
the Navy Department after all. At
the eleventh hour the Grace Lines
induced the Department to ac
cept her sister ship, the Staghound
in her stead. So the transfer of
the Red Jacket from the U. S.
Maritime Commission to the Grace
Line will be formally transacted in
this city next Monday at the Cus
tom House. Deputy Collector At
well has been notified that Mr
Cogswell, the Grace Line’s general
consul, will be here to represent
that corporation. The changed
plans, which will keep the Red

A Kiddies’ Revue
Benefit Christmas Party
Is Being Planned For
Camden Children

Jacket in the merchant service
embody a bit of sentiment which
will be appreciated here. The Red
Jacket is retained, undoubtedly,
because of the part which E. C.
Moran. Jr., played in having her
christened after our famous clipper
I ship and documented at this port
Mr. Cogswell, who ls also secre
tary of the Orace Line, will arrive
here on the forenoon train Monday,
accompanied by W E. Collins of the
U. S Maritime Commission, wno
will represent that body in the
ship’s transfer.
The visitors will be guests of honor
at a luncheon to be served at Hotel
Rockland.
SHOULD MAIL EARLY

And Wrap Carefully. And Use
Care In Addressing Your Parrels

The annual "mail early — wrap
carefully — address plainly" cam
paign of the post office has begun
and complete instructions relative
to .-ending various classes of let
ter mail and parcel post, together
with tr.e special service offered by
the post office, such as air mall,
special delivery, and special hand
ling. arc available at the post office.
The fact that the volume of mail
increases approximately 200 per
cent during the holiday ruch is
the reason for the department's
concern relative to the proper
wrapping, addressing and mailing
of cards, letters and parcel post.
In order to insure the best and
safest service in transportation
and delivery of mall and in order
to guarantee the receipt of mail
sent to friends and relatives, the
sender should take it upon him
self to provide as complete an ad
dress as possible, written as clearly
as possible, and wrapped as se
curely as possible.

Miss Doris Heald Ls making plans
for a benefit Christmas party, the
proceeds to go for the Community
Christmas Baskets, a worthy cause.
This affair is to be put on in the
Opera House, Saturday afternoon.
Dec. 21. by 40 pupils of the Doris
Heald School of Dancing
Miss Heald exercises a great deal
of patience with tiny tots and has
put on many successful and en
joyable exhibitions of children's
ability in the art of dancing and
her time and effort will be greatly
appreciated. She is a graduate
of Camden High School and the
Agnes Boone School of Dancing
in Boston, attends conventions
regularly and is most capable of
teaching and instructing all types
of dancing.
The Revue will include songs and
dances by the baby classes, which
are always an attraction, numer
Uruguay will raise funds by pub
ous numbers in toe, tap and ballet
lic'
subscription for the purchase
by the older children, and a variety
of arms for the national army.
of costumes will be used.
The public is urged to patronize
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
this event that it may be a suc
cess. A small admission will be
WEAPONS
asked.
"Come forth nnd light for peace, the
bugle cries.
Drum, call; there ls a mustering of

Among the recent Army enlist
men:
speak . . . and other
ments from Maine wail that of Tlie cannons
armies rise
Joel Edward Wyman, age 18, son
To fight for peace again.
of Mrs. B. Sanford of Liberty, en "So ehall It be until, with war flags
furled.
listed for six years. Wyman gradu
The nations forge at last for their
ated from the Walker High School
defense
weapons that can save our
in Liberty, enlisted as Apprentice The only
world . . .
Seaman for general service and
Tolerance, and common sense!"
—Nancy nvTd Turner.
plans on making the Naw a career

Every-Other-Day
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tions for children Is a ” w r‘ • '
Mid-Town, Cafe .... 13 8157
' lott ...............
93 1
by Decca and lt present’
Snow's Shipyard .. 21 9534
Soule .............
92 4
I
McIntosh Ices ...... 15 6785
and some new pieces. It .
Armata .........
923
Team Averages—National
bum that not only children 1
Legage ..........
923
1
Strings PF.
Danielson .....
91 8
enjoy, but cne that adults will .' ’
Kiwanis ....... ....... 15 6389
F. Richardson
91 4
find entertaining Included ln the
1
rssembly '
Rice Co........... ........ 21 9453
Gr.tccmbe ....
91 4
lists of bands ls Ted Flo Rito, Vic
" :.'»y «t 223 p. m.. j
Old Timers
21 93C3
Barnard •........
91 3
tor Young, Louis Katzman. Jack
Ion
ol
Mrs.
Rogers,
Gulf
............. ....... 13 7825
Dondis __ .....
912
Hylton. Th? American Legion Band « •
ae numbers by the
Water Co........ ....... 21 9012 429.1 ' Mason ............
999
of Hollywood, and finally Dick There w.ll
Iub. by the Boys' Olee
Coca Cola
....... 21 8042 425.8 , Cole
...........
907
Robertson Among the -ong in Oirls Clee
by Mr. Edwards.
Swift & Co.
21 8837 4M1 Gardiner ......
904
cluded are: Mickey Mouses Birth- Club d.re '.fd,
.
,
day Party; Parade
of the Wooden Christmas earoljby the combined
Fevler's
..... . .. 15 6284 4189 Murglta .......
90.3
Armcur Co.....
13 7293
Soldiers; The Grasshoppers Dance; groups, and tableaux.
The serMank .............
90.
Van Baalen .... ........ 21 8557
American Patrol
< march'
The It* will be as usual bycandlelight.
R Clarke ......
80.
Individual Averages
Sukeforth .....
90.
Whistler and Hls Dog; and Ferdi
nand the Bull.
Working in the canteen this
Lermond ........................ ......
899
103. McIntosh
Also from Decca come a new week at recess were Betty Clough
cliff ....................... ......... 101 1 Frantz ..........
894
swing version of an old timer, and Vera Payson selling ice cream
Cargill ........................... .......... 1CO.6 Beiliawsky ....
893
Honeysuckle Rose. This is an in- and Eloise Law selling candy. Betty
Hobbs
1002 | F Gardner ...
89 3
terpretatlon of the rhythmic pat- Payson and Barbara Wood sold
Chatto
892
100.1 Daniels ........
tern of the old piece brought over candy on the landing.
Norton
..................
892
100 1 M. Phee
into the new. Next Bing Crosby.
• • • •
R. Mitchell....................
891
99 7
Carr
...........
QR4
with accompaniment by thc ParaThe rink has been flooded and
891
dise Island Trio, sings an cld fa- skating will soon be ln order
Harding
891
Vbrite of waltz lovers The Waltz
• • • •
Phillips
89.
Oertrude Morong.
You Saved for Me For all who
The National Thespian Dramatic
89
At a meeting of thc teachers cf Leeman
hold Wayne King dear to thelr Honor Society will have a Christ 887
the Baptist Church Schcol held this Allen
memory, thi’ fine selection will be mas tree and party at the home of Left to right: -------- Johnson. William F. Tlbbetts. Joseph Pray. Kate S. Ingraham. Dr. Watrous. Edwin L. Hewett. H. L. Thomas, and Roscoe G. week at the parsonage, presided over , Olidden
83 6
IngTaham.
—Photo loaned by Frank Orbetor.. by Supt Charles Marston, arrange- ' Payson
truly desired. Finally. Peter Uryga
and Mrs. Aliston Smith,
8£4
and hls Motor City Orchestra bring Thursday night.
_ were
________
_.............
ments
made__for _a Chri
’tmas„ A Bowley
884
ton W Smith was also one of the pageant Of t|le"White Gifts for the C. Mitchell
Oolden Dream, an original com• • • •
tered the extemporaneous speak87 3
examiners for the Court cf Honor
King- • series, entitled "At Hls Walker
position of his own. This waltz s
The Initiation for this year's new ing exhibition, speaking on Walt
R8 3
Following the examination three
Mrs c v overman will Stevens ...
excellently done and proves that members of the Home Economcis Disney* "Fantasia.' a cinematic
88.
reels of motion pictures featuring
ln cv,arge and £he wyj
assist. Murphv
ftftftft
good waltzes are still being written, club will take place in the Home innovation.
87i
the
Boy
Scout
Jamboree
at
Wash{{J
Mrs
Haze
,
Cain
Mr>
Una
B]ack
Columbia starts off her list with ec rooms, at 7 30 Wednesday night
• • • •
87 8
LIDA O. CHAMPNEY
ington,
D.
C.
were
shewn.
The
Joyce ano Mrs. Mabelle Crone.
My Melancholy Baby sung by _RUth Wotton
] Tuesday's assembly was one that
Beaulieu .......
87 8
OF
Correspondent
meeting closed with the flag salute , Mr and Mrs Ansel Orne c{
Doris Rhodes. This piece is a
• • • •
was Qjopougniv enjoyed by everyTay’or ... .....
87.7
£
Pleasant Point and Mr. and Mrs. R Richardson
modern revival of a favorite of
Several members of the Thespian one when
patt and Babe
57.7
I
parents
as
well
as
the
Troop
comi
p,.
ank
Tel. 3328
Winchenbaugh of Fiiend- A McLoon .....
several years ago
Next comes society. Christy Adams. James Sutherland entertained The pro87.7
mittee were in attendant
1 ship were ir. tgyvn Tuesday to at- L Cook ............
Raymond Scott with hi- inter pre- Economy. Rcbert Chisholm, Roger gram opened with both playing
87.7
IREE MEMBER
Ralph
Wilson
came
from
CriehaMlss
Mattie
Rtissell
will
be
hostend
the
f
unera
j
£erv
ices
for
Mrs.
tation of the now popular Now I Conant. Ruth Seabury. Marguerite a medley of college songs on the
Simmons ........
87.7
ven Tuesday to join hU family on tes* t0 the ° w Bridge C*ud
Elmer C. St. Clair.
Lay Me Down To Dream This is Mahoney, and Doris OatU. are plano and axophone including
C
rover
..........
876
How many readers remem - West street for the Winter
afterncon at the home of Miss
a grand piece and has a swell coaching members of the Junior
su,ln Song' -Notre Dame
E. Simmons ...
81.5
Mrs. Mary L. St. Clair
ber Dr 'Blue'' Eaton? Another j commander Howard A. Tribou. | Marion Weidman.
rhythmic pattern as an undertone class jn short play* which will be Vkctorv March.' On Wisconsin
87.5
A highly interesting and largelyThe death of Mrs. Mary Louise (' f- eeper .....
colorful figure. He waa a striking
to this new fox trot. Kay Kyser given Wednesday night
USN. arrived from Ports871
"Boola! Boola!', "Army Mule," "U. figure when acting as drum major 'MC.)
attended service was held Thursday St. Clair, which occurred Nov. 30 i Jameson .......
... „ ..
,
presents an old piece with a mods
87.3
Marines' "Anchors Aweigh." with a band and had. I believe, the 71°Utb' _N ” 7?Mu!L.t0 JT’J.'L. night at the Baptist Church. Dele- at her home cn Amesbury Hill, Chafles .........
em ending Jolson Rose and an
About 175 student* ln Junior and
and gtrlpe* forever " I finest uniform eveT displayed on the few days at hls home on West gations from the Lincoln Baptist marks the passing cf one of the C. Winslow ........ t..................... 87 2
ensemble bring to a lively conclusion High have received badges and ‘ Nm. ‘
,>yed
Blueberry Rockland streets
street.
Association, as well as from the lo- tewn’s beloved and highly respect- R Marshall .............................. 368
this beautiful melody. An old la-| cards signifying they are members
#nd
My g^,^.. on
Mfmber lhat
„
an.
Funeral services for Mrs. Mary cal churches enjoyed the talk pre- ed citizens. She had been in lll H- Curtis ..................
........... 867
vorlte of the air returns to the disc of the State Police Safety Squad.
and f,arine. MlsaSuth. led the Rockland Military Band on Louise iPottlet St Clair were held sented by Dr. Richard S Buker, a health for a number of years but ^J’der .....................
......... 86.7
world in the person of Kat, smith in order to become members they eHand
.r<J uke w
gomp a ,r)p u U.u.„ton wUh thf Rock. Tuesday from her home on Ames- Maine boy, who is superintendent death came unexpectedly after a ’ Lans. Miller ............
......... 86 5
safety
slogans to
presenting her Interpretation of submitted
’—----—--------* Sgt More of Samoa' and “Hawaiian
Rev H I Holt offi- of the American Baptist Mission, few days' severe illness.
......... 86 3
____ the
____ uryHill. with ____
W.llis .....................
nd Elks and crowds lined
the popular Trade Winds. Her F. J McCabe, who was then Di War Chant" followed by two ac- -treet* in Lewiston and applauded cla,lng Interment was in Ames- His work among the leper colonies
....... 86 3
She was born in Lincolnville. W. P Seavey ...........
melodic voice lends itself to thi' rector of Safety in Augusta.
cordian solos. "El Rilicario" and him wherever he passed. His worn bury Hill Cemetery
The floral in Kengtung. Burma, has brought daughter of Joseph Warren and B Gardner .............
......... 862
•
•
•
•
new ballad and gives it a twist
"Loch Lomond’ by Mr Patt. "Ferry aJway* added much to the appear- tributes were many and beautiful. him world recognition. Touching Louisa iWadsworth) Pottle, and H. Heal ....................
......... 861
The Junior High girls In Home Boat Serenade' was rendered as ance of any band. On tne occasion testifying to the high esteem in
which makes it a sure-fire hit
......... 86
only briefly on that branch of his through them was a direct lineal I Regers ....................
Ec
are
making
gift*
for
Christmas.
Olenn Hardman and hit Trie
a duet, followed by two vocal solos, the Rcckland Military Band Wfi- which she was held by all who knew work, he gave a more ccmpiete de- descendant of Oov. William Brad- H- Black
____ 85.7
take the spotlight with their pre
ltth ar.d 19th cn Chestnut Street" engage;: to play for a military drill !lerTwentieth Century Club. | tCription of his general missionary ford cf Plymouth, and could trace T. Perry .
____
85.7
,
_ .
At a recent meeting of Mr.
sentation of Shades of Twilight
of which she was a member for | w£) krin Burma This was followed her ancestry to 13 individuals of A Winslow
......... 85 3
3d period
period oral
Oral English
English —
and
Oclock Whistle" by Miss
« Oakland Park
nrtanfM fmm k-.--.-k, ,fco’.' Smith's 3d
“ "Five
•••'*•''-■'2*
—an cpen forum. A quartet of that memorable Company, thus L. Lufkin .
The band boys were ignorant of many years, attended in a body
adapted trom Kims-ci n.or awuv.
nr4anii«i Offlce-s Sutherland. Two request num
. ........ 86
'"Scheherazace. This is a fine class, a club was organized, oncers
pur-i.- ar(; nowwhat would be required of them The bearers were Prank Salisbury, young women from the West Rock- having oflicer ancestors in Colonial, Epstein
. ........ 85.
piece with an enchanting rhythm chosen were; president. Robert
a‘ “
“
church furnished special vo- Revolutionary and Civil Wars, one Bartlett ...
and “Doc'' tock the band to the Frank Priest. Ralph Buzzell and
......... 85
and should be one of the toppers Coffey; vice president. Stanley Mc‘
faj and instrumental numbers. In serving fcr a period cf seven years E. Lutkin ...................................... 84 7
Lincoln street school grounds sev Maynard Ingraham.
Eddv Duehin swing It was Mud: Curdy; secretary ar.d treasurer.
1* eral evenings and put them through
Frederick Quimby, who has been the latter Mrs. Bernice Crockett on the U 8. Navy frigate Constitu- Pest ........
846
with Johnny Drake taking the Dorothy Ooodnow. Mr. Smith in, J??1. ®'e America. ac.oma variety of military movements visltlng in Boston for several weeks, played tiie violin; Miss Dorethy tion
Cumnnngs
846
vocal pla"> This is a grand num- strueted in parliamentary proceed- f»n.e<t by the accordlan and saxohas returned home.
Keller, saxophone; Mias Carolyn
She was a graduate of Rockport ! Thomas
844
done in the best Duehin style mgs. A suitable name Is to be Phor.e. As encores. "Maybe. and until they were in fine fettle for
The Nltsumsosum Club met Mon- Andrews, piccolo; and Miss Hazel High School and for many years1 Roes ........
the job: in fact they did the work
84.
finally 'or Columbia Fi ankle Mas- given the club at the next meeting Tomm., Dorses s new saxophone
that they were highly com da.v night at the heme of Mr and Nutt, flute. Mrs. Gladys Keller a successful teacher in the town : l. Crockett
icy How 83 7
ters presents a favorite march of -Dorothy Ooodnow
The Mrs Clarence Munsey in Rockland ' acted as accompanist.
schcols. Being of a sensitive, gifted. Gregory .....
1 the ar- plimented by the official*.
83.5
the dance bands for a grand march
«...
ard led the oe o.
High honors in bridge were won by
credit belonged to "Blue" Eaton.
Miss Marion Weidman, accom- forceful character, she was espi
B. Heal
by
John
834
introduced
number-March*- Along Together
Two movies. "A Servant of the «$t$ were
One tf the largest crowds ever to Mrs Louise Holbrook and Douglas 'panied by Mrs Emmie Ripley of daily fitted by nature for her work E. Perry
832
il
mll.tary
People"
and
"Army
on
Wheels.'
Storer
—
Jerry
Norton
Bisbee
with
consolation
going
to
t, n to a concert by the R. M B
He gives this march
Rcckland. went Wednesday to Having a full rich soprano voice. Mosher .....
83
air and sets in motion the feet of were shown at Monday s faculty
ou the LewLton trip mentioned Mrs. Marlon Richards and Fred Quincy, Mass., where they will visit her musical training was started in Leach ........
83.
Vera Payson is the new presi
meeting, and on the following day
Holbrook.
the people who hear him.
Mrs. David Johnston for a few days, early life by her mother, who was. Felt ............
82.8
I to Junior High and 8th period dent. and Eloise Law the vice presi
RusseU Staples. Worthy Patron
The concert was billed for 7.30
Officers from Harbor Light Chap- herself, an accomplished musician,
82.7
dent of the Home Economics Club p m in front of the office of the of Harbor Light Chapter OES ter OES who filled stations Friday she later studied with Rockland Mills . ........
Study Hall.
Baum ........
82.5
i —Ruth Wotton
Lewiston Sun. When it started only wlll serve as sentinel at the meet at the meeting of Naomi Chapter. and Boston teachers. One of her
Flagg .........
822
The annual faculty Christmas
ing
of
Anchor
Chapter.
Searsport.
a
small
crowd
was
on
hand
and
it
Tenant
’
s
Harbor,
the
occasion
being
greatest
pleasures
was
in
teaching
The Comique is presenting a
Moran ......
82.3
party for Junior and Senior High
The weekly meeting of Troop 203 looked like a fizzle as there was a Monday when Ouest Officers' Night Ouest Officers' Night, were; W. Le- her pupils to love music,
double feature program today
81.9
will be held Tuesday ln Miss de- was held Wednesday night. During ' concert ln Lewiston park that night will be observed. Members of Har man Oxton. who served as worthy j ghe was an active member and Gross .........
which ls tops in entertainment Rochemont’s room.
812
the game period wTeaths were ;ind a fine band was there to enter- bor Light Chapter wishing to at- patron ;Mrs. Nellie Staples, as sec- officer of Harbor Light Chapter L. Seavey ....
Oene Autry, is back with his songs,
• • • •
80.9
made. These will be sold and the tain.
tend the meeting are asked to no- retary ;and Mrs. Beatrice Richards o.E.S. for several years, and a F. Hallowell
supported by Smiley Burnette md
Wcod ........
807
Monday night the Band Mothers money used for Christmas baskets
Well, the Rockland band was tify Worthy Matron Nellie Staples
Ruth.
member
of
the
Twentieth
Century
June Storey. The two rovinj caw79.7
will entertain Mr. and Mrs. George for the poor.—Richard Simmons
there to play a concert and the job
The Boy Scouts participated in a
or Richard S. Buker .who was, club.
° Brown.....
boys enter a rodeo ebntest to win Law. and the band members and
she was married to Elmer St 1 8 Oo:dber8
• • ••
would be done, crowd or no crowd, Court of Honor Wednesday night j dinner and overnight guest Thurs795
money to buy a ranch but thny their fathers at a Oet-Acquainted
794
The committees for the 13th an- This band boasted a splendid double at the High School Building, at day of Rev. and Mrs C V. Overman c;a;r of Rcckland. who survives Henilll!an
meet a southern colonel wno is in Party in this building. The band nuaj Kippy Karnival were chosen male quartet < vocal) and lt rendered
79.2
which Ume these 8couts were returned Friday to his heme at other surviving relatives are two |
••••
need of $1000. Oene gives it to will furnish music, and there wlll this week The Juniors who were several specially arranged popular awarded second class badges: Uer- Hebron.
782
I sisters. Mrs. Cora Wentworth and Oreflsy .....
him and receives hls hones in pay be other entertainment and re- chairmen of the committees last numbers and the crowd began to aid Richards, William Knight. Ken782
Evangelists D. Rcy and Mrs. Par- \jLS jjabel Pottle, botl. of Hock- , R Grfgory
ment.
Tie Colonel's
daughter.
of st John. Newfoundland, port.
i Small ..................
78.1
ond cmiiov
orr frc*hments. At present there are j^gr are again chairmen this year.
w from the first number Ls sang, neth Marston, Richard Woodward,
thinking Gene and S.n.. . .
about 18 band mothers—Richard Their assistants are from
this At 8 30 the streets were so Jammed Nell Brown, Lloyd Orant, Ralphare conducting a revival campaign
Funeral services wqre held
at the ' M- Ooldberg
781
crooked gamblers, takes the hot-" S.mmons. band member.
■78
i year s Junior class. Committees j that traffic was blocked and all that Murray. Troop inspection was conat the Full Gospel Mission. Serv- residence Tuesday, Rev. H I Holt I s Bernstein
and the Colonel and returns til
• • • •
are: general chairman. Oerry Nor- i < -uid be seen in any direction was ducted by Willis J. Furtwengler of ices will be hdd every evening up officiating, and interment was in | Witham .................................... 765
the South. Gene and Smiley j Mrs. Barbara Adams has been ton. assistant. Betty Munro; deco- i a tea
Augusta and Hayden Wright of to and including Dec. 15. beginning the family let in Amesbury Hill Leventhal ................................. 76.1
faccs
thinking they are being cheated substituting in Senior High this rating. Barbara Robinson, assistant.
Thal
the band played a va- Camden. Scout Executives. Clay- at 7 o’clock. Mr. and Mrs Parsons cemetery. The bearers were May- Millard ...................................... 74.5
chase them. There is plenty of week.
have held Evangelistic campaigns nard ingraham, Frank Salisbury, Beaton ..................................... 74.
Virginia Bowley; dance. Doris riety program, marches, waltzes,
action and musical treats in "Caro- i
• • • •
jigs, reels, hornpipes, overtures, wlth the members were all well ln New York fcr the past three Ra]ph Buzzell and Frank Priest,
(Lermond's average represents
Gatti,
assistant.
John
Storer;
en

lina Moon"
Prevues of "Foot-Loose" were
novelty numbers etc. and the crowd liked. Another reason was that months. They will be heard also in j Beautiful flowers were a silent three matches; Rackliff's is for
tertainment.
Ruth
Seabury.
assis

"That Gang of Mine" ftarring shown to Junior and Senior High
clamored for more, but 1 think the this band always played tha current instrumental and vccal numbers tribute of esteem.
five.)
the„East Side Kids is a story of , at a special assembly ln charge tant, Dorothy Peterson; clean-up. feature which pleased most was the popular songs, especially arranged and their young son also will sirfg.
Irving
McConchie,
assistant.
Walter
the race track Bobby Jordan ?-d of Perry Margeson Tuesday afternumbers sung by the eight male and most of these songs were rung
Universal Bible Sunday will oe
Leo Gorcy. formerly the Dead End noon, creating much interest in Butler —Jerry •Nortcn
voices. I can't recall the names of by the many good singers In this observed by both chinches. At the
• • •
Kids give realistic performances ticket selling and buying. This was
all cf the members as there w-ere
Baptist Church Sunday morning,
The senior boys' Home Economics several good singers in the band who band. Also, this band gave many the pastor will use as sermon subThis is a story of crooked gamblers followed by a parade of cars downfree street concerts and this was, I
class
ls
steadily
mastering
the
art
might, or might not have sung that am sure, appreciated.
and1 their efforts to fix a horse town carrying upper classmen with
SnXSirASr-^irS
but, as I remember It Ross
race.
bugles, drums, cymbals, and noise- of cooking The plain, cornmeal,
Still another feature that made
graham, jelly, ar.d nut muffins sjcKlnney and Cecil Copping were the band well liked was the many ! final in a series of sermons on the
Cash Night with $40 is also on makers ln general.
i not to mention the pancakes and
bass'*, Doc Rlchan and Leo "plays" staged—the net proceeds “Divine Certainties of the Word of
the program.
School closes Dec. 13 and will' waffles. that the boys have recently ' Howard first tenors and that is all being given to needy people—Iree Truth." There will be an exhibition
Name
1941
Print Name
mixed, cooked and eaten, would be , r recaU fcur out of eight!
There arc 294 historical markers open Dec. 30.
Member one case where a man was' of Bibles, and anyone having Bibles
the envy of many a housewife.
Anyway the Rockland Military killed in a rockslide in one of the which axe outstanding ac to age,
in ell sections of North Carolina to
• • • .
Street
As the boys’ interest has not Band drew and held a mob that lime quarries. The band produced j sentiment, or fcr any other reason.
Marie Winchenbaugh from the
explain important phases of Tar
East,'' in the old rarweil 1 is asked to present same for insideoffice practice class and Ruth waned in the least since they fir.,t night and it was 9 30 before the boys 1
Heel history.
City .
State
Goldberg from the shorthand class started the course over two months ; qUn and went to the special train Opera House and the next day this tion. At the 7 p. m. service Rev. C
writer had the great pleasure cfjv. Overman will preach from the
assisted Principal Blaisdell in the ago. it proves that they Joined the a tired but happy band,
class, not for the novelty of it, but
Rockland has had several good personally handing the widow 90 j subject “Thy Word is a Lamp Unto
office this week.
Check here the form of membership taken
• • • •
because they really were eager to ; bands but I doubt if any of them good dollars. “It is more blessed My Feet.”
Miss Aileen Boutllier from learn to cook. It would be an ln- caught and held the public to a to give than to receive."
j At the Methodist Church at 11
$1 Annual $5 Contributing SI0 Sustaining $25 Supporting
WATER PIPES RENEWED
to ary discouraged greater degree than the Rcckland
Farmington Normal ls doing prac spiratlon
A band like that Is a public m- o'clock Rev. F. Ernest Smith will
AND WIRED OUT
tice teaching in the Home Eco housewife to see some of those Military.
NEW SEWERS LAID
stltuticn. Qlve and take ts a pretty use as sermon subject, "For the
ALSO CLEANED WHENThere were several reasons why scund policy. The public was very Healing of the Nation and in thc
nomics department for six weeks. husky football stars daintily siftEnter here
FOR DONATIONS ONLY
PLUGGED
ing flour into a mixing bowl or this band was popular. To begin good to the R M B. and the mem- evening the topic will be "When the
Her home is in Smyrna Mills.
Total including
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
• • • •
membership fee
even bent over a dishpan full of
bers appreciated it and tried to be Word* of
-* ‘God
~l—‘ was Precious.’'
$.........................
s...................................................
and Donation
AND CEMENT WORK
The Junior Ladies' Aid met
Mr. Bowden, debating coach, dishes.
tion of Mortimer Sneard, by Wal wo. thy of public good will.
REPAIR CELLAR W ALLS
Thursday
night
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
took Harrison Dow, Ernest Dondis.
Next week the boys try their ter Flint.
(To be continued
June Chatto. Lillian Savage, and hand
at
chowder-making,
a
Sergeant at Arms appointed by
Cut out this coupon and mail with yuur contribution to
Carol Hall to the Debate Clinic project that will surely prove their president Munro were Albert Hav
AMERICAN
RED CROSS, ELMER C. DAVIS, TREAS., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.
held recently at the Little Theatre, mettle.—Edwin Tyler.
ener. Alton Drinkwater. Lowville
Bates College. Ernest Dondis enPcttle. Dale Lindsey, and Clifton
LAST CALL FOR RED CROSS MEMBERSHIP
At the weekly meeting of th? Hunt.
• • • *
Junior High Dramatic Club a pro
The American Red Cross obtained its charter by act of Congress and
gram made up of responses ta re
In the ccntest for selling tickets
is therefore a quasi government agency. One of the charter obligations
TO HELP BUILD—BUY
reads as follows:
quests was presented. The numbers for the Senior Class Play, the
included a clarinet solo. Christmas highest salesperson in Junior High
MODERNIZE
—
REFINANCE
1. "To act in matters of voluntary relief and in accord with the mili
GET IN LINE NOW FOR A BIG PAY JOB
tary and naval authorities as a medium of communication beitAeen thc
carols, by Franklin Blaisdell; iml- ' was Barbara Parsons selling 22
Be a Qualified Welder
EASY
MONTHLY
PAYMENTS
people of the United States and their Army and Navy.
tations of various
bird calls, by tickets. Joyce Cumming was next,
All Practieal Training By Expert Instructors
The Red Cross will fulfill this obligation by having representatives in
Samuel Smith; solo, "The Creek- selling 17. Several sold over ten.
Day and Evening Classes—Low Tuition Rates
every camp, cantonment, military and naval hospital and wherever there
lng Old Mill on thc Creek." by | The
highest salesperson
in
is a concentration of troops. Our country is at peace, but in tiie interest
BATH WELDING CO.
Joan Hunt; solo,
"Woodpecker Senior High was Osmond Palmer
oi national defense our young men in great number; are being called from
BATH, ME.
TELEPHONE 991
3 SUMMER ST
18 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Song." by Jeanette Gardner; solo, selling 11 tickets. Several sold 10,
their homes to serve in our Army and in cur Navy Help the Red Cross
147*152
“Trade Winds," by Erngst Munro; Cash prizes will be awarded at as
120Stf
to help them.
Jokes, by Clifford Cameron; imita- sembly next week.—Louise Harden
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At The High School

Well Known Musicians Here Seen

The Community
Bowling
League

Recordings In Review

THE
GOOD OLD DAYS

ROCKPORT

LOCAL BANDS
By

Comique Theatre

JOIN THE RED CROSS!

Thereby You Serve Humanity and Patriotism

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

MONEY FOR HOMES

LEARN WELDING

dockland Loan & Building Association

OBOB
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TALK OF THE TOWN

The Methodist Junior Auxiliary
held a turkey supper Thursday
with Miss Ruth Rogers in charge.
A business and social evening fol
lowed.

PATTY ANN BENNER’S PARTY

Mrs. Blanche Shadie will be chair
man of the beano party Monday
Dec. 5-6—Senior Class Play "Foot- at 2.15, at Grand Army hall. Spe
Loose*’ at Rockland High School
cial awards and door prize will be
Dec. 6—Warren Foi r one-act plays
given. This is what Mrs. Shadie
by High School.
Dec. 6-7 Knox County Camera Club calls a “sun party."
Exhibit at Community Building.
Dec 7—Knox Pomona Grange meets
with Evening Star Grange, Washing
ton.
Dec. 9—Knox County Ministerial
Ass’n meets at Federated Church.
Thomaston.
Dec 9—Tri County Osteopathic So
ciety meets at Webber's Inn. Thom
aston.
Dec
10 —Rockport Garden Club
meets with Mrs. Viola Spear.
Dec. 11 Owls Head—Church fair at
Library building.
Dec. 11—Society for the Hard of
Hearing meets in First Baptist vestry.
Dec
11—Congregational
Woman's
Association holds postponed meeting
in the parlors.
Dec 11—Friendship—Sunshine So
ciety fair at Wincapaw hall.
Dec
12—Thespian Society
holds
Christmas party ut home of Aliston
E Smith.
Dec. 12—Thomaston—Parent-Teacher
A nn meets at High School.
Dec. 12 Monthly meeting of Bap
tist Men's League (Note change in
date).
Dec. 12—Camden—Piano recital by
pupils ot Mrs. Ruth Thomas Collemer
at St. Thomas Parish House.
Dec. 13—City schools close.
Dec. 13—Camden—Senior play "One
M-d Nl"ht’’ at Opera Houce
Dec. 29—Warren Radio Round Up
R'” ue °t Glover ha"
Dec. 21—Camden Benefit Christmas
pirty at Opera House by Doris Beald
School of Dancing.
Dec. 25 -Christmas Dav
Dec. 30 Winter term of city schools
begins
Jan. 6—Golden Jubilee guest meet
ing of Lady Knox Chapter. DAR at
Community Building

The Weather

SERMONETTE
True Way of Life

The Comrades of the Way and
the Pilgrim Fellowship will unite
in a visit :o ‘.he service of the
Nazarene Church, Benner Hill,
Sunday evening. This Is another
in the series of visits belrg made
by Congregational young people in
an appreciative study of other
denomination^. Tney will meet at
the corner of Broadway and Ran
kin street at 6.30 p. m., ar.d will
hike to the church for the 7.30
service.

From Hebron Academy comes
word that Paul Moran was one of
three students making Class last
week. In order to obtain Class A, a
student must maintain an average
of 85 percent or better in all sub
jects and at least 90 percent In
deportment. The deportment re
quirement is the same for Class B
but only 80 percent or better is
necessary in all subjects. The
Rockland boy is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Moran. Jr., and ap
pears to be following in thelr foot
steps educationally.

King Hiram's Council, Royal and
Select Masters, last night elected
these officers: Harrison W. Whitehill, TIM ; Ralph P. Stahl, D. M.;
Harold L. Rackliff, P. C. of W.;
J A. Richan, treasurer; J. E. Stev
ens, recorder; John A. Stevens, C.
of O.; John W. E. Felton, C of C.;
Frank B. Adams, steward; Alfred
L. Church, sentinel; Leroy A
Chatto, chaplain. These officers
were Immediately installed by Dr
J. A. Rlchan as grand master. The
To any who may be interested in Council has a membership of ap
Red Cross sewing, the Legion hall proximately 600. There have been
will be open Tuesday afternoon at 12 deaths the past year.
2 o'clock. It is hoped that many
will help in this very necessary
Officers elected Monday night at
work. For information pall 631-J. Claremont
Commandery
were:
I Commander, James E. Stevens:
Ruth Mayhew Tent held a suc . generalissmo,
Raymond Watts;
cessful beano party Monday, Inez captain-general. Ralph U. Clark;
Packard, chairman. Supper was senior warden. Dr. Herman J.
served with Ada Payson as chair-, Weisman; Junior warden. Robert
man.
The 88th anniversary of Russell; prelate, Dr. J. A. Richan;
Amanda Choate, an honorary mem treasurer, A. F. Wisner; recorder.
ber,
was observed, and she H. H Hanscom; standard bearer.
received gifts, cards and a birth Elmo Crozier; sword bearer. C. E.
day cake from members and other Morse; warder, George Sandner.
friends. Officers were elected as Appointments will be made at the
follows: President, Lina Carroll; Installation, which may be de
Senior vice president, Inez Pack ferred until the new Masonic
ard: junior vice president, Ada Temple is ready for use.
Payson; chaplain. Jennie Pietroski;
treasurer, Josephine Lothrop; pa
The Belfast Band is to celebrate
triotic instructor, Mary Cooper;
its 50th anniversary In Belfast
council No. 1. Maude Cables: No.
2, Carrie House; No. 3. Bessie Hara- City Hall next Tuesday. The proden. An apron sale was planned ' gram for the evening will be a
for Monday afternoon, Dec. 16. pre gathering of all musicians at 7.30
ceding the beano party, Maude with their instruments, making
Cables, chairman of aprons, Flor a band, it is hoped, of some 60 or
ence Rogers and Lina Carroll, chair more players. The doors will be
men of beano. A Christmas tree open to the public during the re
was planned for the next meeting hearsal and concert until 9.30. Folwith an exchange of gifts not ex j lowing the concert a hot lunch
ceeding ten cents. Inez Packard : ar.d refreshments will be served by
and Maude Cables were elected as the wives of members of the BelDepartment Aides for the June 1 fast Band. At 10.30 the guests and
Convention. Mary Cooper and Liz J band will adjourn to the Colonial
zie French were elected as mem Theatre for a theatre party. Knox
bers of the Civil War Memorial As ] County band circles will be represociation to serve for three years; ] sented at this Jollification, and it
Susie Karl and Allie Blackington is quite certain that "Iree Member,”
supper chairmen for the Dec. 16 will be right down ln the front row.
meeting.
I Because of the discontinuance of
J. A. MacDonald of the Sonotonc the Federal singing class. Miss
Maine Co. Portland and Howard Lotte McLaughlin has consented
W. Beale of Friendship will be at to continue her vocal instructions
the Hotel Rockland Wednesday for her old classes, and any others
Dec. 11 in the interest of Sonotone who are interested. An enthusias
Hearing Service for the hard of tic rally was held Tuesday night
hearing—adv. ♦
in Community building, and two
classes were formed, known as tire
Public Beano, Monday at the Cecelia Club and the Junior Ce
Grand Army Hall, by the Edwin celia Club. Dues will be very low,
Libby Relief Corps.—adv.
147-lt and anyone desiring to take ad
vantage of the opportunity for
Make Your Own War Plane vocal instruction from a renowned
Models—Next Sunday the famous artist ls invited to attend the next
British
Super-Marine
Spitfire, meeting. The senior club meets
true-to-seale cut-out model in Tuesday at 7.30 in Community
colors in the comic section with Building, ar.d the Junior club in
the December 8:h Boston Sunday the same place Friday afternoons
Advertiser.
147*11 at 4 o'clock.
Mild again, thank goodness! The
cold snap brcke during the night,
and a recording of 33 above con
fronted timid householders as they
gazed at their thermometers this
morning. Cloudy skies promised al
most anything—rain, snow or what
have you. After today only two
more Saturdays on which you may
do your Christmas shopping.

Patty Ann Benner, aged 5, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Penner
formerly of Port Clyde, entertained youngsters of her own •’ge at th<
home of her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Snowman, Roekland street
Thursday afternoon on the occasion of her fifth birthday. Front row
left to right: I ester Smallwood, Jean Breen, Marllvn Keith, Patty Anr
Benner the hostess, Pauline Kiezer, and Briep Smallwood. Second row
Bernard Dcrfman, Milton Glad, Phyllis Shute, Kav Kiezer, Madclyi
Rubenstein.
—Photo by Cullen.

Down !n St. Pete
“G. H. R.” Finds Folks
Very Friendly, and Ex
poses a‘“Genial Old Fraud”

caught myself once reaching up tc
locate the swinging push button al!
Navy ships have dangling over thc
ward room table txi call the watch
boy when seme small personal serv
ice Is needed. I got the service, too
for Bill Todd—Lieutenant, U. C
Navy (retired)—saw the motion ant
recognized it for what it was.
Sitting then on a regular transom
in the calm peacefulness of a Florid;
night I could look out the lltth
window and see lights pass up and
down on Fifth Avenue, half a block
away In the dark. It was easy to
Imagine those lights were the lights
on Navy launches and motor sailers
coming down the river into Guan
tanamo bay bringing home the boys
from an evening's celebration up lr
Camlnera. I didn't exactly get sea
sick nor homesick either, but there
was a combination of both these
ailments stirring around in thc
depths ol my system most ol the
evening.
• • • •

Several times in these letters I
have recorded Incidents to show how
friendly people are in St Peters
burg I experienced one more ex
ample of this yesterday. •
In the big Moorish castle which is
the club hcuse at Clark's Sunset
Golf Club on Snell Island, there ls
an arched recess on the right, just
inside the main entrance. Here,
behind a small counter, gits a lady
who sells the coupon-like tickets
which are later surrendered to the
"pro” at the golf shop before casual
visitors are allowed to play.
This lady's age is her own busi
ness, although I will commit myself
enough to say that I think she has
finished High School. She is one of
those all toe rare women who have'
Henry A. Howard has arrived ir
discovered how to grow old grace
St.
Petersburg for his umpsteenth
fully. She is pretty, smart, and de
cidedly nn the job. She ls also per consecutive season, and because he
fectly poised and has a wealth of is the perfect example of a man
grey hair nnd wide blue eyes which leading a double life, I've decided tc
sparkle behind very becoming expose him
Up North, when Mr. Howard walks
glasses. She parctlcally runs the
the
streets of his native town, he is
club house and has for several
aloof and reserved. Nobody in
years.
. Yesterday, when I bought my j Rockland would ever dream of ap
ticket, I inquired. "Are you playing proaching him suddenly, slapping
him on the back and calling him
today?”
“Who. me?" she asked in evident "Hank." He's too dignified—and
that's where he fools you.
astonishment.
Walking down Central avenue in
"Yes, ’ I said.
Her eyes fclinted behind her glasses the mellow atmosphere of this
and sire said, "Would you like to tourist city bt h an entirely differ
ent person. Years have slipped
have me play with you?"
“I should be delighted,” I replied from his shoulders. His step •?
springy. His hat is worn just a
promptly.
“Ask me some time, then,” she trifle on the starboard side, hls
clothes are newly pressed and he Is
said. "Maybe I will.”
That is, as they say down here, a as fresh as the flower he wears ln
right friendly attitude. Some people his buttonhole.
He bends gracefully to greet £
might even call it co-operative. I
friend on the green benches and
like people like that. They mase
hls smile U like a ray of sunshine
the world a pleasanter place to live
across a wintry sky. The inhibitions |
ln.
which apparently govern his de
That cheerful middle-aged lady is
meanor up North have been life up
bright. I am sure that not for a
there in cold storage and he if
moment did she think I was serious
ln my careless remarks. Slip knew , affable and perfectly at home here
Immediately tliat I was merely over-1 for at least feur months out of every
flowing with some of the sunshine year.
We, in St. Pete, know he ls an ex
they have down here, and desirous
pert
shuffieboard player, a member
of spreading it around. So she came
right back with more of the same of at least three dance clubs, the
arranger anc principal speaker at
kind—and everything was lovely.
the
regular winter lunchecn parties
Up North my brand of airy per
siflage would have probably gotten and the biggest social asset the
me a disgusted look and I would Rockland cohtingent has.
Because he is all tiiese things I've
have gone away humbled and con
mentioned, and because I don't be
trite, realizing what an old fool I
lieve there's half a dozen people
was getting to be. As it was I went
among his friends up North ever,
away chuckling, leaving a gracious
suspect It, I'm exposing him for the
and smiling lady behind me ready
genial old fraud that he is.
to greet the next customer. Also—
G H. R.
and this is tht best part of it—I felt
so good I played a pretty fair round
The Rocklar.d and Rockport
of golf.
There is nr point to this story Lime Corp, is arranging to reopen
except to say that in many ways the Sleeper field quarry at the head
this sunny Southland is a nice place of Rankin street, where two der
ricks will be installed for that pur
to spend a dull winter.
• • • •
pose. The unexpected arrival of
We spent last evening in Mrs. early Winter storms has presented
DIED
Steeves
At Thomaston. Dec. 7. Burrill's new trailer. (It was the a handicap, but work will be in
DANCE
Desbesriay 8 Steeves. aged 84 years. flrst time either of us had ever progress there early ln the Spring.
9
months.
1
Funeral Monday at
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM 2 o'clock fromday.
played bridge in a trailer and we The company now operates two
232 West Main street
Sabian
—
At
Rockland,
Dec. 5. Rus had a fine time. I spent most of the quarries at The Meadows and one
Every Monday Night
sell A . son ol Nelson and Cora E
BID CLARK and ORCHESTRA (Havener! Sabian. aged 1 month. 17 evening trying to realize that I was in Thomaston, and will run three
days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock in a park in St. Petersburg, Fla., kilns during the Winter.
Dance 8 30 to 12.30
from the residence. 22 Glen St.
Admission 30c, including tax
Fuller At Tenants Harbor. Dec 5. and not back aboard ship in Guan
John
E Fuller, aged 93 years. 6 months. tanamo Bay. Everything about me
117*ltStf
The Butler Memorial Clock start
21 days. Funeral Sunday at 1.30 from
the residence. Interment ln Seaside seemed femiliar and shipshape. ed striking seven this morning and
cemetery.
There were the little mahogany the diaphone struck Its usual twe
lockers, drawers and cupboards for blasts. The only unusual feature
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all our friends loose gear, the racks for glasses on was that the big whistle kept on
and relatives for the surprise party the wall, the mirrors and closets blowing for box 25. noting a fire in
Nov 24 and also for the etft of monoy: carefully disposed to take advantage
Mr and Mrs. Alex Hill. Miss Saara
the Ralph Fowler wood yard office
Mr. and Mrs. O. Ellison. Mr. of every bit of space available, the on Limerock street The lively blaze
EVERY SATURDAY NITE Syrjala.
and Mrs H Hendrickson, and family.
At
Mr and Mrs Victor Ellison. Elden brass and r.lckel fittings and even was fed by oil in the office and
Ellison, Mr and Mrs. Nenonen. Rev the linoleum feel of the deck under
further clouds of smoke were caused
Samuel Nevala, Mr and Mrs. Alfred
GLEN COVE
Wuori. Mrs. M. Plkkaralnen. Mr and my feet. It was clean, too. Clean by the paint soaked walls, for the
Mrs Ralta. Mrs. S Lammi. Mr. and in the U. S. Navy way with thing:
structure was used for years as an
Music By
Mrs. M Anderson. Mr. and Mrs. Tarvalnen. Mr. and Mrs Matson. Mrs. bright and well polished. I even automobile paint shop. Some grain
HAL'S RHYTHMAIRES
Salma Autio. Matt Elgland, Elmer
and equipment in thc office suffered
Polky and Austin Wuori
though the loss Was small.
Robert and Miriam Winchenbach. •
Admission 35c and I5c, plus tax
117Stf
CARD OF THANKS
Work will begin next week on a
We wish to express our sincere
65-foot dragged at the Rockland
thanks and gratitude for the many
expressions of sympathy extended to
' Boat Shop, to be built for Lew
us In our recent great sorrow
Es
i Wallace of Friendship ar.d Capt.
pecially do we wish to extend thanks
to the officers and members of Wins
! Charles Carver, by Axel Gronros
low-Holbrook Unit No. 1.
1 and Sulo Gronros. The boat, to
Mrs F. Louise Trainer. Mrs. Mabel
L. Hoar. E. H. Trainer and family. ♦
be powered by a six-cylinder Gray
Diesel motor, will have a 16 foot
Beano at the Elks every Friday
Ambulance Servicf
I beam and 8 foot draft, hard pine
night
129-tf
j planking and oak frame. Comple• ••
I tion of the boat is expected in May.
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
! It will be used as a scallop dragRUSSELL
Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for
’ ger in Summer and for fish in
Dresses. Complete stocks always
FUNERAL HOME
! Winter, and will have a crew of
on hand. New merchandise coming
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
nine. Thq boat shop is receiving
In every day at moderate prices.
ROCKLAND, ME.
.
a 30-foot addition, for much need
See them today. Odd Fellows Block,
98-tf
ed space.
School street, Rockland.
107-tl

DANCING
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Every-Othcr-Uay

An expression Christ frequent
ly used, has imbedded itself ln
political vocabulary, "the way
cf life.” One hears much of
the Nazi, Fascist or Totalitarian
way of life and of the American
way. Their way of life is dia
metrically opposed to the way
of democracies.
The statement is made that
by force or the lack of it. the
one or thc other is to be grafted
upon civilization not by right
but by might. That is the ex
planation of a world at war,
the secret of feverish re-armament. Just what does the mod
ern world mean by a way of
life? Britain and America mean
freedom for individuals to live
as masters of the State; makers
of their destiny and captains of
their cwn souls.
The tctalitarians mean the
exaltation of the State, with th;
State as master of all; the sub
mergence cf the individual that
the State may become all. by
might and by power.
An angel came and talked
with Zechariah. Let him talk
to us. "He came and waked me,
as a man is awakened out of
his sleep, and said 'What seest
thou ' And I said 'Many things,’
and I asked the angel, ‘What
are these my Lord?,' and he
said. 'Knowest thou not what
these be?' ar.d I said, 'No, my
lord,’ and he answered, 'This ts
the word of the Lord', ‘not by
might, nor by power, but by my
Spirit saith the Lord of hosts’."
Britain will die to a man be
fore she yields the conscience of
free men, up to any earthly
master. The United States will
never allow the democracy that
made her to perish from the
earth. Millions may die but
the truth for which the nations
stand will live, live eternally.
Christ said repeatedly, “I am
the way of life.” He is the only
way of life. English and Ameri
cans know this. He is talking
in these dark days. “Not by
might or by power" are people
to live, but by the Spirit of God
burning within. What do men
see. Ar.gel of God? Free men,
alive with the Spirit of God. a
better civilization than any yet
attained.
—William A. Holman
At the Littlefield
Memorial
Church Sunday at 10 30, Rev. C. A
Marstaller will speak on “Life At
Its Best." Mrs. Evelyn Spencer
will be the soloist. Sunday School
meets at 11.45 with classes for all
ages and Young People's meeting
at 6 o'clock. At 7.15 the pastor wlll
use aa his topic “Mysteries Ex
plained and Comprehended." Spe
cial music will include a selection
by the choir. Mid-week prayer and
praise service Tuesday at 7.30. The
Ladies' Aid will meet in the vestry
Wednesday evening, with Mrs. Ar
lene Bisbee and Mrs. Blanche
Mitchell as hostesses.
"Ood is the only cause tnd crea
tor" is the subject of the LessonSermon that will be read in all
Churches of Christ, Scientist,
throughout the world, on Dec. £.
The Oolden Text is: "Every house
is builded by seme man; but he that
built all things is God.” (Hebrews
3:4). The citations from tiie Bible
include the following passages: "O
the depth of the riches both of the
wisdom and knowledge of God! how
unsearchable are hls Judgments,
and his ways past finding out! For
who hath known the mind of the
Lord? or who hath been his coun-

! School meets at noon in the vestry;
New cement floors are being laid
Mrs. Glover's Class at her resi in the basement of the Post Office.
dence; the men at Mr. Glover’s
office; Junior YP.C.U. in the
The Rockland City Band will
| church parlor at 5.30 p. m. and help the Belfast Band celebrate Its
Senior YP.C.U. in the vestry at 50th anniversary next Tuesday. The
I 7 p. m. There will be the Young musicians of the two cities have
! People’s Chorus and) two inspiring been pals for a long time.
sellor? For of him, and through 1 solos at the morning service of
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Aux
him, and to him, are all things; to worship.
• • • •
iliary, United Spanish War Vet
whom be glory for ever." (Romans
11:33, 34, 36).
At Pratt Memorial Methodist erans, will meet Wednesday at 7.30
• • ♦ •
Church tomorrow services will be: p. m. in Legion hall. Department
Universal Bible Sunday w’ll be 9 30, Men's and Baraca Bible class President Margaret Barry will be
observed at the First Baptist es; 10.30, sermon subject, "The , present for the annual inspection.
Church on Sunday: 10.30 topic will Men of Good-Will" with solo by ' Supper will be served at 6; Ella
be "The Book of Books. ’ The L.vdla Storer "Christmas.” Shelly; Hyland, Annie Trundy and Adah
choir under the direction of Mrs. I 12, Sunday School; 6, Young Peo Roberts in charge. There will be a
Rebecca Dulfer of Belfast will sing. ple’s meeting; 7, evening service— : special meeting of the Auxiliary at
The church school with classes gospel song and address by pastor, 3 o'clock in the afternoon for elec
suitable fcr all ages, will meet at "Great Days of Decision"; Tuesday, tion of officers for the coming year.
noon. The Inspiration Hcur of i 7, Mid-week prayer.
A third minor operation was re
• • • •
the Endeavorers will open at 6
cently performed upon Represen
o'clock. The people's evening serv
At the Congregational Church tative William T. Smith at the
ice will open at 7.15 with the pre I the unified service of public wor
Deaconess Hospital in Boston, and
lude and big sing, assisted by the ship and church school ls at 10.30
friends of the genial Thomaston
instruments and choir. Mr. Mac a. m. The theme of the sermon by
heating contractor will be glad to
Donald’s subject will be "Have You Rev. Corwin H. Olds will continue
know that hls attending physicians
Read the 'Best Seller?'The big the thought of last week's sermon
are offering him so much encour
sing at this service wlll center I on the meaning of life, and will
agement tliat lie hopes to be on
around the Bible.
’ be on the topic, "The Meaning of the floor of the House when the
• • • •
j Unity ln the Christian Life." Com Legislative roll ls called the flrst
Universal Bible Sunday will be rades of the Way will meet at 6.30 week in January.
observed at the* Mountain View p. m. at the corner of Broadway
road, Church of the Nazarene: J and Rankin street, and will hike
Thc High School football squad
Bible School at 10 a. m, worship • to the Nazarene Church on Ben- was the special guest of Rockland
I
ner
Hill,
where
they
will
visit
the
'ollowlng at 11. The pastors sub
Rotarians yesterday at a zestful
lect is "What Is the Bible." The evening service, wlpch begins at meeting featured by a rousing song
N.YFS. meets at 630 with the 7.30. The Pilgrim Fellowship will period.
Coach Don Matheson
'Church at Rome” In charge. The Join with the Comrades of the commented on the past football
program will center around the t Way ln the visit to the Nazarene season. 'I"he young guests Includ
Bible. The Evangelistic service is Church. The Pilgrim Homemakers ed George Boardman, Elmer Small,
at 7.30 with a mixed quartet sing will meet on Tuesday evening at Ben Dowling Jr, Bradford Ames,
ing. The pastor will bring a mes i the home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. J. Sallean, Donald Cates, Joe
sage on “The Goepel of Jesus Anderson on Rankin street.
Pietrosky, Alfred Storer, Douglass
Christ.” Mid-week prayer service is
------------------ .
Small, Donald Kalloch, John
held on Wednesday night.
The Christmas party arranged by Storer, Line McRae Jr, Myron
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M Cook of Cummings, James Duffy, Captain
At the Unlversalist Church 10.45 Tillson avenue will be held Dec 20. McConchie, Fred Allen, Arthur
Dr. Lowe will give the fifth and at the hall of Townsend Club No. Brewer, Franklin Call, Don Chaples,
next to the last in his series of 2 ln Spear block. Dinner will be Joe Page, Charles Call, Joe Sylsermons on "Divine Purpose ln a served from 1 to 2 p m , after which vestrl and George Ellis. Capt.
World of Confusion.” He will state the young folks will adjourn to McConchie spoke in behalf of the
and explain the appalling gap be Park Theatre, where they wlll be ; team. Adult guests were Charles
tween our material, mechanical guests of Manager Dandeneau at a i C. Wotton, James Connellan and
progress and our lack of corres movie performance. In addition to ' Alfred C. Hocking. E. Copeland
ponding moral progress. Kinder the dinner and picture show the Lang of Belfast and Dr. C. H.
garten for small children during the children will receive some toys and j Jameson of Camden were visiting
service of worship. The Church useful gifts.
I Rotarians.
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YARDLEY'S TOILET SETS
(We carry the complete line)

CUTEX NAIL SETS
$1.00 to $5.00
PAGE & SHAW’S CANDY

The full line, beautifully packaged

In Complete Holiday Line
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GOLOSHES
Hew1941

Tender, romantic fragrance in quaint bot
tles. Hand-blown Decanter Jug, $1.75.
Violin Bottle, designed from original
1 antique, $1.00. Two bouquets—Plan■ ;'W tation Garden and Woodland Spice.

Aio&iota
TABLE BAB/0
More radio entertainment and value for
your dollar (han ever before! 5 tube in
cluding rectifier Motorola Table Model
with big radio features. Powerful electro
dynamic speaker for rich reproduction.
Self-contained "AeroVane" Loop An
tenna with outside Aerial Connection.
Encased in streamlined Brown Plastic
Cabinet designed by famous stylists.
Priced exceptionally low on terms.

SEE fT...H£AR

IT... TODAY!

ONLY $995
HOUSE-SHERMAN
INC.
442 Main St., Tel. 721
Rockland, Me.

N. B. SUGGESTIONS FOR ““HIM”
Fine Line of Men’s Bill Folds, $1 to $5
SF Williams’ Men’s Sets............... 89c
Specially
good assortment of Keytainers
if Kaywoodie Pipes.... $3.50 to $12.50'
if

sf
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MORN

b DRUG

PkttawnoN
DRUGGISTS

► . MAIL ..
L CR.DE.R.S

(suHCEUJe?

STORE
.

TEL.376
TEL.378
MAIN AT LIMEROCK STS ~ ROCKLAND
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Feminine Pastors

Warren High Presents Four 1-Act Plays

North Waldoboro Church
Loses One, But
Gains Another

GROSS NECK
Pearl Simmons and family have
moved to North Waldoboro.
Harry W. Creamer was a Port
land visitor Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy H. Gross and
family of Randolph, Vt., and Mrs.
Eldora Gross were supper guests
recently at L. C. Benner's, Nortli
Waldoboro.
Mrs. C. L. Eugley is visiting her
daughter Mrs. Irvine Genthner in
West Waldoboro.
Mrs Melvin Genthner visited
last Saturday witli her aunt. Mrs.
Charles Kaler ln West Waldcboro
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Wallace and
son Leland of Dutch Neck called
Wednesday at William Gross.
Harry W. Creamer spent several
days In Rockland recently.
Mrs. WUliam K Winchenbach of
Dutch Neck and Mrs. Eldora Gross
were guests Sunday of Mr and
Mrs Linwood Castner of Medomak
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy H Gross and
children of Randolph, Vt.. visited
Mr. and Mrs. WUliam Gross over
the holiday weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Creamer
and son Carl of Dutch Neck were
callers Friday at Melvin Oenthner's
Mrs. W. A. Gross and Mrs. Mel
vin Genthner visited Mrs. Clinton
Oross of Dutch Neck recently.
John Simmons and Mr Chaplin
were visitors ln Rockland recently.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
When the girls of the Methodist
Ralph Haskell, supervisor of ' Church School put over a cake
Maine Craft of Augusta and Miss sale in the Central Maine Power
Evelyn Davis of a Portland rug Company's store at Waldoboro vilconcern were visitors in town lage and brought back a snug little
Thursday.
. sum to help defray expenses, it
Miss Agnes Creamer Is local does seem that something has
chairman for the Christmas Seal started in the right direction. It
sale. The Red Cross drive com- is something new for the girls, and
mittee of which Miss Creamer was very gratifying to the older memalso chairman has already report- bers. who have born the burden
ed $150 which ls a $35 increase over and the heat of the day.
However, that is not the whole
the amount collected last year.
Mrs. Emma Hagerman is a pa change that has occurred in the ,
tient at the Little .ursing Home. Methodist church here in recent
The Parent-Teachers Association weeks. Rev. Mary S Gibson, pasmet Thursday night at the High tor of the church for the sixth !
School building with 21 in atten year, surpassing all her predeces- j
dance. The program was arranged sors in length of service nearly six by the High School faculty. Re years, surprised her parishioners a
few Sundays ago that she had ac
freshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stafford cepted a call to Seasmont and
and family and William Ringer of *'°uld begin her labors there Dec. 1. I
Dryden were guests Sunday of Mr. Searsmont was Mrs. Gibson's first
charge on entering the ministry, |
Some of the characters from the four one-act plays presented by the students of Warren High School on
and Mrs. Milton Creamer.
The Homemakers will hold a when she served in that parish Friday evening. Front row. left to right: Ann Norwood. Charlotte Moore. Glenice French. Eugene Cogan. Frank
fchristmas party Dec. 13 at the seven years. From there she was Barrett, Patricia Leathers, Mary Ludwig. Theresa Huntley. Second row: Miss Carolyn Hayden, roach. Edward
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY
assigned to the Methodis- church Barret*. Joan Smith. Curtis Tolman. Lois Bazemore, Llewellyn Payson, Raymond Jenkins, Herbert DeVeber.
home of Mr. and Mrs. John Bur In Damariscotta where she served Prin‘iPa’ of Warren High School and coach of the plays with MLss Hayden.
gess.
A 1941 MODEL HOOVER CLEANER
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge will seven years—the same number that
capacity Mrnday after being ill for TENANT’S HARBOR
have its annual Christmas party I £acob served for
tu'° ^vesAt Reduced Price of—
several weeks
Dec. 17. Members are asked to take Pro.m that, 5har^..£h<“ came here
Mr and Mrs. Robert Brown and EAST WALDOBORO
The New England Telephone Co.
Several from here attended the
peter were guests last weekend
a gift for the tree and also pro and served faithfully with gratify
cocking school held Wednesday in of Mr antJ Mrs Harlan Bragdon of is building a new line in this lo
vide something for refreshments. ing results, leaving the church free
from debt, the property increased
cality. Contractor William E. Givren
Thomaston.
Long Cove.
ALENA L STARRETT
The Baptist Royal Ambassador
of Bajigor js setting the poles.
Class held its monthly business
value and much better In menDana Thayer has been confined
Darold
Hocking
a
student
at
Correspondent
.na enni.i P-L.
tal and spiritual condition.
Her
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Scott and
to bed from an Injured right foot. Colby spent Thanksgiving with hls
meeting and social Friday in the
With Your Old Cleaner
many friends here wish her success
caused by stepping on a rusty nail grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Lewis children Frederick Ivan. Jr., Gor
vestry. Seventeen boys are en
Tel 40
ln her new-old parish.
don and Joyce were holiday guests
recently. The nail tore a gash in j Barter.
rolled ln the class but all boys who
However, the old saying is.
Phone 558 for Demonstration
of his parents Mr. and Mrs Fred
do not attend Sunday School else
the
instep.
Betty
Imlach
who
is
attending
“There are as good fish in the sea
Thermometers registered 20 de
Scott.
where are invited to Join.
as ever were caught out. " The grees below zero Wednesday morn- I ,
F°^01" of Aubl‘rn *
Ma,lne
C<Mnmerce- waa
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Poland of
« Miss
. Anita Philbrook is visiting
„ new pastor appointed to supply ing. There is an estimated foot of
sie'erU da>hs
h°m<!
h°Uday
her brother Edward Philbrook and
u—
_
his sister and brother-in-law. Mr
Mrs Mary Mills has returned to Medomak passed the holiday week
. .....................
here P‘owed her *a> through thc snow on the ground, and the seaMrs. Philbrook in Damariscotta.
Gloucester, Mass, having been end with her mother Mrs. Dora
snow last Sunday morning from son seems advanced to mid-winter. alla
Wayne Pinkham of Nobleboro Kent's Hill in tie for service here though the calendar points out1 A crew of eight men and over- called here by the sudden death of Whitney.
Mr and Mrs. L. A. Winchenbach
has been recent guest of his grand at 10.30. where she was greeted by that Winter does not officially be- seer from thf Eangor office of the her brother. She was accompanied
were supper guests Sunday at C.
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alvah
Harris.
mother, Mrs. Lila Lovejoy.
a fairly good congregation notwith- gin until Dec.22.
New England Telephone Co work
Mrs. Harlan Bragdon of Long Bowers'.
Mrs. A. D. Gray and Mrs. Leon standing the hard traveling.
j
Ap t taking part in the ing in this section the next few
Mr. and Mrs. Henry’ lives. Jr., in LYOryDoay s vuiuiiiii rw omll
Cove entertained the “Aim On”
Steward accompanied by Mrs.
weeks
are
staying
at
the
Hillcrest
Miss Harriett Perry comes to this , Christmas pageant. “Why the
Edwin and Burnell Mank were visi
Sewing Club Friday.
Charles Stenger of Friendship at- church highly recommended, bring- chimes
PAIR of one-hor»e sleds for sale.
- which will bp nre- Homestead.
Aaverucemenu in ttu« column no RALPH BENNETT Bonnie Brae gt
Mr. and Mrs Alvah Harris harve tors last Saturday at Olen Cove.
th^ExeSjTSmmit^Tof^th:
hW * ba<?king C* W,UiP' sented
22 at the ConKre«aCapt F’>ha Th,J"
to exceed three itnee lneer.ed once foi Camden
_______ 147-149
Ambrose
Day
and
Mr
Frazier
of
returned from a visit to Wesley
, 15 cento, three times for 50 cento
Adment “ f°UoWS: Graduate of Dea"tional. Chu.ch. are asked to
meet Warren, is in ill health.
SINOLE horse sled for sale. TEL
Itttonal llnee five cento each for one
Mr. and Mrs Charles Wheeler Fort Fairfield are guests at Ivan 1, time.
10 cento for three time*
Five 28 11. Warren________________ 147*149
?°n.eSS 7111111118 S^001 in WashSunday at 2.30 in the church audi- Mr and Mrs Hiram Libby of and son Whitney returned home Scott's.
mat word* to a line
GIRL’S dark green ski suit for sale
..
?
.
v.
i
D c ■ Graduate of Syra- torium for the first rehearsal Thomaston. Mrs. Ada Spear of Sunday from a few days' visit with
First class condition Size 18 Cbea^
Otto
Bowden. Sr.,
Carolyn
" • JXX8
,h
cuse University. Student Secretary Adults ,holr member5 and children Warren, and Fred Folsom of AuCall mornings. TEI _M1-M
146-148
Bowden and Charles Bowden were
relatives in Milford. Mass.
BABY carriage for sale, draft proof
t
a "
3'
6
1
8n °f General Deaconess Board two oj the church school will take part burn were entertained Tuesday at
Miss
Agnes
Sivewright
is
guest
in
Hallowell
Sunday
on
a
visit.
exc< lent c ndltlon; alto mahoeanv
fourth degrees were conferred up- years, superintendent of Deaconess
Norwood and Roger a turkev dinner at the home of Mr.
d-‘ k 51_NORm MAIN ST ___ 1WS‘14«
for a few weeks of Rev. and Mrs.
Miss Marjory Turner spent
on candidates. These officers were Work in Maine Conference three “
A'“ . or*oo4 a ...
,nd Mrs Oliver LibbyTWO pair girls shoe skates for sale:
MAN’S By»on gold »rl«t watch lo-t
Newell J Smith of Milo, former Thanksgiving with her parents Mr
elected: Master. Alton Winchen- years. Five years work under Worn- Tea8ue « 11 sing the duet. Less o
between High School and Ocean St white s ze 3 black, alee 5 UMd very
pastor in this place.
and Mrs. Arthur Turner in South Reward
bach, overseer, Merrill Standish: ens' Foreign Missionary Society in Sel‘ More of Jesus.
Sunday j?or civic improvement
VERNON STUDLEY 45 Ocean little 189 Broadway. TEL 1179-R
146-148
St.
147-149 ,____________________
Previous to the communion serv Liberty.
lecturer. Corinne Gerry; steward. Japan, four years Conference Di- ,nornlng at the Baptist Church.
At {he sessj0,1 of the Woman's
PURE bred Ouernaev cow and calf
L. Burnell Mank who attends
Richard Gerry; assistant steward. ' rector of Religious Education in
Thf annual meeting and election club Thursday the motion was car- ice Sunday night, pastor emeritus
for sale
W L MERRIAM Union
| Tel 8j________________________ II6’14?
Dr. Franklin Randolph; chaplain, i Maine Conference ar.d the last five if officers in the E. A Starrett rietj that the Club protest against Rev Perley E Miller extended the Ballard Business School in Rock
tight
hand
of
fellowship
to
the
land and boards at Dr. Richan's
A Victor Crawford range for sale
Mildred Duswald; treasurer, Fran- and a half years house mother and Auxiliary’, S U V., will be held
use of the mm pond as a
combination oil. gas or coal lf denew pastor Rev. Byrd Springer and spent the holiday weekend with
ces Randolph; secretary, Martha teacher of Biblical Literature a Wednesday. Mrs. Isa Teague will j public dump, and that a commit
POSITION caring for Invalid or do slred 19 Knowlton St.. Camden. TEL
be chairman of the public dinner ; tee of three
appointed to inform Mrs. Springer. Rev. Mr. Miller's his parents Mr and Mrs. LaPorest ing housework wanted. MRS R S 2020
_________________ Li5?.147
Genthner, gate keeper, Herbert ' Kent s Hill seminary.
WHITE Owls Head
146-143
PHILCO electric refrigerators at bar
Well, we do feel that the people served that day. and members not ,he 5electmen of this protest and 1 ‘come *^s,g.tve?, n hls cust0™ar?' Mank.
Johnson; Ceres, Nettie Winchen
---- ■■
—...... " ~ »— gain
prices.
SENTER
CRANE'S
POSITION ba housekeeper tn small
t
____
145-147
bach; Pomona, Gertrude Creamer; of North Waldoboro should show solicited are requested to furnish tQ rN,ufst that signs forbidding ?*ncere and lrl^d \
family wanted bv middle aged woman
thrcwlrg of rubbish }nt0 the river .
Inqn rt at 15 MVKTLE ST
14*»148
GOOD lobster boat 23 ft. ty 6’2 ft
Flora. Isadore Hoffses. lady assis thelr appreciation by giving their sweets
APPLETON
RIDGE
4 years old. M de’ A marine eng ne 2
tant steward, Madeline Genthner; unstinted support with push
These from this town to attend above the dam. be placed in con- ! munltJ.
plowing the service,
roui wood-choppers wanted at year* old WTLf'RED I LOYD Vina'
Kenneth Hustus was guest last
Camp on lot
Apply RALPH haven Me __
____________ 145*147
member of executive committee. prayers and purse.
the Colby supper Wednesday m .p;Cucus places on the river banks. , handclasps were exchanged by Mr weekend of his father. Oeorge Hus once
HANNON North Union
146’148
W R. Walter.
ELECTRIC combination sawing out
Alfred Bliven, pianist, Louise JackRockland were Mrs Chester Wyllie. on this committee are Mrs. Mary Mil!er and hls many fnends His tus in Knox.
EIsDERLY people wanted to board fit :
Price right
A. W DE
North Waldoboro. Dec. 2.
son.
Mrs. Leroy Norwood. Miss Bertha Moore. Mrs Mildred Kenniston presence never {alls t0 add interest.
Mrs. Julia Mitchell was a caller and room Expert care. 15 per week MUTH South Warren__________ 145*147
at_21
MAVERI
CK
8T
_________
145*147
Wallace Witham of Augusta. Di- '
Teague. Edwin C Teaaue and Mr. and Mrs. Lillian Mathews.
optimism and Christian fellowship Sunday at Thcmas Williams’.
TWO bedroom sets for sale, excelFURNITURE wanted to upholster, lent condition, maple, walnut; kitchen
rector of the School Lunch Division FRIENDSHIP
and Mrs Herbert DeVeber
The Club also voted to have an to any gathering, and were lt not
Mrs. Lucena Wentworth of Sears cal’ed for and delivered T J FLEM I cabinet
Leaving state reason for
of Surplus Commodities DistribuTheparent-Teacher Association
Mystic Retekah Lodge will meet article inserted in the town war- for impaired health, he would be a mont is spending the Winter with ING 19 Birch St . Te! 212-W. 137’l«-tf quick sale. Call at 88 Summer St
j TEL 279 R__________________________ i45!?4!
tion was a visitor in town Tuesday, meeting Monday at the school Monday.
I rant to see if the town will estab- faithful attendant at all church her daughter Mrs. Bertha Went- 1
I BUILDING and land. 60x35 ft for
Supt^ A. D Gray was the speaker
the fOrm oj a
Frank D. Rowe, guestspeaker I
a town dump Mrs. Alena J services. However, he has their in- worth.
/
I sale reasonable Comer Atlantic High
at the Men Teacher's Club of Knox Christmas party.
way (Route 1) and Columbia Ave..
Everyone 's Friday night at the tt i.xcasset glBrrett. appointed a committee of terest at heart, and the church has
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy N. Moody '
Cltv
Built as public garage. Tel.
and Waldo Counties Monday at asked to attend and take an in- Woman s C.ub. took as subject a Qne
attend
q1c insertion of i his prayers and loyal support ln Lucy Nelson and Ruth Moody were [
FOUR-room house to let on Mc 679-M_____________________ L45;!47
the Kr.ox Hotel In Thomaston. expensive gift. It is important report on the New England Superarticle
1 other ways other than attendance guests Thanksgiving Day of Mr Loud St TEL 527-M__________ 147 lt
34-UT boa* for sale, the "Prises
His subject was "The High Schoo. that all parents present their views intendents' Conference held recentr,rnIvn wavden se-ord
Mr and Mrs James 01715 have and Mrs. Laurence Moody.
FURNISHED apartment to let. 3 WILMER AMES Matinicus, Me 144*149
bath
Call 29 Rockland St .
ONE modem white enamel g^s stove
Assembly and its Place In Schcol anti suggestions m the interest of
>n Boston, and reviewed the
Warren Kuh School bought a store in Warren, and
Mr. and Mrs. Harrie Stanley and j roems.
TEL 607-R
147-149 for sale good as new also dinette set.
and Community.” He was accom- a progressive association designed book. ' Art of Living, by Norman
admit’er1 tn merrbershin *fter nreved there last Saturday. Mr Davis Sergeant and Mrs. Joel Penning
Bargain
for quick sale 18 Talbot Ave
LARGE heated room nnd bath to
panied to Thomaston by Principal to assist the young people in the Vincent Peele. Mrs Howe also at•'
MrsXarrie will drive to his work at Elmore this ton of Bangor passed the holiday let $4 week FOSS HOUSE 77 Park TEL 781-3_______________________ 143-tf
146-tI
~
tended the meeting
Hard wood per toot, iltted. $1 50;
Earle
Spear.
Winter.
community.
with Mr. and Mrs. W M. Newbert. St.
KITCHENEari’E apartment to let. S-»wed tl 40. long, tl 30 M B A C O
St. George Lodge, FAM. will j
The Central Maine Power Co.
The marriage of Arthur Mills and
Charles Stenger. student at Lee
PERRY
Tel. 487
145-tf
Arnold
Pitman
spent
the
Thanks

13
50
week
V
F
STUDLEY
283
Main
"Cathedrals
Several
musical
Miss Gladys Davis took place at giving holidays with his father, A. St Tel _UM_2r 330_____ ______146’tf
and The Community Garden Club Academy, spent the holiday vaca meet Monday.
LEHIGH Valley stove and nut coal
Ladies
of'
the
Baptist
Church
numbers
interspersed
thc
reading,
the parsonage Monday night at 7 G. Pitman.
are joining In awarding prizes for tion with his parent, Mr. and Mrs.
LIGHT housekeeping rooms steam for sale. tl4 50; Pocahontas lumpy
gave Rev and Mrs William Stack- Mrs Carrie Smith sang "Cathedral o'clock performed by the local pas
heated, also single room Rent reason i soft t9 fitted dry hard wood, tl 50 ft
the most attractively decorated C. E. Stenger.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Sprowl
and
able
148 Mam St Thomaeton TEI. J B PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 62
house a pleasant surprise party at: Chimes." and played the chime tor. Rev. Byrd Springer.
43
146-148 •____________ _____________________ 145-tf
homes during the Chrismas season.
Francis Winchenbaugh who has
son
were
guests
recently
of
Mr
and
D&H nard coal, egg stove. nu<
HOUSE to let at 7 Broad St . flve
The first prize will be a $5 elec employment at Palmer-Scott Boat the parsonage, on their first wed- me ody- of the Christmas Carol,
Mrs.
Arthur
Sprowl
at
the
village.
ding anniversary, Thursday. The Silent Night.' cn the piano. There Church Notes
rooms with bath; modem conveniences, ' tl4 50 per ton. del. Household soft coal
trical appliance or a $5 credit Yard in New Bedford, was recently
48
per ton. del Nut size New River soft
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Johnson
Pitman
furnace,
garage
TEL
504-J
or
Inquire
Rev. Byrd Springer's subject for
?™up singing of "Come All Ye
at 69 Pleasant St.
145*147 i not screened t9 ton del ; screened. t10
toward any appliance; the second home on a short visit. On return observance was opened by the
ton del M B * C O PERRY «1<>
women singing. “Blest Be The Tie Faithful. ' “Silent Night? .nd “O the service at 10.30 o’clock Sunday accompanied Arnold Pitman to the
FURNISHED 5-room apt. t > let Main St.. Tel 487
prize will be a $3 cash award and he was accompanied by Miss Mary
145-tf
University of Maine and were flush,
cellar. &hed. easily heated DELIA
That
Binds '
The three-tier
Town of Bethlehem.' Mrs. will be "Wonders of the Bible."
the third prize, $2 in cash.
Simmons of Waban. Mass.
guests
there
Sunday.
YORK.
Ill Pleasant St
145-147
Special music will be provided by
bride
s
cake,
decorated
in
pink
and
Wyllie
expressed
appreciation
for
Flores Wellman has sold his
Mr. and Mrs K K Stowell of
SIX-room tenament to let.
OH
Richard Wentworth spent a few
made
bv ------------Miss Tena McCal- i information furnished her by Mrs the adult choir of mixed voices.
heat, bath and garage at 52'2 Sum
place to William E. Jacobson of i Bronxville, N. Y. were at their i .green,
.............
—— -*■
_
• i -__ 1 P.r’U’in Fmnrcnn art/4 DouaK«1
Sunday School wlll be at 11.30 days recently with his mother Mrs. mer 8t.. Tel 182 M
145-147
Cambridge. Mass.
Summer home over the weekend. . lum. was cut by Mrs Stackhouse _
‘
*■
ln the vestry. Men s class meets Bertha Wentworth
APARTMENT ‘o let at 9 L’mero^k
TYPING reatly nnd accurately done
Dr. Milton Proctor of Westbrook
Marlene Davis, daughter of Mr. and served by Mrs Grace Wyllie.
at revannaMe prices on sh'rt notice
Miss Carolyn Hart was weekend St Inquire at PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
in a special room at the parsonage,
144 tf MARGARET E NUTT. Tel 683-W
Junior College was guest speaker and Mrs. Ralph Davis suffered a Mrs. Helen Borneman. Mrs Laura
A,ter tne p: ziam, a Christmas with the pastor as teacher.
guest of Mrs. Edna Miller In
______________________ 147 -149
7 ROOM tenement to let at 24 Cres C.tv
Tuesday at the Woman's Club, tak- broken arm recently from a fall. ! Seavey and Miss Maud Eagles, who j party was enjoyed, both being in
The evening service, the subject Burkettville. Mr. and Mrs. Frank cent St . flush and llghta. $12 water In
BRIDES and others, would appre
Mr and Mrs. B A. Murphy en- , also served coffee, sandwichesand j charge of Mrs. Nancy Clark and
lng as subject, “Can a Hickory
eluded
TEL
785-R
evenings
145-147
ciate a gif’, of the Houaehcld Search
of which will be "Seven Bible Hart and children spent Thanks
Stick Sing?" Five new members terlained at dinner Thanksgiving other cakes. In behalf of the the hostesses. Mrs. Mildred Oam- Fools" begins with a song service giving Day with Mrs. Miller.
ROOM to let at 15 Orove St. TEL light" recipe book. Iree with 5-ycars
subscription to Household Mazaztne.
579-W.
MRS
FLORA
OOLLINS
145-tf
were added tothe club: Mrs. Leon Day, Mr. and Mrs. Cortland Brack- women present, Mrs Wyllie pre- mon. Mrs. Dianra Haskell. Mrs. at 7 o’clock with special music by a
$2 Call 1158 and let me show veu the
Miss Lucy Moody attended a
UNFURNISHED upartment to let book and a copv of the magazine R
Steward. Mrs. Robert Schoppe.
ett and daughter Lucille of New sented to Rev and Mrs. Stack- Annie Lehto Mrs. Helen Maxey. large young people's vested choir teacher's meeting Monday at
Four rooms and bath
Call at 12 S SHERMAN 76 Ma-onlc St Rock
145-A7 land pertodicala by subscription. Send
Mrs. Arthur Fitzgerald. Mrs. Wen Harbor. Miss Gladys Fernald and house gifts befitting the occasion Mrs. Chrisle Trone and Mtss Hilda and orchestra followed by the pas Walker Grammar School. Liberty. Knox St., or TEL 156-W
postcard cr phone lor catalogue cf
• paper wedding>, Mr Stackhouse Aspey. Gifts from the tree were tor's Gospel message. The subjects
dell Blanchard and Mrs. Perley Mabel Fernald of Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. A G. Pitman and
leading magazines If there are chil
Mrs. Ralph Winchenbach has or- receiving a gift subscription to distributed by Mrs. Nancy Clark. for these services have been select Arnold Pitman dined Thanksgiv
dren from infancy to college ase. you
Waltz. Tea was served by the
"The
Watchman-Examiner.
”
and
should have the Parents' Magaz'ne 3
SOUTH
THOMASTON
ar.d
Mrs.
Carrie
Wyllie.
__ ______ _____
_____
ganized a Troop of Girl Scouts.
hostesses.
Mrs. _________
Ina Smith,
Mrs.
ed in observance of Bible Sunday. ing Day with Mr. and Mrs. John
Mrs. Lotte Crowley is guest cf years, $3______________ ______ _ 146-143
Addie Walter. Mrs. Ruby Miller. Members are: Janice Cushman. Mrs. Stackhouse, a box of stationThe mid-week prayer-meeting Is son Pitman.
MEN Women! Want Vim? Stimu
her sister. Mrs. John Stanton in lants.
Mrs. Sace Weston and Mrs. Ida Eslher Simmons, Thelma Prior, ery. Both spoke in appreciation of
At Glover Hall. Warren. Friday held every Wednesday at 7 o'clock,
tonics In Ostrex tablets pep up
bodies lacking vitamin B-l, Iron. Cal
Danvers,
Mass.
Verena
Neal,
Janice
Simmons,
the
party
and
the
gift.
I
Dec.
20.
"Radio
Round-Up
Revue'";
followed by choir rehearsal.
Stahl.
cium Phosphorus. Get 35c size Ostrex
CLARK ISLAND
Joan Winchenbaugh, Phyllis Prior, I Twenty-three deer were tagged dance after show, music by Lime
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Hopkins today First package satisfies or mak
Robert D. Creamer
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Taylor of returned Sunday from spending er refunds low price Call, write C.
Phyllis Stevens, and Helen Fales, I the past season at the local game City Boys. Children. 15 cents;
Peppers are rich in vitamins C,
H MOOR At CO. and all other good
1 inspection station, the same num adults 40c, tax included—adv.
Robert D. Creamer 64. died Mon assistant leader.
Long Cove, Mrs. McLain. Rev. H. Thanksgiving and the weekend drug stores
145-153
B. and G.
day at the Little Nursing Home.
ber
as
in
1939.
The
smallest
num

F.
Leach
of
Thomaston
ard
Mrs.
Ladles Reliable bait goods at Rock
with relatives, in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Arden E. Schulz
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St Mall orders
He was bom in Friendship, son of
ber the past five years was 19 and
Albert Burton of Spruce Head were
Mrs Elizabeth Babb is visiting solicited H C RHODEH Te' 519-J
Mrs. Arden E. Schulz, formerly
Dartby and Helen Creamer but had
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. relatives in Winthrop Mass
the largest number 25, the record
147-S-tf
7
passed most of his life in this town. Jessie Alfreda Wallace of this town being kept during that time by |
Charles Butter.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Emery of
He is survived by one son. Glen died Nov. 5 in Chicago where she Harold Drewett. Other deer were
Oscar Hagberg has moved to the
STATE OF MAINE
Bar Harbor, Mr. and Mrs. Wood
To all persona interested ln cither
wood and two daughters, Mrs. had made her home the last nine shot in this town, but were tagged
house owned by Joseph Baum of
years.
bury
Brackett
of
Houlton
and
Os

of the estates hereinafter named:
at nearer inspection stations.
Helen Wellman and Mrs. Hazel
South Thomaston.
At a Prebate Court held a' Rock
car Emery Jr., of Portland spent land
Mrs. Schulz was the youngest
In -md for the County of Knox,
C. Harry Edwards, director of
Flanders, one brother, William
Mrs. Carl Malmstrom has re
the
holiday
at
the
Bartlett
home.
on the 19th day of November in the
daughter
of
the
late
Ulysses
and
health and physical education of
Creamer, two sisters, Mrs. Laila
turned from several weeks visit
year of our Lord one thousand nine
Elizabeth
Wallace
of
this
town
Sixteen members of Naomi Chap hundred and forty and by adjournment
Maine, gave an illustrated lecture
Benner and Mrs Hattie Benner of
In Massachusetts.
from day to day from thc 19th day
where she was born and grew to Monday at the High School and
■Whitinsville. Mass.
Mrs. William Caven of Rockland ter, OE.S. were guests Monday of of said November The following mat
womanhood. She was a young wa.s luncheon guest that day at
Forget-me-not Chapter
Supper ters having been presented for the
Funeral services will be held Fri
visited
at
her
home
Sunday.
action thereupon hereinafter Indi
woman of beautiful Christian char the home of Principal and Mrs.
day at Flanders funeral residence,
Mrs. Mary Marriott of Tenants was served and at the close of the cated it ts hereby ORDERED
acter and unusual ability especial Herbert DfVeber.
meeting
a
program
was
presented
That flotlce thereof be given to all
Rev. Oscar Barnard officiating.
Harbor was recent guest of Mrs.
person- Interested, by causing a copy
ly in music. She was an active
consisting of humorous selections, of
Mrs Marjorie Kenniston of Calais
Burial will be in Comery cemetery.
Leslie Milne.
this order to be published three
member of the Advent Christian has been guest at the home of Mrs.
quotations, sengs by William Im- weeks successively ln the CourierOazette
publlhed at
Church. Her death at such an early
laeh of St. George and Mrs. Isa R cklnnd aln newspaper
Benjamin Starrett and while in
said County, that they
ago leaves much sadness in her town has called on other friends.
ORFF’S CORNER
ROCKVILLE
belle Jackson, reading by Gilford may appear at a Probate Court to be
at said Rockland on the 24th
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Leonard family to whom she was a courageThe Rockville school will present Butler. At the next meeting, Dec. held
Chester Wyllie. carrier on rural
day of Decemtfer A. D. 1940 st nine
and daughter of Rockland have ; ous and devoted wife and mother,
an entertainment with Christmas 16. there wlil be a Christmas tree, o'clock In the forenoon, and be heard
rout# 1, resumed his work in thac
If thev see cause
been recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. j She is survived by her husband.
program at the church Dec. 12.
a program and refreshments. thereon
ESTATE DUDLEY F WOLFE, late of
Ralph Jackson.
[Arden, two daughters. Betty and
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Hunter had as Members are requested to take a Rockport deceased
First Account
pti-ented for allowance by Clifford
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Miner of O18a; and four younger boys, Paul.
weekend guests Mr. and Mrs. Earl present to place on the tree.
Smith, Exr
Warren and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Oavld- D<‘an and Joey; besides two
Tasker and daughter Barbara of
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Es
quire. Judge of Probate Court for
Bradford.
Thompson of Thomaston passed sisters, three brothers and many
Knox County. Rockland. Maine
NORTH
HAVEN
E H. Perry made a business trip
Attest:
Thanksgiving Day with Mr. and other relatives who mourn her loss.
FOR BREEDING
Wendell Howard who spent the
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
Services and interment were ln
to Lewiston this week.
Mrs. Harry Creamer.
R“g1steholiday
with
his
mother.
Mrs.
Ethel
Chicago
Nov.
8.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
L.
Hunter,
son
147-S-153
Miss Emily Perry has returned
FOR SALE
Howard, has returned to Worces
Vernon
and
daughter
Marjorie
were
to Appleton after a few days' visit
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and ter. Mass., accompanied by Mrs.
Also Wire Fox Pens
with her aunt Mrs. A B. Hoch.
Howard. They will reside there lor j
Mrs. Arnold Nelson of Rockland.
Miss Cora Merry and Mrs. Lida
the present.
Karl
Packard
has
had
what
is
Creamer are employed on the hotHARRY F. ROSS
Tlie Baptist pulpit will be' occu
known
as
"hard
luck."
Labor
Day
lunches-for-school-children project
with
INGRAHAM HILL
he was taken ill and was in the pied Sunday by J. S. Pendleton.
at the village.
I.vnne Carver conspires with Nelson Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald house seven weeks with pneumonia. Worship’ will be sft 11 ;• Sunday
TEL 1164,
ROCKLAND, ME.
to aid them in an elopement. The scene is from the filmization of the After getting out, he contracted School at 10; evening service at 7.30
145-147
Subscribe to Tbe Courier-Gazette
celebrated Noel Coward operetta “Bitter Sweet”
cold aud is now phut in with grippe conducted by the young people
Tel. 27
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DEER ISLE

At Castine Normal

Mrs. Agnes Murray is in Boston.
(By Grace S. Bowden)
The Robert Riesers who spent a
Grimes Promised Pea
Vice Principal Jasper F. Crouse
few days here, have returned to
MRS OSCAR C. LANS
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M.. over Stations WNAC, Boston;
Chatham, N J
went to Bangor Friday and Sat
Soup. Cut Best He Could
Correspondent
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
Malcolm Carman was in Rock
urday to represent ES.NS. at a
Do Was Deliver Chicken
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
land recently.
meeting of a committee for re
Donald Cotter returned last Sat
All hot and bothered in the expec
Mrs. william Rcbbins has re
viewing educational films in con
urday to Hartford. Conn. where he tation that they were to get a shot
The questions accumulated while delicious wheat and barley cereal turned from a visit in Brooklyn,
nection
with
the
Cooperative
has employment.
cf that great rejuvenator, piping hot
N Y.
Sound Film Library.
Twenty- we dealt with holiday fixings so if you will send along a postcard
Mrs. Nellie York of North Haven pea soup, the Skippers foregath
Mr. and Mrs Rodney Philbrook
here's
an
accumulation
of
queries
request
to
Marjorie
Mills,
Yankee
seven Maine schools are at the
ls visiting Mr. and Mrs. William ered w’ith their friendly enemies,
were guests Thanksgiving Day ef
today
and
you
might
find
the
present time affiliated with this
Network. Boston. Mass.
Lawry
the Oanders, at Mrs. Kent's Restau
the James Hardies in Stonington.
problem that bothers you answered.
i movement.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess and rant Monday night, only to get one
Now then for free recipe books, i Fred L. Sylvester and the Grorge
daughter Roseanne cf North Haven of the greatest shocks and disapMrs. Adrea Thorbjorson and We re always hoping that will hap Wfve a handsome Brer Rabbit
are guests of Mr. ffc.d Mrs. Allston potn'ments of thelr seafaring lives
t Mrs. Charabelle Andrews, teachers pen. With suede bags, belts, jack recipe book plus a pamphlet Lane Becks spent last weekend in
' from St. George visited the Train- ets and1 hats in high style every "Something Every Mother Should Boston.
Roberts.
when the menu as breught forth
one is asking about cleaning suede. 1
Miss Ernestine Carver was home showed that pea soup did not even
| ing School Friday.
Know" which brings you news of
Laurie Fish, critic teacher in the We don't think it can be done ex new discoveries about iron in RAZORVILLE
from the University of Maine to place. Neither as an appetizer nor
cept
by
a
professional.
Brushing
,
| rural school, spent the weekend
pass the hcliday weekend with her as a charer did the lenged-for pea
Douglas H.pklr.s ar.d William
molasses, a big illustrated Good
with her mother, Mrs. Cassie Fish, with a good clothes brush will re- I Luck recipe bcok. a set of Knox Oanoin of Coopers Mills were visi
parents Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Carver. soup appear and in its s'cad was
move surface soil, a rubber sponge
in Belfast.
Hcllls Eurgess. Jr., returned Mon something described as irlcasseed
booklets including the Mrs. Knox tors Sunday at Clifton Eiann's.
School janitor. Bernard Sawyer, or wire brush helps to restore lus- j big 55-page recipe book and the
day to University of Maine to re ch'cken Now’ fricasseed chicken is
Warren Howard of Union was
ter.
Absorbents
such
as
chalk,
ful'
is having hls annual vacation.
sume hls stui'.'cv having passed the all right in its place and its place
endurance or Knox Build-up plan ; guest recently of friends in this
ler's
earth,
cornmeal
or
cornstarch
Former
Vice
Principal
Ermo
H.
holiday recess, with his parents Mr. is on the table, but when one’s
pamphlet.
community.
Scott, now principal of the State are safe to use, and the powder ! Then there’s a Nestle recipe book I.
and Mrs. Hollis Burgess.
mouth is all puckered up for pea
Edna Brann recently visited
can
be
left
on
bad
spots
for
20
or
Normal School. Castleton, Ver
Richard Stoddard of Rockland soup, and it is also known ‘hat pea
waiting for your request, a free Mrs. Glenwood Cramer and son
mont. and family plan to spend 30 minutes.
was in tewn Tuesday er. business.
soup is good for pcor bowling, then
Fuller’s earth mixed to a paste i Kirkman catalogue of premiums Bemis.
part of thelr Christmas vacation
Mr. and Mrs. Vinal Hopkins and
and a booklet "Quick Tricks with j Maud Howard spent last week
it is no time to dash the soud plate
with
carbon tetrachloride is the
with Principal and Mrs. William
niece Mildred Brinkworth have
G.
Washington Broth Aces."
end at the Calvin Bowes home
from
cne's
hand
and
substitute
a
answer to that good old hardy 1
D Hall.
meved to the Calvin Vinal house
Address Marjorie Mills, Yankee while Mr. ar.d Mrs. Bowes were in
chicken's
hind
leg.
perennial
question
abottt
spots
on
Several teachers from Milford
on Schocl street for the Winter.
Network. Boston. Mass., or your
Nevertheless for all thfeir ranting
Carleton Clarke. Herbert Knowl
visited the Training School Thurs- wallpaper. Cover the soiled sur own station for these free recipe J Portland.
Several Chapters were repre
and
raving
over
the
absence
of
the
face. let the paste dry thoroughly
I day.
ton and Walter Torfason have re
books.
sented at the recent meeting of
pea
soup
the
assembled
bowlers
and
brush
off.
turned to Brooklyn. N. Y. where
The honor roll for the first
Fon-du-lac Chapter. O ES
De
We know why there are so many Savory Sausage Polenta
quarter of the school year has just
they joined the yacht Althea, on again elected Cap'n Grimes to the
high
office
of
Custodian
of
the
Feed
One tablespoon minced onion. 1 grees were conferred and a pro
| been announced. The five high- questions about making fireplace
which they have employment.
gram was enjoyed preceding a
Moses Webster Lodge F.A.M Bag for another term. This makes
standing. left to right: William A. AnttiU. 51. and his mother, Mrs. es’' ran*tin« students in school in bricks shine with cleanliness. It’s tablespoon fat. 1 No. 2 can (2Mi bountiful repast.
nine
times
he
has
been
elected
this
getting
on
to
Christmas
and
the
cups) tomatoes. 1 bay leaf, few
held special meeting Tuesday night
Kustave Anttila, 84. both of Union: seated. Armas William AnttiU. 29 and crOst
ran* Placement are: MalMrs. Maud Merrifield and daugh
and conferred the entered appren year and he seems to be good for daughter. Jayn Elizabeth Anttila, 2 <4 months old—both of Danielson, conn Blodgett, West Brooksville; hearth is always the center of at grains salt. 1 pound link sausages,
ter. Mildred, were dinner guests
nine more as long as the dime col Conn.
Bricks can be j 2 cups cooked Maltex cereal.
John Seekins. Stockton Springs tention then.
tice' degree cn three candidates.
Josephine Hutchins, Bucksport; cleaned with two ounces of soda. I Saute the minced onion ln the recently at Sydney Humes.'
Holiday dinner guests of Mrs lections roll in. The Goose led thc
Residing in Warren are the two, operative Farmers’ Inc. there, and Priscilla Plummer, Newport; and one of pumice stone and one ounce ' fat; add the tomatoes, bayleaf and
Ernest Macintosh were Mr. and pep song “The Gander Blue and
Place egg white and nuts into
Mrs. Austin Calderwood. Leuise Gold" with his customary dash and older members cf a Finnish four- his daughter, Jayne Elizabeth, 2'i Richard MaoLeod. Dark Harbor. of salt mixed with enough water salt. Cook 10 minutes. Fry thc
Libby and Frances MacArthur of verve while Gene Hall explained hls generation group—one of the few inonthS old. Mr. Anttila was gradu- Malcolm Blodgett has earned all to make a cream. Rub the bricks sausage and cube, reserving five large bowl, rub with fingertips
disappointment about the pea soup in this State. It is headed by Mrs,; ated from Union High School with As for the fourth consecutive well, let the cream stand on them for garnish. Combine the tomato until all nuts are coated. Add
Boston
for a while and rinse thoroughly. mixture, Maltex and cubed sausage. sugar, salt and cinnamon pre
yanking period.
Floyd Robertson. Jr., has re to his wife over the short wave Kustaava Anttila. 84. resident, class 1929.
since 1914. and her son. William A I William A Anttila, of Warren, is
A Thanksgiving party was held When the bricks are dTy apply a Bake in a hot oven <400 degrees viously mixed, and stir until nut
turned to Belmont. Mass., after telephone.
Guests were Eugene S. Sprague, Anttila. 54. resident of Union the 1 a director of the United Co-opera- Tuesday evening in the Gym coat of butcher's wax and polish F.) 30 minutes; garnish. Serves meats are well coated. Remove
spending the holidays with his
excess seasonings by
shaking
parents Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Leslie Stinson. A. E. Libby. Bruce past 19 years, now living on Millay tive Farmers Inc., headquarters in nasium. Entertaining skits were and you have the effect you want. j four to six.
through
a
sieve.
Spread
nuts
on a
Hill.
Fitchburg,
Mass.,
and
a
director
ol
There
’
s
one
gift
offer
we
have
Grindle.
George
A.
Lawry
and
the
put
on
by
students
and
faculty
Robertson and his grandmother.
! Springerle
baking sheet and bake in a slow
The other half of the four gen- i the Union Farmers' Trading Club members.
for you that I know you're all going
Mrs. Charles Robertson. He made two pin ’xjys, Sumner Shepard and
Four eggs. 2 cups sugar. 4 cups oven <300 deg. F.) until crisp and
eration group Includes, Armas Wil- of this section,
Charles A. Hall, son cf Principal to love. Send a label from Drome
Albert Ames
the trip to Rockland by plane.
liam Anttila. 29. of Danielson.
The family came originally from William D Hall, has been admitted dary Date and Nut Bread or a box Ccresota not-blcarhed flour. 1 tea dried, about 30 minutes.
Dismayed
by
the
lack
of
the
pea
At the meeting Tuesday of Ocean
teaspoon Party Pudding
Conn., manager of the United Co- Toholampi, Finland.
to the School of Medicine, Yale front from a package of Drome spoon baking powder,
Bound Lodge there will be a birth soup, but fortified by the addition
salt, 1 teaspoon arise seed.
Four eggs. S cup sugar. 1 pint
University, and has been granted dary Dixie Fruit Mix with a
day party and Christmas tree of the services of Don Poole who
Beat eggs ard sugar until thick light cream. 1 envelope il table
quarter and get a combination
has
been
signed
by
the
Skippers
a
full
tuition
scholarship.
He
is
a
eight ball and 58 pins down.
SEARSMONT
Members will take a 10-cer.t gift.
and lemon-bolored, about 30 min
It was Brer Petersen and Gene
Mr and Mr&
Byers were senior at the University of Mpine cake breaker, server and pie cut utes. Mix and' sift dry' ingredients spoon* Knox Sparkling Gelatine.
Those having tablecloths and to take Wym Guilford's place while
'< cup water, few drops almond
ter
—
a
75-cent
value,
mind
you
of Mrs. Evers' reia. this year and will enter Yale next
towels belonging to the order are Wym goes job hunting, the Skippers Hall who seemed to feel the lack of Allday
and add to the first mixture, beat flavoring, l'i tablespoons vanilla
Offers
are
limited
to
one
to
a
fam

September.
went
into
action
in
high
spirits,
but
the pea stup vitamins the most UvM 'n East Hebron
asked to take them.
ing after each addition. Roll out or •» tablespoon vanilla. 1 table
Richardson Hall was closed dur ily Address Marjorie MilLs. Yan
____
Mr and Mrs. Robert Carnie left the best they could do was to lose I and their efforts were both futile
to
about,
’4-inch
thickness, spoon sherry flavoring.
kee
Network.
Boston.
Mass.,
and
and feeble
Oene Hall said he
a"d Mr' «aro»
ing the Thanksgiving recess. Miss
yesterday for Pawtucket. R. I., every string and finish behind the I knew he vas deficient in his O-G °f c»“den. and Mr. and Mrs Pearl
press flcured springerle board
Beat eggs. Gradually add sugar
----- :-----------' — I
Emma McCullough, matron, spent ] send now so you'll get the handy
where they will spend ihe Winter.
or rolling pin very hard on and hot cream. Cook in double
i gadget before Christmas.
vitamins
betruse
he
could
feel
them
Orady
and
daughter
Ruth
of
Belthe
holiday
with
friends
in
Bangor
Mrs. Elizabeth Davidson was day by the Grand High Priest.
You may have a beautiful glass. the dcugh to emboss the designs. boiler until mixture barely coats
going away from him all day while fa£t
recent * with Mr and
Tlie Senior class held a class sup
hostess Tuesday to the Knit-Wits Oeorge Nichols of Camden assisted
I chromium and catalin topped drip- Cut out the little squares and let the spoon. Add the gelatine which
per
at
the
home
of
Principal
and
Pete
said
he
guessed
he
had
lost
1
Joh
"
Leven
^/
'
.
„,
„
Grand Patriarch. Fran< Douglas of
Club. Luncheon was served.
dry overnight on floured board at has been soaked in the water to
out on the A-l kind or had itoo many
Ml'v' £' ' . 8
5 , „ s i Mrs William D Hail Monday eve less syrup pitcher if you'll send
Miss Dorothy BiUings entertained Augusta, grand senior warden.
... „ „
dent at Machias Normal School ning Wlllena Howard Larrabee, of five box fronts from Kre-mel Sur- room temperature. Bake on greased hot mixture, stirring it thoroughly.
Everett Billings; grand junior
B!t afSr the brilliant showing .^ent the Thanksgiving recess w-ith
the Nite Hawks Thursday.
| prise—the preparation that makes tins sprinkled with anise seed in Add flavoring. Turn into wet
Belfast was given a shower.
Miss Muriel Chilles ls visiting warden, Hollis Burgess; grand of Skipper Poole who started oif her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Joe
The ES.NS. basketball team will ! fudge without cooking. Address a slow oven <325 degrees F.i until mold to cool. Serve with cream
scribe. Charles Webster: grand
light yellow. This makes 50 cookies.
friends in Boston.
'it :\U
on the light tack by leading aU, Zachowskl and her brother Fred play the team from Thomaston ' Marjorie Mills, Yankee Network,
The O.E.3. Circle met Wednes treasurer. Melville Smith; grand entrants, the Skippers feel they
Breakfast
j
Boston.
Mass.,
for
the
handsome
Corn Cheese Scallop
High School in Castine Dec. 11.
Dr.
Ralph Afllorr' cal*ed on
day with Mrs Edward Coombs. high priest. Maurice Leadbetter. will yet eetch the Gander boys a"d
Chilled Kemp's Sur. Rayed
Officers recently elected In the | dipless syrup pitcher ar.d send only
8^ Townsend recently,
Three to 4 cups whole kernel
The new officers are: Chief
Supper was served.
the
box
fronts
and
your
name
and
Tomato Juice
Badminton
Club
are;
President.
with their -trousers unsupported. I Mrs Della Hedberg ar.d grandcorn 4 eggs, beaten, 1 cup grated
Maltex Cereal
Mrs. Mildred Torfason is in patriarch, W. J. Billings; senior and administer a beating that will daughter Anna Ar.derson of Wal- Phyllis Cunningham. Patten; sec- ) address—no money.
cheese.
1
teaspoon
Sterling
Salt,
Dropped Eggs cn Toast
At the same time we hcpe you'll 1-16 teaspoon nutmeg. 1-16 tea
Boston where she will pass the warden Herbert Calderwood; junior make both thelr ears and their tham. Mass, spent several days re tetary. Alice MacLeod, Dark Har
warden. Everett Billings; high
Winter.
! take advantage of the Land O' spoon cayenne.
Raspberry Jam
bor;
treasurer.
Leah
Graham.
egos as red as a beet from '.he cently at the home of Jfc.-s Frances
Coffee
Frank Osgood, Earl Hamilton, priest. Andrew Johnson; scribe, pounding. As this defeat marks Mayhew and Daniel M, Farland.
Brcoklin. Gladys E. Milliken is , Lakes offer. If ycu will enclose
Mix all ingredients and place in
I a dime with a Land O Lakes In greased baking dish. Set in pan
Lunrh
Leslie Dyer. Jr., ar.d Owen Dyer Charles Boman; trea: urer. Melville
faculty
adlvser.
the tenth in a row and equals the | Mrs- B'lie
*8S g?<^t “
'Corn Cheese Scallop
dian girl head cut from a carton surrounded by hot water. Bake in
went Thursday to Whitinsville, Smith. Supper was served and world record established bv the Mr “3'1 Mrs Earl
The
Cabin
Bey,
publication
of
the
of 301,1,1
dancing followed the installation
Toasted English Muffins
Mass.
.
Freshman class, was released last or wrapper on Land O' Lakes a moderately slow oven, 325 de
Skipcers last vear Che Skippers Liber.y ever Thanksgiving,
•Springerle
ceremony;
music
by
Leon
Arey,
week It is expected that the next sweet cream butter, you may have grees F. until mixture is set and
The Lion’s Club met Thursday
feel
that
the
worst
is
over
and
they
'
Mr
and
Mrs.
F
A
Dunton
passed
a pair of illustrated picture poems slightly browned over top about
Hot Nestle's
saxophone; Mis. Ola Ames, piano;
at Union Church vestry.
issue
wlll
be
released
before
Christ

simpljr cannot lose next time And t;lp holiday at the home o.
—Edgar Guest's beloved "Boy or 20 to 30 minutes. Serve frond
Dinner
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth Cook and W. H Ingerson. drums. Supper if they can ever g« that pea soup «»elr daughter Mrs. Loa Ness, in mas.
•Savory Sausage Polenta
committee.
Arline
'White
Nellie
A committee from tlie Student Girl” or "Heap o' Living '' on heavy baking dish. Serves six.
daughter Lots returned Thursday
they were cheated out of by the Belfast
Buttered Spinach
Robinson and Annie Patrick.
Senate is working on a handbook antique paper on copper gravure
from North Vassalboro.
Miss Belle Lcwell ar.d W. C. of rules accepted by that organiza etchings. The pictures are suit Spired Nuts
Waldorf Salad
At Union Church Sunday. Sun wily Cap'll Grimes they know there 1 Creamer
Mrs. Hattie Coombs is passing
were holiday dinner guests
is nothing at all that can hold
able for framing, and they'd make
Three to 4 cups nutmeats, 1 egg
•Party Pudding
the Winter with her daughter Mrs. day School will be at 10 a. m; wor
of Mr. and Mrs. Eal Ness ln Belfast. tion to be placed in the hands ot
them.
wonderful Christmas gifts.
white, slightly beaten, ’4 teaspoon
•Spiced Nuts
ship at 11, with sermon by Rev.
students.
Lillian York in North Haven.
Mr. and Mrs Colby Howard and
Fricasseed Ganders
We can send you a generous Sterling Salt, ‘-j cup sugar. 2 table
«
Coffee
A group from the faculty and
Mrs. Charles Webster entertained Kenneth Cook. The vested choir
family spent Thanksgiving at the
Sanborn.
94
96
100
—
289
•Recipes given.
student body plan to attend the four-bowl sample of Maltex. the spoons cinnamon.
the Buddies Wednesday and supper will sing "Make a Joyful Noise,”
home
of
his
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
78 95 92—265
Rubinoff concert to be given in
Mrs. Dcrothy Bennett will be solo Orimes.
was served.
Howard in Belmont.
.
A
.
Littlefield,
92 79 86-257 Edward
ist.
Junior
Epworth
League
meets
|
Mrs. C H Bryant passed the|Bac«>r next week
Miss Louise Burgess returned
Shields,
110
92
83
—
290
at 4 and Christian Endeavor at 6
Thursday from Rockland.
Goose Arey.
87 97 99—283 holiday at the Ccbb heme.
Officers of Island Home Encamp evening meeting at 7 Prayer meetMrs. Ellen Harriman. Mr. and PORT CLYDE
ment I.O.O.F. were installed Tues- lng Tuesday night at 7 o'clock.
The Advent Christian Church
46! 458 455-1384 Mrs. Sidney Harriman. Alton Col
lins ard Gertrude Harriman were will hold services Sunday in this
Snupless Skippers
82 96 1C3—281 guests Thanksgiving of Mrs. Marv order: Worship at 10.30; Sunday
Drew.
80 71 79—230 Collins and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond School at 11.45; Loyal Workers at
Peterson.
6; evening service at 7. Mid-week
72 75 75—222 Harriman.
Hall.
E Bliss Marriner cf Portsmouth. prayer service will be held in the
111 107 102—320
Poole.
88 91 96-273 N. H. visited Eben Cobb recently. vestry Wednesday at 7. At the
Skip Arey.
Ferd Wiley called last Saturday at morning service the pastor will
433 440 455-1326 thc home cf Mr. and Mrs. C. E. speak on the subject. "Ood's Sun
rise," and at the evening service
Luce in Belmont.
Mrs. Maurice Collins of Burkett the subject for meditation will be
WEST WALDOBORO
ville visited Monday with Mrs. "The Kingdom is at Hand." Special
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Creamer. Mr. Mary Collins ar.d Mr. ar.d Mrs. music is being planned for the
and Mis. Stanley Vannah and three Raymond Harriman.
morning service on Christmas
children were guests Thanksgiving
Mrs. Linnie Simmons of Rcck Sunday. Dec. 22. also a pageant ln
Bay of Mr and Mrs. Edgar Win land sppnt a few days recently with the evening, with the Christmas
chenbach of South Waldoboro.
prcgram and Christmas tree on
her sister. Mrs. George Davis.
Mrs. Lillian Standish spent the
Among the recent lucky deer a weekday evening, the date to be
holiday with her daughter Mrs hunters here were Will Hammond, announced. These are under the
Emi'y Etheridge of Rcund Pend.
James Rcbbir.s. Lee Cprcwl. Clar direction of Mrs. Marion M.
Mr and Mrs. Gecrge Beggs of ence Gclo. Willie Bat.ks. Clayton Daniels. The Willing Workers are
Waldoboro passed the holiday with
Poland Gartir.er Hemenway. and planning their Christmas sale for
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach
Dec. 12 in the Library, afternoon
Drummond Hemenway.
Mrs. Clyde Hilton. Mrs. Sidney
News hes teen received cf the ar.d evening.
Creamer and Owen Winslow have
returned homc after spending a death of Carney Shure of Springfield. Mass., whose family spend
week in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Chase of their Summers here.
Services began Sunday at the
VINALHAVEN
New
Harbor
recently vlited
AoWms
with Mrs Chase's parents. Mr and Commuri'y Method’^ Church un
&
ROCKLAND
^‘^.ofabigdiffe
der
ihe
leadership
of
Rev.
Mary
S.
Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach.
'erence
STEAMBOAT CO.
Mrs. Fannie Waltz war. in Bcoth- Gibson.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Miss
Marieta
Welch
of
Machias
bay Monday to attend the funeral
Service to:
of her young granddaughter Donna was guest last weekend at the Pack
In “The Devil's Pipeline.” Andy Devine, right, Richard Arlen anri
ard home.
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
Mala are blocked in their escape from the convict island. Children’s Jean Stover.
ington, Isle au Haut, Kwan's
Mrs. Arnold Davis visited Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Winchen
matinee Monday 4.00 P. M.
Island and Frenchboro
bach were holiday guests of thelr day win he: parents Mt and Mrs.
son M C. Winchenbach of Wal Fetcher in Palmyra.
WINTER SERVICE
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Townsend
doboro.
Subject to change without notice,
were
guests
Sunday
cf
Mr
and
Miss Eleanor Winchenbach of Au
HANCES are that the lowestDOUBLE FEATURE HORROR SHOW
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
gusta spent the holiday weekend Mrs. Charles l.u;e in Belmont.
priced car you have in mind
At the Searsmont Game Inspec
with her parents .Mr. and Mrs.
is a de luxe model. If that’s the
P. M.
A. M.
tion Station. Mrs. J W. Levenseller,
case, compare it with the big
Dewey Winchenbach.
Ar. 6.00
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island.
quality built Olds Special. The
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
inspector, 27 deer were tagged dur
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North llaven,
Olds price is right down in your
ing November.
NORTH WARREN
Ar. 2.45
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
own price range, but the Olds
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Packard. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Feyler of
Lv. 1.30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
car is way out in front in value.
Flora Hunt, and Ira Packard were
Union spent Sunday with Mrs. Fey
119-tf
It gives you more size, more
holiday
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ler's mother. Mrs. Verna Wiley.
room, more power. It gives you
Harold
Marriner
ln
Belmont.
Few deer were shet in this part
the latest in fine-car features.
of town.
Olds prices begin at $852 for
Try Olds’Hydra-Matic
White Oak Grange observed
OFFERED WITH
Special Six Business Coupe.
Drive. You have no
Sisters' Night recently with a some
clutch to press — no
Sedan prices start at $898, ★de
what small attendance ewing to in
HYDRA-MATIC
dears
to shift by
livered at Lansing, Mich. State
clement weather, but with congenial
hand. You get snap
tax, optional equipment and
pleasure for all those able to be
DRIVE!*
pier getaway, livelier
accessories—extra. Prices sub
all-round performance!
present. Tlie "sisters" occupied the
*Optional
at
Extra
Cost
IS A MANUFACTURED PRODUCT—NOT DILUTED
ject to change without notice.
officers' seats. The lecturer pre
’
IT WILL NOT EVAPORATE
sented the program which consisted
of the grand march led by the
ASK FOR
BYNAME
Kitchem Orchestra; song service;
Dutch quiz; several readings; three
7 ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE
selections by orchestra; duet hy Vir
ginia Moody and Mrs. Freda Stimp
son; and a short play. Candy was
WINTER STREET
Tod Slaughter, the villainous star of “The Face At The Window," served.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

OPEN LETTER

PARK THEATRE SUNDAY-MONDAY

TO THE 100,000 PEOPLE WHO INTEND TO BUY
deluxe

LOWEST-PRICED CARS this month

ftefore y°a s^n 011
. «eAYvne,be sure u
„are **
**

c9f.7 tha.*
Xow'
. a ObBSMOBlLY.
surpnaeAVo

fin®

„

but a

PARK THEATRE TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

C

Magic Water

COTE’S

COTE’S MAGIC WATER CO.

goads his imprisoned monster on to further atrocities. On the same pro
,
gram, “The Torso Murder Mystery," with Bruce Cabot

Subscribe to The Oourler-Oawtte.

Z

OLDSMOBILE

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
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An Exhibit Well Worth Seeing

THE LYRIC MUSE

SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS

Correspondent
« « SS
Tel. 190
IN THE ri’BLIC LIBRARY

Ruth L. Rogers. Librarian

Mrs. Alvah Smith is visiting her
daughter at Popham Beach.
There will be a Christmas sale
next Wednesday from 1 to 7 o'clock
at St. Jchn's parish hall.
Members of Mayflower Temple.
Pythian Sisters, enjoyed a social
evening of games Monday at the
home of Mrs. Ralph Crawford.
Bear.o and bridge were played.
Mrs. Lucy Clark and Miss Eliza
Whitney being awarded prizes for j
highest and lowest scores respec
tively. at bridge, and Mr< Dorothy |
Horsley winning the capital prize
and Mrs. Letitia Starrett the con
solation at bear.o. Music and re
freshments followed.
Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand Morse of
Pleasant Point have removed to
Thomaston for the Winter.
Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Fought ar
rived here Thursday from Me
chanicsburg Penna.. ar.d will re
side in Thomaston p.rmanently.
They are o'-ct pying Lie ups'airs
apartment in the homo cf their
daughter a id son-in-law Mr. and
Mrs. Edwar 1 T. Dorr.ru.
Miss Lucille Smith has employ
ment for the Winter in New York.
The C A.C. met Monday night
at the club rooms. There were 20
members in attendance and plans
were made for a Christmas party
Dec. 16. It was also decided to
make up Christmas boxes for dis
tribution in town. Next Monday
night the club will meet at the
home of Mrs. Carl R. Gray.
Mrs. Francis Tillson went to
Portland yesterday to attend a
luncheon at the Eastland Hotel
given by Mrs. George Townsend.
Beta Alpha meets Monday night
A group cf the pictures hung in
at 7 o'clock at the vestry. Members the second annual exhibition of the
are requested to take Christmas Knox County Camera Club which
dime cards and contributions for began Friday and continues until
Christmas boxes.
10.30 p. m. tonight, at the CornThe High School Orchestra will I munity Building
present a program at the next ParTop row, left to right—the picent Teacher Association meeting, tures are exhibited by Raymond
Thursday night, at the High School : Cross. Kenneth Orcutt, and Frank

Every week-day: 9 a m. to 8.30 p. m. j

• • • •

“The world ls so full of a number of
things.
I’m sure we should all be as happy
as KiniB.”
Robert Louis Stevenson

Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers
OLD HOUSE

whom are Southern boys) is under
the leadership of many ex-service
men who r.oiy serve as officers in
. the training field a*. Curtis Bay.
' Another transfer will be in order in
1 due time. Mi. MacLaughlin’s latest
| examination was 100 percent perl feet which pleased him greatly, as
he is anxious to continue his train
ing. He and some buddies enjoyed
a 24 hour liberty Thansgiving time
and celebrated it in Bal'imore, at
tending the theatre where Abraham
' Lincoln wis assassinated.
Mr. MaeLnughlin is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. \Wllace MacLaughlln
(Hattie Wa’ts) of Watts avenue.

Nov 1st marked the beginning of 1
[For The Courier-Oazette]
the new fiscal year. The figures of An old housc ,fU
in a held.
circulation for the year show a
Qu te emoty end forlorn.
Being lung breathers whales tpust
j large increase of bocks over last An old house where In days gone by.
My little son was born
ccme t othe surface to breathe, so
year. We believe and sincerely The mice play boldly In the rooms.
And doors are agglng. too.
their horizontal tail fins, or flukes
hcpe that our public is getting The
roof ls showing signs of age,
make it easy for the mammal to
| more and more conscious cf the
With weather coming through
go up cr down.
benefits that aie theirs by using ! White lilacs bloom In Spr ngtlme
there
the library.
Beside the old front door
Mrs Caro Jones has presented the Among the blossoms robins sing;
Probate Notices
Just as they have before.
library with a very fine piece of The
windows where I use to watch
STATE OF MAINE
The
supse
’
s.
seem
to
stare
ai t in the form of a bust, which has
To all persons Interested In either
Reproachfully
that
It
should
be
been placed for the present on the
of the estates hereinafter named:
De-erted now. and bare
At a Prebate Court held at Rock
Shake-pcare case in the Reading I often see It as I pass.
land. in and fcr the County of Knox,
Rcom. We express our thanks to
on
the 19th day of November in the
And memories All my heart.
For there I knew -wwi happiness
year of our Lord one thousand nine
Mrs. Jones.
hundred and forty and by adjourn
The old house was a part.
ment from day to day from the 19th
The new City Directory has ar- I The wide old-fashioned chimney,
d y of said November. Tlie following
rived at the library and may be
matters having been presented for the
Queer, friendly sounds at night:
I'd hear them a« I rorked my babes action thereupon hereinafter indi
used by asking for it at the desk.
cated it is hereby ORDERED:
And sang, by firelight
Among the new books are:
That notice thereof be given to all
I use to watch the shadows dance
persons Interested, by causing a copy
The Family, by Nina Fedorova.
Upon the kitchen wall.
cf this order t^ be published three
As fire crackled on the grate.
week? successively in The Courier-Ga
Tile story ls laid in China during
And see bright embers fall
zette a newspaper published at Rock
the Japanese invasion of 1937. The And hear the wind that whistled, as land in said County, that they may
It rattled at each pane
nt a Probate Court to be held
I family are white Russian exiles, The dripping, dripping from the roof; appear
at said Rockland on the 17th day of
The falling of the rain
consisting of Granny and Mother,
December A D. 1940 ut nine o’clock
in fh’- 1 moon, and be heard thereon
the children. Piter. Lida and Dina Old house, that sets far In a field;
if they ree catise.
Away from traffic's lane.
They try to make ends meet by run Your
ABBIE F RICE, late of Thomaston,
rooms are filled with "Use to
deceased
Will and Petition fcr Pro
be."
ning a boarding house, and they
bate thereof, asking that the same
That never come again.
open their dcors to a strange col And peopled with dear memory days
mav be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary ls.-ue to The
Of children, long since grown
lection of boarders. The Family
Thomaston National Bank of Thom
house, that sets far In a field
widens its circle, shares new ex Old
aston and Frank W. Robinson of
You never are alone
Ventura Calif . they being the Execu
periences, and each member grows
Rose B. Hupper
tors named in said Will, without bond.
Tenants Harbor.
stronger, unt when war .ind svpaLENA S. HIMMONS. late of South
■t w at it
-a’.ItT clcuc t.i?r lives T.ev hive
Thom
d<ceased
Will and pe
tition
for Probate thereof, asking that
foui.d e faith that helps them when
the same may be proved and allowed
T1IE BEAUTIFUI^thev need it most. .The Atlantic
and that Letters of Administration
(For The Courier-Oazette]
w :h the will annexed be issued to
$10,000 prize novel?
Ava L MacDonald of Winthrop. Mass.,
“I wrote the 'beautiful' and then
or some other suitable person, with
Mighty Mountain by Ah'b.e ’ The other word froze la mv pen ’
bond.
So wrote a bard long, long ago
is presenting its fourth annual ex- Ribbons were given with the ; the first to be done by a member Binns.
About the beauty? of the snow
ESTATE WALTER E COIBON. late
hibit at Community Building, to ' awards, which were attached to the of the local club,
of
R ckland. decea ed.
First and
An exciting novel of pioneer Snow! snow! everywhere!
fmal account presented for allowance
continue until tonight at 1030 p. m. winning prints. Awards were glvScenes of Knox County ent c;ays jn the State of Washington On the trees and In the air.
by
Minnie
P.
Colson.
Exx
• •
i,
Sifting through each crack and hole,
Every phase of camera work is shown en on merit alone, the names of vicinity are shown in color .ides | in 18o0. The story of the founding i Lessening pile of wood and coal,
ESTATE SIMON H WALL, late of
Rockport, deceased
First and final
j
of
a
home
and
family
by
young
,
some call it beautiful and grand;
in the display, scenic, portraits, ac- the owners being covered during that were taken by members
account presented for allowance by
tion and industrial.
the time of judging Judges were
Belie J Wall. Exx.
The committee in charge ccn- HBejison who has shipped on j B
Prizes were awarded last night, p. m. Tibbetts, E. J. Bernier, and sists of Guy Nichc'as James Moore |the
That ’brings
bring'?1'*"
ESTATE IRVINO DELANO, late of
the "Maid
"Maid ' from
from Massachusetts.
Massachusetts. 1 That
to us
us Vad'aftermaths.
sad afte
Friendship, decea ed
Final account
The snowy peaks cf Mt. Rainier; a But th,n ni g,adly ,und the freew_ presented for allowance by Melvin
goln« t0, Joel Mlher ®f Hu«h
of B*“ast
Pub' Sid Cullen and Hiram Crie
Lawry. Admr.
building Tne program will be foi- Harper; bottom row. by Joe’ Miller Th“”ast«n' who ab® ™ seC0"d
wiU vot* on
Prtnts for the
.| sirl
.
.and, _the charm
. .. of, his
,
Entrants in the local club are
Uncle ,j Well knowing^how girls and boys
ANNIE M SIMMONS, lste
lowed by two sound films from of Thomaston. Sidney Cullen ar.d and third prize, and first honorable popular award, which will be « »en Richard Bird. Sidney Cullen. Robert |
influenced him to^ave the
o- r the snow they slide and ski— of ESTATE
Rockland, deceased
First and
whilom
years
reminding
me
final account presented for allowance
Bell and Howell s Chicago stuffing Oood Gilbert
mention. First prize print was a tonight. There are 241 prints to be Hills# Osgood Gilbert. Helen Gushee P'a"e °f
blrth “> become a '
whl
by Cora L. De.ano. Admx.
The SvXnv 7nd S' ■ Ubert U of *a gull entitled "His Majesty. " viewed.
of Appleton. Joel Miller cf ThomBintis has written a I For, I once. too,wa, young and gay.
ESTATE NELLIE E BEAN. la‘e of
And manage still to keep that wav
Spaeth' renowned "tune dete-tive Owls Head Light
bv Cullen, of 'erond
» P°rtralt of "KathEntrants from University of aston. Bradley Dennett of Owls nanat.ve of hlrd struggle and ad By
Th?ma*ton deceased First and final
mixing with the sporting boys-account
presented for allowance by
Lenient
xrlth
their
pranks
and
noise.
-atenu interested In having' their Waldc-Hanoock bridge Harperta ! leen." third prize ‘Rain Clouds."
Maine. Colby College. Fitchburg Head. Paul T Oushee of Appleton, venturc
Harry Dow’ and Fannie Dow. Exrs
W R Walter
Lyndon by Maud Diver.
children plav an instrument are ' P"ct0 » " take:1 at SffiUhwejt Har- and _flrst_ honorable mention “At Mass . Akron. Ohio. Belfast. Photo- William Cross. Forest R Pinkerton. ■ Sylvia Lj
ESTATE JOSEPH DONDIS. late of
North Waldoboro.
Petition for Ad
particularly urged to be present Ibcr Lighthouse base cf two buoys
lhe Ice Pollies craft Club of Bangor and the local Carleton Simmons of Friendship. ! Although she had lived alone in
RR RR
ministration
asking that Ida Mae
An Epworth League Cabinet on tl1e doclc- Orcutt's is of a scene
Raymond Cross, with his picture club are there, and it is a sight to Hiram Crie. Clifton Cross. Kenneth a London flat for many years,
Dondis of Rockland, or ‘ome other
su‘*.ab’e person, be appointed Admx.,
SIMPLE JOYS
meeting was held Wednesday mziit 1 at Na!lant-Massachusetts
while Down the Hill.” a scene of skiing see. One visitor expressed It as Orcutt. Frank Harper. Guy Nicho- Sylvia Lyndon, a lovely English
without bond.
(For The Courier-Gazette]
at the home of Rev Mr ’ <■* h Cro:. shows aa Oerman
Oerman Police
erg -1’ Camden Sr.cw Bowl, won sec- a "privilege to attend." Two photo las, John A Perry. Alton Drink- woman, had a secret desire for the
P<
CHARLES S BOWMAN
late of
A
friendly
glance,
a
warming
clasp
Washington, deceased. Will and Pe
and plans were made for Christ and Mliler has a study of a git I s- ond honorable mention. Fourth murals, by Guy Nicholas and Ray- water. Bertram Gardner, Jerome country and children. When she
of hands.
tition lor Probate thereof, asking tluit
prize went to Ouy Nicholas, with mond Cross, are excellent, ard e - Burrows, W.lbur Senter and James is asked to adopt an orphan child. Love poured forth from heart that the same may be proted and Allowed
mas and New Years. A proposed head.
understands:
• • • •
and that Letters Testamentary issue
his print "Fire! taken last Febu- pecially attractive ls the natural Moore.
! her dream seemed about to be A softly
Circuit League Rally was post
whispered word, a lingering to John Babb of Washington, he be
Tlie Knox County Camera Club rary at the Masonic Temple fire. ■ color photo of fruit by Nirhola
|
realized,
until
the
opposition
of
kiss—
-Photo
by
Cullen.
ing the Executor named in said Will,
poned until the new year.
things can hold a wcrld with bond.
1 iriends .drive her to the verge of These ofsimple
bliss.
Tlie Tea> bm and ■
-------------------------------------------ESTATE MARCIA B. ANDREWS, of
I Class. 19 members being present. ! “ breakd<”*n She is saved by her A happy heart that lends to drudgery Camden
Thomas mav be notified
Baptist Sunday School will meet Mrs. Gray will entertain the club
Petition for License to
doctor, however, and after an un
wings;
Mortgage certain R ai Estate, situated
Tuesday night at 730 at the Bap- next Thursday afternoon at her
Rev W. F Brown united in mar- ^rs
Frenh. Mrs. Edward
in Camden and fully described in said
Eyes that behold the beauty In com
fortunate
marriage
to
the
doctor's
mon things:
Petltldh. presented by Percy R Keller
tist parsonage.
Prayer meeting }10nle
riage Nov 24 at Baptist parsonage Ladd ar.d Miss Phyllis Ticma.s were foster-sen, she finds the way clear The dancing
a a a a
firelit shades of evening of Camden. Gdn.
will be held at the Church Thurs- . '
h if sale wiu
^nducted
Miss Vida Elmore Reed, daughter quests,
LIDA E WHITE, late of Vina’hi ven,
tor the kind of life she had long Wlth
peace of comfort deceased. Will and Pe‘ltlo:i f r r day at 7 oclock.
of Mr. and Mrs. Victor E Reed
Miss Teresa Arau t spending a,wished for Women will enjoy this
NAOMA MAYHEW
and content;
bate
thereof, a klin thxt the
e
A special meeting of the Wil- at ,he
ve8try Tuesday from
of Lincolnville and Leo George week- as tlie guest of Governor- tKXJk
may be proved and allege ..\d t t
Correspondent
The soft pit-pat of rain upon the
_. _ ,
. „ .
, _
letters testamentary is? • ed to
y
liams-Brazier Auxiliary will be held 2 o'clock until 5. A committee of
Conary. son of Mr. and Mrs. Ever Elect and Mrs. Sumner C. Sewall In
shingles.
| The Be,oved Returns by Thomas The sound of childish chattering that A. White of Vinalha en
b
Tuesday night at 7.30 at the home mothers of the junior choir mem
ett A. Conary of Rockland, using
the executor named i.i
:d w.il „.„u„
„
,
Mann.
mingles
Tel. 713
the single ring ceremony. The
of Mrs. Letitia Starrett. Tie De bers will be in charge. Mrs Wil
F.F.F. Ciub met Wednesday at, In 1816 more than
ycars #fUr With all the ether sounds of home - cut bond.
these bring
ESTATE BELLE D MarGPWQCI.
couple were attended by Miss Be»- the home of Miss Marion McDer
partment President Mrs. Mary Mil liam Vinal. Mrs. Norman Simmons,
Goethe had made her famous as A joyousness that makes the spirit
late of Bockport dett set
»
i
A son was born Monday at C^m- I trice Gray and Alton Reed
liken, will be present.
mott.
sing.
ar.d Mrs. Stanley will assist the
for Llcen-e to Sell cei In .' ■ K il
munity
Hospital
to
Mr.
and
Mis.
|
The
Lions
Club
was
favored
with
Jcfric
Herrick.
Rutli
Mathews.
MarltherC^irkJMe
Kesmer°vSted
W^i"
situated
In
R
'kp
d
_
Nellie
M.
Ervlne
Thursday Club met yesterday director. Mrs. Grace M. Strcut.
Tenants Harbor.
scribed in said Petition, presented
Jack Merchant cf Rockland. Mrs. f speech and pictures on public bro Davis. Ruth Bennett, Dorothy ; mer, andd asked
k ■ ,to see
‘ “th
afternoon at Mrs. Charles Ffi'h's Tea will be served at 4 o'clock.
by Charles F. Dwlnal. Admr.
the great,
Merchant
was formerly Mis-. ’ saf€ty
Maine by George j | Keder and Edna Fuller.
MAGOIE B STOREY, late of Rock
home with three tables. Highest In the Churches
man. On this incident Thomas (You will enjoy "The Happy High- land. deceesed. Will and Petition for
Dcro'hi' Denning of that city.
, g^aw. director of highway safety, j Dr. and Mrs George Pullen have Mann has based his portrait of a way.”
scores were held by Mrs. W. 7 D.
Prooate thereof, asking that the same
fit. James Catholl: Church. Mass
Oiay and Mrs. Arthur S. Taylor,
Oeo.ge I. Shaw of Rockland. Di- ’ at the weekly
dinner served at returned here, where they w.l make genius—Goethe—and a picture of j How Dear to My Heart by Mary may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary issue to Clar
rector of Highway Safety for Maine ] Wadsworth Inn. Tuesday night. ] their home.
and low by Mrs. Enoch M Clark. at 9 a. m.
the people who acknowledge him M. Mat-bride, who goes back to the ence E. Barnard of Rockland, he be
St. Johns Church. At 9 a. m.. was the guest speaker Tuesday a' Basil Goodwin
ing
the Executor named in said Will,
was admitted to ; The Methodist Church, with Rev. as a hero.
scenes of her childhood on a Mis without bond
Holy Eucharist, preceded by Litany the Rc. .rj Club.
Mr Saaw membership
. w p Holman chcosing as his subTrelawny by Margaret Armstrong souri farm. Out of her rich and
ESTATE EDWARD F. CLEMENT,
in Procession.
showed i n interesting film cn
Wari’-.i. deOMMd. Fir<t and
Miss Phyllis Marion Stevens. Ject "The Whiner, will held pub'.ic
Tlie life of one of the most fas- fond collections, she presents a pic- late
final account presented for allowance
Baptist Church. Sunday School highway salety which was followed
daughter cf Mr. and Mrs. Henry worship Sunday at 10 30 with music inating Englishmen of the last ture of American farm life tliat by Stuart C. Burgess. Admr
at
9
45;
worship
at
11
Music
will
by a dis 'ussion period. Visiting Stevens of Waldo and Charles ' under the direction of Mrs. Alfred I century, Edward Trelawny, adven- will touch the heart and stir the
THOMASTON
ESTATE ALBERT D A'AciNSON.
include the anthem
hem Christian The Rotarlani were: Dr. F. C. Small of Lom5ard Brown. son of Mr and Wilman Bible Cla- es and Church turer, writer, soldier, friend
High IsMad. deceised. First
imagination
of
every
reader.
and final account presented for al
Morn Breaks Ssweetly O'er Thee
Tuesday. Dec. 10
Belfast. L E Jones. Allen Me-; Mrs Herbert w Brown 0, H
lowance
by Frank H. Ingraham. Pub
Schocl
will
convene
at
1145
—
in
Shelley,
whose
experiences
make
a
Eleven verse plays by Maxwell
vt ♦ Is
a’
AAlary.
) . .... TLanv IMansfield
I. — .Zl -1 J and
_ M -J TV
by H. R Shell'
with incidental
H n
P were united in marriage Nov. 30 by charge of Mrs.
lic Admr.
Stella McRae story as thrilling as fiction.
Anderson.
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Es
“KING OF THE
soles by Miss Margaret L. Simmons ' Elcdgeit all of Rockland,
I Rev. W F Brown, at the Baptist Happy Hour Service will be at 7,
Fielding's Folly by Frances ParkBest plays of 1939-1943.
quire. Judge of Prjbate Court for
County. Rockland, Maine.
LUMBERJACKS” and Raymond K Greene. Tlie ju Ted Jar.son spent Wednesday ! parsonage. The double ring service /ong service with talk by the pas- ington Keyes.
There Shall Be No Night by Rob Knox
Attest:
nior sermon is entitled "A Live in Portland.
with
was used.
tor cn the subject "Our Dally ’ Another of Mrs. Keyes fascinating ert Sherwood.
CHARLES L VFAZIE.
Christmas Tree." and the regular
JOHN PAYNE
Register.
Miss Alice Yates is steadily 1m- Work" and the soloist, Mrs. Allen stories. The story of Eunice Hale
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Pomroy have
This new play by the author of
144-8-150
GLORIA DICKSON
sermon is “What The Eook Says." moved to the Howarth Apartment proving and expects to return home F. Payson. Church night service [ of Vermont and Francis Fielding of
"Abe Lincoln In Illinois" ls now
Ccmmunion will be observed after I on Knowlton street.
S50.00 CASH PRIZES
soon.
will be held In the vestry, Thursday Virginia and how their courtship playing in New Ycrk. It is a pow
”30 P. M.
Admission 15c, 30c
this service. Christian Endeavor |
Notices of Appointment
Word has been received here of at 7 o'clock, in charge of Rev. Mr and marriage lead to a strange, erful and deep moving story of the
James Carswell, Jr., has
at 6 o’clock will be led bv Gwen- moved to the Tibbetts House on the death Dec. 2 In Bath. N. Y., [ Ho'.man Choir rehearsal will be tense life together. Mrs. Keyes un Invasion of Finland.
I. Charles L. Veaz e. Register of Probpte for the County of Knox, in the
folds their story with the know
Union street, where he will main- of Frederick Steele Strong, former , Friday night.
Books of the lighter type.
State of Maine, hereby certify that in
Chief Highway Engineer of W’est- i A beautiful tree was placed on ledge and keen observation of peo
wttgisie'C’ccTS'c'C’c.cisi'-JX’iis'g’ssi’-s’C'e^'g'ex'S'st'ciic'T.rt'sx'S’g'rie'g’cz tarn an cffice.
Hard Rock Man by James B. the following estates the persons were
appointed Administrators, Executors.
Miss Hazel Witherspoon returned ern New York State, and brother 1 the Village Green, Tin iday night, ple and places that make all her Hendryx
Guardians nnd Conservators and on
books
so
readable.
the
riat,ks hereinafter named:
of
Mrs
Gilbert
Foxwell
of
Camwhich
compares
the
town
;
Clir--tNcbody’s Girl by Fannie Heaslip
home Sunday from Boston.
EXCLUSIVE IN COSMETICS
CHARLES B DAVIS, late of . St.
With the white
Preacher on Hcrseback by Ceclle Lee.
The date of the YMC A, rum den. Mrs. Foxwell left Tuesday mas lighting.
George, deceased. Stuart C. Burgess
; background cf snow, zig-zag street H Marschat.
The Far Call by Jackson Gregory. of Rockland was appointed Admr..
mage sale has been changed to for Bath.
PLEASE HER THE MODERN WAY
The story of a young man who
Nov. 19. 1940. nnd qualified by filing
The Monday Club met this week 1 lights, the illumined star, the tree
Secret of the Marshbanks by bond
Dec. 13 and 14. Those in charge
on same date
was persuaded by circumstances to Kathleen Norris.
cf the sale will appreciate contri at the home of Mrs. P O. Willey will present an exquisite sight
CORA E FOGERTY, late of Cush
become
a
preacher,
first
in
the
Crime Incarnate by Carolyn ing deceased. Nelaon W. Fogerty of
butions of old furniture, dishes, with Mrs. Jennie Stearns as hos- , The Chadervae Club will meet
Cubing wna appointed Admr. Nov.
etc., and will be glad to call for tess. Mrs. Charles Perry read an Monday night, at which time Mohawk Valley, later in the wilder- Wells.
CAMDEN, MAINE
19. 1940. nnd qualified by filing bond
interesting
paper
cn
William
Lyon
,
Christmas
Carols
will
be
rehearsed.
ness
of
Northern
Michigan.
His
them. Richard Bond cr Oeorge
Honey-colored-moon by Pamela on same date.
Phelps
and
Nicholas
Murray
But’
uijj
Rachel
Noyes
spent
the
'
young
bride,
who
by
his
career
was
HENRY W STARRETT, la»e of War
Wayne.
HELENA RUBINSTEIN'S
LENTIIERIC'S “TWEED'’
ren. deceased
Arthur E Starrett of
ler,
after
which
a
social
hour
weekend
in
Portland.
|
thrown
into
many
dangers,
transIf
It
Prove
Fair
Weather
by
Isa

Warren w a appointed Admr . Nov. 19,
dolyn Barlow and this will be a
“APPLE-BLOSSOM"
and ••SHANGHAI"
1910 without bond.
was
enjoyed
with
refreshments
be1
Skiing
is
excellent
r.t
the
Snow
formed
his
reluctant
convictions
bel
Patterson.
Consecration Meeting. At 7 oclock
ELIZABETH .ARDEN
DEIORIE K. LAW late of Union,
YARDLEY’S
He Learned About Women by deceased
the sermon topic Is Survival of Ing served. This occasion was in Bowl, and the ski tow Is expected ‘nt0 a warm and sturdy faith. In
Frederick I. Law of Whitehonor
of
Mrs.
Willey's
birthday,
i
to
be
in
operation
Sunday
terestingly
told,
and
should
be
Berta
Ruck.
147
field
was appointed Admr.. Nov. 19,
the Unfit.” After the sermon as
1940, without bond.
Mrs. E. E Rokes and daughter, | Mrs. J. A. Ames of Appleton ’s popular.
Tlie
Great
Mistake
by
Mary
Rob

a part of the regular service, the
ANNIE ELIZABETH MURPHY, late
The Voyage by Charles Morgan. erts Rinehart.
cf Thrnri.-tan. decea ed. Agnes Murphy
World Wide Guild Girls will pre Mrs. Maude I. Sutherland sailed spending the Winter with her
The story of Barbet Hazard, a
McAuliffe of Thomaston was appoint
Saturday from New York City On daughter, Mrs. Winnie Talbot.
Last
Train
Out
by
E.
Phillips
Opsent a pageant. “Star Trails,” the
ed Admv . N )\ 19. IM0, without bond.
vinegrower, and Therese Despreux, penheim.
the S. S. Shawnee, enroute to Mi Mountain street.
parts of which are to be taken
NANNIE M
WHEELER, late of
A covered dish supper wifi be who became a celebrated star in
ami, Fla., where they will spend
Partner's by Grace L. H. Lutz.
Tenants Harber. decayed.
Maynard
by Pauline Burnham. Grace Paul- the Winter.
M.
Wheeler
of
Camden.
N. J., was apserved Tuesday at tlie home of Mrs. t’le Parisian cafe concerts of the
Invitation to Live by Lloyd C. nolnted Fxr . Nov. 19, 1940.
and quali
sep;
Glenice Carney;
Esther
Dec. 12 at 730 Is the date and Wilma Rhodes, Rockport, at which \ eighties. Barbat is an unassuming Douglas.
fied bv filing bond on same date. Ed
Achom; Eleanor Nelson; Leona time set for the enjoyable piano time the Dandyhons will have country man, who without fear of
Riders of the Plains by Max ward C Payson of Rockland was ap
pointed
Agent in Maine.
Frisbee. Beverly Kirkpatrick will recital to be given by Mrs. Ruth their regular meeting. All mem- i opinion, docs what he believes to Brand.
HORATIO D HALL, bte of Rockbe at the piano and Phyllis Kal- Thomas Collemer. at the St. bers are urged to attend as this be right. Therese is brilliant, pasnnd. deceased Cora E Hall of Rock
loeh at the organ. Ushers are Themis P?:ish House. More about ! is the last meeting before Christ- ! sionate and wholehearted in her
land was appointed Exx.. Nov. 19. 1940,
without
bond.
Glenice Lermond. Barbara Sulli the program and participants will I mas.
lcve and her hates. “The Voyage” TENANT’S HARBOR
ALICE R WALTER, late of Warren,
van. Barbara Carney and Dorothy appear in tris column. The public
is
the
life
which
Barbet
and
Deer
have
been
shot
here
in
town
decearcd. Ern^-t J. Payson of War
The Rebekah Sewing Circle will
was appointed E .r . Nov. 19. 1940.
Barton. The choir consists of Lu is invited.
meet Monday night at the home cf Therese flgpli ■ create together. A by Archie Smalley, Hazelton Mac- ren
without bond.
cille Gillis. June Robinson. Virginia
Laughlin. Cecil Morris. Billie Lang.
Louis Ward-well is confined to Miss Lillian Grey. 13 Rawson ave memorable t ok.
LLEWELLYN MANK. late of War
The Happy Highway by Francis Frank Black, Maynard Wiley, Ar ren. deceased. Harry C Mank of Rock
Roes, Ruth Butler. Doris Vinal, his home on High street.
nue.
land was appointed Exr., Nov. 19. 1940,
Quality is the reason fewer tons
Brett
Young.
Allene Jones. Nathalie Hall. Bar
thur Daniels, Everett Watts and without bond.
George Tlicma; attended a meet
Alphonso S. Prince Ls improving
The story of a business man who Malcolm Wiley; and out of town by
bara Vinal. Marion Hall, Audrey av his apartment in the Robert ing of the State Park CcmmLssion
CHARLC> 8. COBURN, late of War
of D&II Antiiraeite are re
Order
wanted to get away from it all and Lawrence Watts. Albert Slingsby. ren. deceased. Reta Patterson Coburn
Simmons. Janette Linscott, Gwen Block.
Thursday in Augusta.
quired to provide the healthful
of Warren was appointed Exx., Nov.
dolyn Barlow. Florine Burnham,
Mrs. Carl Coie rpent Wednesday did—with surprising and entertain Vcrnard Watts, Henry Lowell and 19. 1940. without bond.
The charity show given annually
heat your family needs. Anil,
HELEN M SMITH, late of ThomasElaine Risteen and Rachel Stetson. by the Lions Club for the benefit in Portland, where she visited ing results. The background is the Edwin Watts.
t n deceased. II. Nelson McDougall
English countryside over which Mr.
naturally, lhc less D&H
Priscilla Hastings. Phyllis Hall. of Christmas Baskets, is scheduled friends.
of Portland was appointed Exr., Nov.
Word
From
Trainee
19. 1940, and qualified by filing bond
Federated Church. Sunday School for Dec. 22. at which time two feaMonday C'.ub will moet with Mis Lucton wanders after his car is
Antiiraeite you use, the lower
Archie MacLaughlln. who enlisted on same date.
! at 9.45, white gift Sunday. Wor- ture pictures will be shown. Ad Haroltl Jameson, Chestnut street wrecked. It tells of his experiences
EVERETT H. BENNER of Thomas
Anthracite
your fuel hills.
and tlie fresh viewpoint which is in the Coast Guard the first of ton.
Alfred M Strout of Thomaston
| ship at 11 o clock. the sermon topic mission of canned goods, food and Mrs. Jameson will read.
was
appointed Conservator Nov. 19.
November
(going
to
.Battery
Park.
built
up
by
contact
with
a
wide
Baptist
worship
Sunday
will
be
i the second in a series for the Ad- stuffs and money will be gratefully
1940.
and
qualified by filing bond on
CALL 487
I vent Season. "The Day of Every received.
at 11 a. m. the young people's choir variety of his fellow human beings. N. J , for examinations, after which same date.
he
was
immediately
transferred
to
JANE P WHITE, late of Rockland,
Col. and Mrs. Edwy L Taylor and will sing. Universal Bible Sunday
man's Decision.” The anthem is
Gladys F. Packard of Rock
! "Unto the Hills." by Adams. The daughter, Angeline are occupy will be observed and the pastor forums beginning at 5 o’clock with Curtis day, Md) writes that lie deceased.
land was appointed Admx., Nov. 27,
likes
better
as
time
goes
on,
after
1940.
without
bond.
the
Intermediates,
and
at
6
the
Pathfinders meet at 2 o'clock at ing “Hurricane Cottage" for a few will speak on the subject: “Getting
ROCKLAND ME.
Attest:
Back to the Bible." Church School young people, the Chadavaes and a bit of homesickness at first.
| the vestry. Epworth League meet days.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
Mr. McLaughlin's training there
The evening the Pastor's forums The mid-week
Register.
Supper was served Tuesday to convenes at 9 45.
ing at 6 o’clock is to be led by
144-S-150
Ulcng
with
1103
others,
most
of
a
series
of
service
w.ll
be
Thursday
at
7.33.
‘
Eleanor
Gregory
and
Jean
Crie.
.
the
members
of
the
Good
Cheer
meeting
consists
cf
FAVORITE PENN6YLVA

CAMDEN

WATTS HALL

BOYNTON-McKAY DRUG CO., INC.

//V COAL

D&H

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

DH3
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’Every-Other-Day

OCl ETY.

Mrs. Francis Ryan of Worcester,
Mass., has returned home after
spending a week with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs Oramon B. Jones.

Captain Oeorge W. Snow flew
from Miami Fla, recently with
Adriel U. Bird. His visit North at
this time was due to the fact that
Robert T. Waterman, son of Mr.
Mrs. Louis B. Cook was hostess his daughter Barbara ls receiving
and Mrs. Harry Waterman, who has to Wednesday Night Club this week. treatment in a Boston Hospital.
been twice an honor student at prizes in bridge going to Mrs. Ray
Maine Central Institute, Pittsfield, Foley and Mrs. John Chisholm, and
Rounds Mothers' Club will ! ."<*
spent last weekend with his parents traveling prize to Mrs. David Mc Wednesday night with Mrs. Julia
at Waterman's Beach.
Carty. Luncheon was served.
Murray, Talbct avenue. Assisting
hostesses will be Mrs. Alice Spear,
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday
The D.F Club met Tuesday Night Mrs. Lola Smith and Mrs Florence
night with Miss Annie Frost, Ma at the home of Mrs. Lawrence Snow
sonic street, for sewing.
Leach, James street, a supper party
Sunshine Society meets Monday
preceding cards.
Awards were
Samuel Susan cf East Boston given Mrs. Ronald Messer , Mrs. at the horn? of Mrs. Lena Merrill,
has returned heme after spending a Ouy Douglas# and Miss Maerice 84 Rankin street, to tack a quilt.
short vacation with Mr. and Mrs. Blackington.
The Rug Club met yesteijay with
Lawrence Steeves of Warren street
Mrs. Kennedy Crane, who has ire
and Miss Barbara Bodman of Lawn
Mrs. Orace Rollins entertained cently joined In this artistic sportavenue.
EFA Club Wednesday afternoon work. It is an interesting sight to
for bridge and luncheon. Honors
Mrs. Leona K Flint, Franklin were wen by Mrs. Hester Chase. ree this class busily engaged in
."•treet, announces the engagement Mrs. Cora Smith, Mrs. Lizzie French woikmg out the several patterns in
of her daughter. Miss Virginia Irene and Mrs. Annie Collamore. Guest this artistic craftsmanship.
Flint to Winfield L. Chatto, son of prizes were awarded Mrs. Retta Cole
Adams C.aft Club met Thursday
Mr. and Mrs Leroy A. Chatto.
and Mrs. Adelaide Butman.
afternoon with Mrs. Hervey Allen,
supplemented by a number of guests,
Mrs. Jessie Snowman was hostess
Opportunity Class met Thursday all together working on Red Cross
Wednesday night to Sew-What
Club. A special feature of the at Mrs. Corris Randall’s on Ourdy lelief. Much was accomplished.
luncheon was a beautfiul cake and street. Twenty-seven members were
gifts presented to Miss Virginia ' present anc! one new member MRS. ESMERALDA DAY
Post, in honor of her birthday an added. Five Thanksgiving baskets
Mrs. Esmeralda Day, 84. widow cf
were given by the class.
A pro Henry C. Day, died at the home of
niversary.
gram consisting of piano solos by her daughter, Mrs. Oeorge B. Or
sirs. C. C. Wahle left for New Mrs. Helen McKinney and read- cutt, Cedar street. Dec. 3. She was
York yesterday and today will go ings by Mrs. Christine Dorr. Mrs. born in Rcckland, daughter of
Ut Detroit to spend the holidays , Marion Llnasey and Mrs. Eugenia Philip F, and Eleanor (Cram)
with her family.
| Sewall followed the business meet- Witham, and had resided here ail
, Ing. Refreshments were served by of her life with the exception of a
The Gardiner Choral Society of the hostess with Mrs McKinney. few years that she lived at Vinal
which Mrs. Clyde H. Potter is di Mrs. Pendleton and Mrs. Sewall haven. She united with the Meth
lector, is one of the first choral assisting.
odist Church at the age of 18 years
groups in the State to decide to be
and had been a devoted member of
come a part of the great massed ! The men will have charge of the the same. She was a charter mem
chorus which will present two parts
i Universallst
supper
Wednesday ber of Golden Rod Chapter. OES
cf the Edgar Stillman Kelley ora
night, with Ralph L. Wiggin chalr- and a member cf Edwin Libby Re
torio “The Pilgrim's Progress" in
. man. Assistants will be Edward R. lief Corps.
connection with the State conven
She is survived by her daughter
Veazle. H. O. Gurdy, Harry Pratt.
tion of the Maine Federation of
E. E. Stoddard, Edward F. Glover, with whom she made her home since
Music Clubs next May in this city.
Henry H. Payson, Frank M. Tib the death of her husband 18 years
The Gardiner group formed the nu
betts, A. C. McLoon, J. A. Jameson, ago: two sons, Austin P. Day of
cleus of the State chorus of nearly
A. P .Haines, Luke S. Davis, J. Rockland, and Albert W. Day of
300 voices which made its first ap
Fred Knight, George B. Wcod, Sid Union, three grandchildren, Mrs
pearance at the State convention at ney F. Copeland, H P. Blcd^tt. Warren Feyler of Thomaston and
Oardiner last May. Many other
Ralph Calderwood. A. H Robln- Portland. Henry A. Day, and Ken
choral groups and choirs through
neth I. Orcutt of Rockland, and a
;
out the State are indicating that son and 8 W Gregory.
great-grandson Ronald H. Orcutt.
the will become a part of the great
Services were held Thursday aft
chorus, the largest since the days of 1 The Ccngregational Woman's As ernoon at the Burpee Funeral Home,
sociation
will
meet
in
the
Church
the Maine Music Festivals, directed
Rev. Dr. Guy Wilson officiating.
by the late Dr. William Regers parlors Wednesday afternoon at 3 The flowers were many and beau
’ o'clock, postponed from Dec 4. Miss
Chapman
tiful. Interment was in Achom
Mabelle Spear will lead devotions,
cemetery.
“Blue Bonnet Varieties of 1940 ' ; and there will be sewing for every
will be presented Dec. 11 at 8 p. m.. one. provided by the relief sewing
High School auditorium, sponsored chairman. Mrs Harris Cram. As SOUTH HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. James Dornan of
by Girl Scout Trcops 2 ti 3.. Adm. guest entertainer, Mrs Maurice F.
18 11
140 147 Lovejoy will present selections from East Union spent Thanksgviing Day
I the book “Mis. Miniver."
The with Mr. and Mrs. David Heminway.
Miss Hattie Boggs was holiday
A special lot of Fall coats, both Junior Choir will sing Christmas
fur trimmed and plain, at sharply carols, under the direction of Mrs guest at the Taylor home.
Mr. and Mrs. Irie Hall of Rcck
reduced prices have been received ' Faith Berry. Tea will be served by
at Lucien K. Green & Son and 1 Mrs Henry Bird, assisted by Mrs. land visited Nov. 28 with their
Burdell's Dress Shop, Odd Fellows j Arthur L. Orne, Mrs. William daughter Mrs. Peaiy Merrifield.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Mills passed
Block, 16 School street, Rockland. Oraves anti Mrs. Cleveland SleepThanksgiving Day with Mr and
—adv.
137-tf , er, Sr.
Mrs. Arthur Sprowl of Appleton.
Mr and Mrs. Clifton O'Neil and
son Ronald spent the holiday with
Mr. and Mrs Albion Alien and
passed the night at the home of
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Hart
Mrs.
Get Ready For Christmas
Hart and son David were holiday
IN THE MODERN MANNER
Try One Of Our—
guests of Mr and Mrs. Irven
Wright.
$5.00 Croquignole Permanents
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Meservey
Including Eugene and Frederic Methods
and family celebrated Thanksgiving
MONTH OF DECEMBER ONLY
| with a gathering of 19 relatives and
friends from far and near. To start
the festivities, the host displayed
493 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 683-W
147 It

MaBelle Beauty Shoppe

Sunday-Monday
RICHARD ARLEN
ANDY DEVINE
—in

Children's Matinee
Monday 4 P. M.—10c

I
I

flr
Jfwzr

A UNIVERSAt PICTURE

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
A Timely Double Feature Horror Show for Rockland

STUBBORN
READ
COLD9

m

RELIEVE stuffiness and misery
this proved way: Melt a spoonful
of Vicks VapoRub in boiling water,
then breathe in tlie steaming med
icated vapors.
THEN AT BEDTIME, rub VapoRub
on throat and chest to get full ben
efit of its long-continued action
while you sleep. .
And you will be
delighted with
VAPOl

y

SHOWS AT 2.00, 6.15, 8.30

DOUBLE CHILLS in a

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

^ARTHUR ZIEHM,inc.,/m£«fr

t&FACE"*
Never have they brought you .
greater thrills ot romance V
and song! The Noel Coward- \
Zlegfeld stage hit is a/
screen sensation in glorious
TECHNICOLOR!
<
J LAN KITE

ARTHUR ZIEHM.i™.,jWPRfftf

BRUCE CABOT

NELSON

Mi. llll.YAI.il [IIIIV
. NOLL COWARDS

B/rr&swezr
TODAY
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
“ARISE MY LOVE"

Stranil ®

Page Seven
WILLIAM G. OOID

LOOK SERIOUS, BUT HAPPY

j
Mr. and Mrs Reger Jameson vave •» hl-*hd - -*»-tv )- h^—nr of their
son Ronald on the occasion of his fourth birthday Tuesday. Seven
youngsters and their- mothers gathered at the Jameson home on Broad- '
way a"d evervone bed •». -sod tl^-». J’rnn* -•>,». !<■'« to rlfM"

Cr-”. '

Oerman goods are reaching Mex
ico by way of Russia, and reaching
this country easily, too easily.
• • • •
It must be lonely in Alaska for
the average is only one inhabitant
to eight square miles of land.
• • • •
Over in Brunswick they have a
real magician by the name of Vir6tl Waid and he can do tricks that
make your hair stand cn end Let s
have him over
• • • •

Alice Chatties, Ronald Jameson the host, Eugene Snow and Ronald Annis.
Why are the Christmas seals so
Second row: Wayne I hompson, Barbara Mhitelull, Carol Smith. James! late in their appearance in RorkSevon.
i land? They have been out since
I Nov 20.
cock pheasant, a beautiful bird
with red and green head and long,
It is a fact that spiritual prog
^weeping tall feathers. But how ress fails to keep pace with ma
I wish we could have gotten a nice terial advancement in the last cen
Five Deer Shct On the
' fat deer. At least a half dozen deer tury. and yet the bsslc teaching
Premises But Nrrv a Or.e have been shot on this place since and the culture the spiritual values
For the Savage Family
we've lived here, tut we haven t give is appreciated.
This treeven tasted a bite from one Per- mendous evil that ls in the hearts
Editor cf The Courier-Oazette:— haps folks thought we were selfish of men may be the turning point
Thanksgiving day! and what a | to put up "No Trespassing" signs toward more study of Christs
beauti’ul day it is. with the sun ihh year, but we did it in the teachings, and more devotion to
shining brightly on the white ' hope of «n»‘’ring a deer for our Christian principles and prayers
selves ar.d to protect the two for a Christian peace, not alone
blanket of snow! We have come a
grandchildren while out of dcors j a material peace. Larger values
long way as a nation sir.ee our Pil playing.
are needed in deportment, not petty
grim ancestors instituted the first
Only 27 days to Christmas and arguments for this and that creed
feast day of giving thanksjo the j Personally I rather dread it. It's Christ said, '(Love one another."
• • • •
God who had protected them from i 'he time when one lorgs to give,
the dangers of life in the wilder- j t0 ,nake others happy and after
“The truly valiant dare every
ness of New England, and given ,n-v
illness and it's incident thing except doing any other body
them abundant harvest. With wars j expenses. I won't be able to help an Injury," said Sir Philip Sidney.
• • • •
ar.d tumult, hatred and greed rife Santa Claus much. Just once I'd
in the world of today, we surely I I;ke to have a Rockefellers mil"Hello, where have you been?"
have much to be thankful for. !ions at Christmas time, wouldn't
“Just got back from a hunting
that we can still live in compara- j >'cu?
trip."
In closing, Ill pen a verse or
tive peace and security.
“Roughing It, I suppose?"
It has been more than six weeks two. and call it "Winer Color".
“HI say so. Our portable dynas-nce I returned home to the old ' The breeze blows cold on snow swept , mo failed us ar.d we were six hours
farm and one cf my blessings to And trees stind gray and stlfl with without hot water and electric
Ice.
be thankful for todav is better
lights, so we came home."
health SJ.
O' course.
course II snau
shall neser
never |I xh
*rhlle
Jcar’ sums
»"<*» to the
•»<>wind*
yt»M.
“Any game?"
Iieaiui.
flr *•*'
Wlthrrrd
caprice.
try to do strenuous cut dcor work
"Oh. yes. Bill got a rabbit."
again, but I'm able to do house But all’s not llfelesa. cold and drear—
a black capped chlck-a-dee
hold tasks without too great fatigue There's
Trinidad is busy storing many
astir.
and feel humbly grateful to the And a blue J ay calls,
tons of asphalt from her lakes of
Great Physician who helped the , From 'h^'ergreen boughs of a friend this black stuff for war uses
skilled hands of flesh and blood to '
And over there on the bushes low.
relieve my suffering.
Brave red berr’e* flaunt their color.
When Thomas Bailey Aldrich
Bright as the mudmU ruddy glow.
My daughter-in-law and family Staining
was a little boy he lived with three
with rose the glistening
are with us and are having rather }
snow
aunts who greatly loved him, but
Nancy fi Savage
hard luck.
The husband and j
delighted to play jokes on him
father is ill with a bad case of j
Tom did not like to go to school
asthma, and had to give up an
Continuous performances are be- any too well and would make ex
eight-dollar a day job because of ing tried by movie theatres in Mon
cuses to get out ot going. One day
| tevideo, Uruguay
it.
he pretenacd to be asleep on the
No. we haven't been lucky enough
front steps and no amount of
to get a deer, but Mr S. shot one
shaking would awaken him. He

Happy Hope Farm

a handsome nine-point buck which
he had shot. Amcng those present
were Mr and Mrs. Fred Heath and
three children of Rockland, Mr
and Mrs Fred 8. Hastings, Hall
Carroll, Maynard Carroll. Lawrence
I Carrell of Camden. Mr and Mrs.
| David Meservey and Mrs. Edna Suli iivan. This was the first time in 28
years that the sisters, Mrs. Meser
vey and Mrs. Sullivan, had dined
together cn Thanksgiving Day.

B. * H. Retread Service
RETREADING
USED TIRES

ALL

PRICES
KINDS

was exceedingly fond of fruit cake
and one of the aunts put a piece
in his hand, and Tom just could
not resist it, the temptation wa«
too much, and so tie was sent on to
school eating the cake
• • • •

News reached this city Wednesday
of the death of William G Cold of
Camden, a well known World War
veteran. The deceased was born 52
years ego In Synlte, Mo., son of
Mrs Margaret Decker of Camden
and the late Samuel Decker When
Inducted into the army at Rockland,
Dee. 11. 1917, he was a resident of
Vinalhaven. Death came in a New
York veterans' hospital after a pro
longed illness.
Organizations to which he was
attached were 18th company, Port
land CA.C.. Fcrt Williams, Jan. I,
1918; Battery B. 54th Artillery
CAC., May 1, 1918; U. S. trans
ferred to French Tractor. Dourdan.
France to May 16. 1918; Battery B,
69th Artillery C A.C. to discharge.
Engagements in which he took part
vere St. Mihicl offensive, MeuseArgcnne; defensive sector. He was
overseas frenr March 16. 1918 to
Dtrolhy Trask of Blue Bonnet Feb 4. 1919. and was honorably dis
Trom, Girl Scouts, rh» wet re charged on demobilization, Feb 24,
cently awarded the Gold Curved 1919.
Survivors are Ills mother; two
Bar.
sisters, Mis. Willard Harding cf
Bucksport and Mrs Mary Barrow,
Willow, California; two nieces. Mrs.
Earl C Perry of Rockland and Mrs.
John Jrnkens of Newton. Mass.; two
That’s the Watchword
Harding Cold of New Ix>nFor Rockland’s Hard Of nephews.
dcn. Conn . and Philip Cold of Bal
Hearing Society
timore. Md.; (wo grand nieces and
a grand nephew.
The Rockland Society for the
Hard ot Hearing met with Mrs.
Tlie Wcman's Society of Chris
Gladys Thomas Thursday. Mrs. tian Service met In the vestry of
Frank Hewett, chapter chairman
the Pratt Memorial Methodist
of the American Society Member Church Wednesday night after the
ship Committee, outlined her work Circle ."upper The Junior Aux
and urged each member to secure iliary was in charge cf the program
a member before the close of the and the subject, "Claiming Our
drive Dec. 31. One hundred and , Heritage" was well presented by
seventy-one chapters are uniting Mias Marguerite deRochemont as
In this drive with the goal of 10.003 I sisted by Miss Ruth Rogers, Mrs.
membeiships set by the late presi Louise Gregory, Miss Ruth Brown.
dent. Dr A A Hayden and his suc Miss Elsie Burbank. Mrs. Fannye
cessor. James R. Garfield.
Tra"k. Miss Lucille Curtis, Mrs.
Mrs Thomas read a greeting Carol Jillson, Mrs. Saxon dcWolf,
trom Miss Eliza C. Hannegan and Mrs. Madlene Jackson.
Eastern Zone vice president. With !
"Participation'' the slogan of the ’
zone. Miss Hannrgan stressed the
December Specials
importance of making each day
On All
as it comes a day of renewed effort
PERMANENTS
and achievement; giving each other
To Fit Your Purse.
a helping hand; finding time for
life and laughter; working for the
~\,T
Get Yours At
chapter and tor the community: j
uniting in zone activities; becom
KATHERINE’S
ing a more important part of the
BEAUTY
SHOP
American Society: spreading Its
ROCKLAND
work throughout the land and re- i 666 MAIN ST,
(BLAKE BLOCK) TEL. 1120
numbering the Eastern Zone slo- ,
Katherine Small, Prop.
gan. “Participation "
147-lt
Mrs Nancy Brown gave lip read
ing practice based on Kate Doug
las Wiggin and her century-cld
mansion at Hollis Appropriately |
named "Qulllcote." the heme of |
two pen-women. Mrs Wiggin and
her sister. Mrs Nora A Smith, it I
SATURDAY, DEC. 7
was also fitting that they should 1
Last Time* Today
choose a quill for a weathervane I
Cash Night, Come Collect $40
for the barn, which they remodeled
Double Feature
for a community center. Inter
King of Song, Saddle
esting and unusual was the
Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette
weathervane party, held July 4
June Storey
1906 Quests came from far and
^CAROLINA MOON" plm
near. The setting of the weather
I 1ST SIDE Kilts '
var.e. a long, beautiful quill of
“Til ST GANG OF MINE"
Bobby Jordan, leo Gorcy plus
burnished gold, waa performed
Short Subjects
witli due ceremony.
Everyone
joined in singing "Soi g to the
SI N.-MON.. DEC. 8-9
Weather Vane" composed by Mrs
lauvhter, I un Galore
Wiggin in honor of the occasion.
'THIRD FINGER I.FFT HAND'
Quoting the last stanza:
Myrna l.uv. Melvyn Douglas
'Weather vane, weather-vane, we , ha’I
grow old.
Short Subjects

Secure A Member

The rapi 1 gain in the numbers
of that pest, the starling, is a seri
ous threat to bird life in North
VULCANIZING
America and there would be a
COR. MAIN AND RANKIN STS. bounty on them. They do destroy
Years will rob you of your glltterliiit
lll’lt
bugs and worms, but they destroy
gold
TUESDAY. DEC. 1«
together we ll vow to the
so many netts and eggs and young But aging
end.
’ash Night, Encyclopedia Nigh
No stres* of I 'fe'a weather our rr.-tal
birds
that
the
danger
is
great.
wwtttpsieeieirreretMiwwEW^^’sw’e’E's-xwe'i'C'C'S’C'CR'c**'****
Lauchabl- I "vable
ehall bend."
• • • •
I
•DCLCY"
Refreshments were served and a
I
Teacher: “The camel is a re
Ann Sothern, Ian Hunter
markable animal and can go a social hour enjoyed. The next
March of Time's
meeting. Dec 11. will be held in
week at a time without water."
"Royal Air Force"
the
vestry
of
the
First
Baptist
Tommy: "So could I if my ma
Church
did not make me wash."
• • • •
Those who live on the sea coa«t
can most easily realize that the
energy of a wave depends on it*
length ind height
• • • •
New Low Prices on Fuller Brushes
A riddle: "With words unnum
Order Your Gifts of the Fuller Dealer Now
bered I abound; in me mankind
takes much delight; in me great
store cf learnings found, yet I can
2 SPECIAL VALUES THAT ARE
neither rpad nor write." Nbw who
can give the answer to that old
ALWAYS WELCOME AND USEFUL...
GIFTS OF QUALITY AT MODERATE PRICES
riddle?
'£This store has always catered to the discriminating
• • . •
Do not forget to watch the
buyer. Our stock this year will be especially to your
stars these crisp .sparkling nights
liking.
Jupiter and Saturn are still close
j friends.
Rings For The Thoughtful
• • • •
A Ring to “Him" or to "Her " will always
Package of 3 Fuller Tooth
New
York
is wise. They have
bring maximum happiness
encouraged their school to do
Brushes and your
; things of vital good to the future
Watches
choice
of one can
of their State and 200 schools have
Watches are
of powder or tube
always In
taken on the job of planting what
good taste
of tooth paste.
5 will be known as school forest s.
and our
i eaclw year doing more and more
REGULAR VALUE
stocks are
That is real thrift.
complete
• • • •
“Bethink, believe and behave"
Sf. 3*
SPECIAL!
FULLER '
! was the way one professor summed
TVe present a special 17 Jewel
j
I
up
his
advice
to
his
class,
and
TUnOBIISMS
Solid Gold Wrist Watch, for
! when one reflects on it, that is a
ladies, guaranteed
^24 75
good platform for anyone.
Hamilton*
Walthams
1
• • • •
Longines
j I WO Fuller often said In this A WlLCOMI AMD iNEXPtNSIVI ChRISTMAI Gift
office. "Th- knowledge of words is
CLOCKS AS ALWAYS
I the gate te newspaper efficiency
I'ew gifts are more appreciated
I
for those who have writing to do;
then a Handsome Clock
and it certainly is the gate to
The invigorating bath and
scholarship. The English language
. GIFTS
shower brujh everyone en
Is lavish in its many words to ex
press the same meaning, so there
joys Delightful tor shampoo.
Dur Gift Stork
is small excuse for poverty of ex
is complete. Many
pression."
eharming and
• • • •
thoughtful gifts
Discipline must be imposed it
await your choice.
COMPLETE
maturity is to develop the breadth
WITH TUBE
of
character
It
takes
to
make
a
na

SILVER
The all-time high in Gifts Thai
tion worthv.
• • • •
Please and Last are Gifts in
These and other appropriate Fuller Crush Gifts
BUDGET TERMS ARRANGED
Silver.
Did you ever take time to count
can be obtained of your Fuller Brush Dealer.
the seeds in one pod of the poppy
plant? Don’t for there are as many
Prices lowest beyond comparison. Phone today
as 30,000 in one pod at full ma
turity.
• • • •
Scientists say that without ocean
JEWELER
currents to cause circulation, all
ROCKLAND, ME.
93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND. ME. TEL. 431-^
OPP. STRAND THEATRE,
but the upper layer of the ocean
would be ab.olutcly without lile.
SIZES

Good News For Christmas Shoppers

Fuller Tooth Brush and
Powder Combination

now 99c

FULLER SHOWER BRUSH

C. E. MORSE

F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer

Every-Other-Day
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STEAMBOAT DAYS

-

An informal pictorial history of steam navigation In Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

Country's Resources Must
Be Converted Into Mu
nitions, Richardson Says

eral r.ew members are expected
to Join.
1
' Miss Mina Woodcock has been
Army guest at L. O. Youngs Pleasant

None In December

"* State Master’s Views

--------.

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

Further Induction of
Draftees Postponed To
Next Month

Polnt

Donald Crute was at Knox Hos_____
pital recently for a check-up on
Further induction of draftees will his hip, which continues to cause
P. Ardine Richardson, master,
be postponed until next month ex- him considerable discomfort,
pledgee the Maine State Orange to
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
cept in the Fourth Corps Area, but | Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Crute ensupport “every constructive meas
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
r.pprcximately 160.000 trainees will tertalned at a family dinner party
ure which is essential for the na
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
be taken into tire ranks next month Thanksgiving Day
tional welfare;'
Maine's waterfront.
to compensate for the delar
M„ Mary „,n
son Herbprt
"We propose to demonstrate by
Officials said one of the chief rca- „int ,nd granddaughter Mr,
the spoken word and. by resolu
Seguin Light and Coose Rock *«“ f°r the Postponement was a Barbara Ush hayp
tion,'' he said in a speech prepared
MUSCLE RIDE CHANNEL
Ught. At Seguin Keeper Cheney'. des‘re to“VOi° congestion o rail- a few wecks
for delivery before the Grange’s
(For The Courier-Oazette I
*“ch alreadyK •» ^Shmlng Qu,
Edgewater N J
67th annual convention, "that we Winding Its way through a sheltered son while hauling traps disi ppeared
from his beat, it ii believed he
»*>
annual burden of ho - ,nd T(>wan
£
Lee
are capable of playing cur part in
R'' Island-- facing the open sea.
i
.
■
.u
u.
~
.
i
r.n
dav
traffic.
Another
factor,
offiwhatever emergency may come, With
-rassy hummocks and ledges
slipped on ice in the beat and fell
•
,.
......
I
—----------------cials *aid. was that voluntary en- ,
bare.
cost what it may.'*
Through
this
beautiful
winding
J.nesoort
from
White
‘
Head
Coast
had
/
“
’
'I/'*'
EAST
FRIENDSHIP
Referring to what he described
thoroughfare:
Guard Ltfe Boat station substi- “°ns J1’* availability of foci it.es
Mbs I’uth Copeland who has been
as "stem realities" facing the With White Head at Its western
source
United States. Richardson asserted A bearing for the mariners' compass tuting at Goose Rock Light, whose
declskn' , confined to the house with tonstlitis
is recovering.
course
that "no nation, not even America,
At the lt was explained.
its light beams marking a safety boat burst into flames.
Army officials said the first call | Mr
_
can guard Its liberty, preserve its With lane
time
of this writing «*w
the bodies of
....re v.
Mr- anu Mrs A L. Burns and
™£ S“0 Sin^:^
Thanksgiving with Mr
institutions, ar.d defend its honor Between Gangway Ledge and Hurri the boy, had not been recovered '
cane.
which brought 23.370 trainee- into ,
o
if need be. unless it has the will to
Sympathy Is extended to the be ..
.
. . land Mrs Ronald Somes In Warren
where the whirling currents flow
, the arinv, was designed as a "test
convert its tremendous resources On
reaved families.
From Ash to Sheep nnd by Munroe.
! run..
| Mas Beatrice Benner cf Rockinto guns, battleships, planes and Through Fl-hermans passage you'll feel
• • • •
Meanwhlle, draft headquarters ‘and l,a’scd the lio.lday recess with
the roll
ammunition." These resources, he Between
Northwest Ledge, and Sheep GOOSE ROCKS
said the classification of nten is co- ’e' Pail'nts, Mr. and Mrs. Damon
said, were “the only things which
Island Shoal
We extend cur sympathy to the lng forward rapidly and the 160,000 , Benn«rwith
due
respects to those who know
command respect from those who It's not a bad
place as channels go:
family of Leroy C. Manchester who class bA mPn required next montn I Austln Havener and Virgil Burns
would bring the world to its 1 As for me. I enlov the privilege
met with a fatal accident on the I wlll
available when the Army were amcng the successful deer
Of
sailing
the
channel
of
Muscle
Ridge.
knees.” adding
Capt
Walter
Edgar
Scott
night
of
Nov.
29
as
he
was
returnI
corps
urea
ccmmanders call for hunters.
"We may have r.o liking for the '
• • • •
Wellman Hooper of Port Clyde
ing to this station. In some way 1 them
undertaking. but failure to act 1 PORTLAND HEAD
and Miss Madeline Bradford of
the
motor
boat
caught
fire
and
____________
or
reservation
may
without fear
Rockland were visitors Sunday at
A real Winter scene, ground cov- burned before the boat sent from
well be an invitation to disaster."
CUSHING
W. A. Bradford's.
He urged utilization of the na ered with snow and our signal North Haven arrived. Coast Guard
Lowell Wallace of Friendship was
C. N. Lewis has employment at
tion's “wealth of field, forest and sounding fcr vapor on the water boats from the White Head Station holiday guest of hts daughter Mrs
the Carter Boat Shop at Hatchet
as
we
assemble
our
weekly
letter
and
from'
the
Southwest
Harbor
mine" to make lt “impregnable to
Cove, and is boarding at Ralph
Despite a'l that goes on in this Base are still searching for the F. A Morse.
attack from without, not as a bid
worried world of ours, Christmas body. The boat was located MonIda Olson was at home for the Simmons'
This picture has nothing to do with Pelican Oay, for it dates bark to 1866. It is the trail blazing “Silver for war. but as a will to peace.”
Miss Carleen Miller has been
day, raised and tewed to North Ha- holiday weekend, returning to
Star" whirh saw its last service as a Penobscot Bay tow boat and whose bones lay in Belfast. Photo by
In a review of Orange principles. is near at hand
visiting friends in Matinicus this
Mr
and
Mrs.
Robert
Sterling
Jr
ven.
It
was
nearly
all
burned,
special request.
Portland
Monday
to
resume
work
Richardson exhorted the conven
week
acre guests Monday night of their
Keeper r€turned from hls at the beauty salon.
Brooks of the Eastern Steamship in this business of writing steam- tion to "reaffirm the time honored
No. 76
Wayno Autio of New Hampshire
parents
at
the
station.
annual
vacation
Nov.
18
He
enHarry Young shot a handsome
Last week's "Pelican Day' short Lines Inc Boston office and has this boat yarns is the warmly friendly position of the organization for
is
at the Autio farm on business
E.
C
Stoddard
of
Peaks
Island
joyed a four uay hunting trip to fox recently, the animal weighed
I letters that come from unknown economy and efficiency of all
items have stirred up an uuprece- to say:
Sixte.biio-.i MTO was reported b
State departments'' ar.d expressed | and ^ortl*n'1 ls *uest *n the home Round Lake with James Bryant and nine pounds.
dented flurry of local interest with I "I was tcld that they have no friends in distant places. Such was
Wednesday morning.
1 of R r S'erlinc
Hale Huntley. Merrill Kelley of
_ . .
. _ ,
Mr and Mrs. R J. Marshall cl
"request" pictures for today.
records of speedy runs inasmuch as the case of this week's message the opinion that there was “foun-....
Edward Winslow spent ThanksMisses P.ptrlcla
tricia
dation for the widespread public
Mlsses
and Earlene the white Head Station substituted
Several queries as to the present they never tried for speed, par- j from H H Davis now of Newton
East Friendship and Mr and Mrs
. \ctii I.is sister. Mrs. Etta
feeling"
that
"some
’
State
bureaus'
GraDt
of
c
"P
e
Elizabeth
were
redur
in
g
his
absence
whereabouts of the famous old ticularly on the trip to Maine when Upper Falls. Mass.
F. I. Oeyer were guests of Mr Thompson in Friendship.
cent
guests
of
the
Hilt
family.
1
Asst. Keeper A G. Hill was ob- and Mrs. Homer Marshall at a
trawler are answered by Harry Cot- the boats used to get into Rock- , Mr Davis clearly recalls his in- could be eliminated as unneces
Arthur Harlow of South Portto enter the Veterans Hospi- turkey dinner.
terell Jr. of Newark. N J. It seems land too darned early for the ma- .roduction to Rockland via At- sary" and thus effect "considerable ,land. called on R. T. Sterling last. ligedNoy
An exceptionally wide range of
w for treatmcnt ,or a back
that while taking a trip last Sep- Jority of the people aboard. Brooks ; iantic Wharf in 1877 and thence savings."
Acorn Orange has resumed ac 'olor options is available ln Ford
Sa
2.?
r
,
'
.
,
a
.
j
'
injury.
Leroy
Manchester
was
sub'Referring
to
a
special
legislative
tember from Hoboken to Bridgeport also said that the plans, lines, etc.. travelling by stage to the then dis
for 1941 The Ford DeLuxe
Thatusgiving Day was observed stKute untn hfl mft <lth the ,#u, tivity after several years of dorConn cn S.S. “Mayflower" formerly were net available, nor are any tant Rockville. From then on he committee currently Investigating
. manev. changing Its meeting night nay be had in one of three colors,
at
the
station
Nov
28.
Gathered
our "Mcosehead." he took occasion old log books, as those are kept was an annual visiter here up to State government and scheduled to
accident, and at present the substi- from saturday to Wednesday. Sev- ind the Super DeLuxe in six.
submit a final report to the next at the F. O. Htlt home were Mrs ' tute is Carrol Hal.owell of the I
to photograph three trawlers only for six years."
1914 always travelling by steamer
3
G
Robinson.
Miss
N
H
Kmnev.l
regular session of the legislature
White Head Station
and he joins us all in mourning
next month. Richardson contended Jack Robinson. F O. Hilt. Willard |I Men from the U. S telephone
the discontinuance of the Bostonthat a ccrr.mitee similarly clothed Hilt and Adora Hilt Tlie R. T
v
Bargor line Mr Davis engaged in “with broad powers x x x could Sterlings entertained a large party boat were in this vicinity recently
the clothing business in 1880-90 really get to the bottom (of over —Mr and Mrs. Charles Sterling, to survey for a telephone for this
ar.d recalls many well known local lapping and duplication in State daughters Elizabeth and Marion station. It is badly needed to pro
The very best of the past lnterpr?ted
men including Oscar Blackington. departments*, as a thorough study of Peaks Island. Mr. and Mrs tect the fishermen and boatmen
who use the water, in this bay
in the marie flattery of modern modes
Charles Wood. John Haines. Sime means getting at all the facts."
Fred Sterling ol Rumfcrd Mr. anJ
Mcst
of
the
fishermen
have
taken
for your own ••present” success and
Webb, deceased, and our own Alvra
He admonished the Grange to Mrs. Rc'iert Sterling Jr., E C up their traps for the Winter but
sour ‘‘r»ftinr” tuccess!
W Gregory and Walter Weeks Mr restate its position for lower real Stoddard of Portland and Mr. Lur
Davis married a Rockland girl in estate property taxes and continue vey. Mrs. Martha Sterling and the scallop draggers are beginning
their Winter's work.
1885 In conclusion he asks for its efforts to er.list public support R T. Sterling
the steamers "Forest City" of the and counseled the convention that
All members at Light and Coast
B A- B line and "New Brunswick." it “should not compromise its Guard stations no doubt have ac GEORGES RIVER ROAD
“John Brooks." “Tremont' and stand in opposition to any diver quainted themselves through local
Services Sunday in the .Finnish
"Oov. Dingley.” A picture of "New sion. direct or indirect, of gas papers about the tragedies at J Church will begin at 133 p. m.
Brunswick" is in sight if publishing tax and automobile fees—exclusive
rights can be obtained. “Forest of excise tax—to any other UK
City" is still in the “hoped for” than highway construction and
class.
maintenance'
He put forth this program for
Prof. Wilbur Frohock of Colum convention adoption:
Above are presented three old Rockland trawlers as thev appear lodty bia University, known locally by
Adequate financing of old age
in service out of Bridgeport. Conn. They are "Medrie” “Pelican" and "Sea
the affectionate term "Brick," assistance from sources other than
Bird." Photo contributed by Harry Cottrell. Jr., of Newark. N. J.
writes in renewing his subscription. general property.
"I never read the notes on the
A constitutional amendment to
docked at Bridgeport, and they are | Came a warm and friendly letter old steamboats without feeling prolUbit diversion of highway rev
the former East Coast's "Medrie," from Capt A. E. Rawley of Hamp- keen emotions tied up of course enue in accordance with its stand
"Pelican" and Sea Bird," all bear- en Highlands, doubly welcome be with the days when I was put to of previous years.
ing their original names, all built cause it reported Capt. and Mrs bed before 9. and always lay awake
A prsiticn favoring exemption of
in South Portland in 1915 and 1920 Rawley both improved in health.
until the t Boston 'bo t' blew her general property taxpayers from
• • • •
Local interest will center in the
parting whistle.
That whistle construction, maintenance
and
structural changes made.
The
From a subscriber comes this meant all the places I had never sncw icmoval costs cn highways
wheel houses have set forward self explanatory communication.
visited.
Boston and Singapore included in the State highway sys
from the waist to well up into the
"As a reader of your 'Steamboat were closer to each other then than tem.
peak of the raised bow and one
t feel lhat lhe
,tobe pub Boston ar.d Rocklar.d were "
Recognize that a shi.t of service
heavy spar supporting a crows nest
n
incomplete
• • • •
ete
ccsts for highways from general
i. eplaces the ♦tires
two wort.
masts of ton
the nriTorigi without the history of many of the
"I went aboard the 'Yankee ’ex- property to the State Involves
nal rig. The color scheme has been masters of these boats, men such as
“J. T. Morse'• recently. Super revet ue frem seme source and g.ve
changed and the three are regis- cap^’* tag wha7?’R?rce?“ Aie?.
ficially she seemed in fair shape careful consideration to tax meas
tered in the name cl he conso.1- Ro.x Brown CurUs
Rawexcept for need of new canvas ures designed to bring about a
dated Fisheries Ipc. of Wilmington. Jey Crockert> Ukem8n and Wall of deckirg. Rumor has it that she more equitable revenue system.
Advocate a State bending law to
the Boston and Bangor Line and will be put in service next season."
Norton. Sadler. Foss and Grover of writes Jay Allen from New Ycrk cover all crtyr.rrits in the State
The highlight of Pelican Day out 1 the M.C.R.R. fleet."
Jay. by the way. will shortly issue in ort'tr to prevent los: ?s to Maine
side the arrival of the boat Itself,
that top flight steamboat lovers' dairymen.
was the demonstration by the
Favor uniform regulations to de
One of the most valued rewards magazine. "Steamboat Bill’ .
Army Mint Planter “Gen. Royal T.
termine the sanitary standards gov
Frank" which blew up a hulk in
erning the production and- dis
the outer harbor. The “Frank’’ was
tribution of milk in this State, the
vnder the command ct Capt. Edame to be promulgated by the
w ird C B Genia of this city and in
State department of health, and
answer to several requests her pic
not subject to change by local
ture is presented today.
boards or local health officers.
• • • •
Support every agency, private
and public, which is promoting an
Capt Louis A Crockett was port
orderly program of rural electri
captain for the East Coast Fisher
fication in this State.
ies in charge of the fleet of 16 trawl
ers and when evil days came upon
t*'« com na nv tied up the beats in
EAST LIBERTY
sheltered Pulpit Harbor, North Ha
Edward Ryon, David Howard and
ven. The young forest of masts and
Arline Cressey of Bath were holi
stacks made a spectacular sight.
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
• . • •
Ryan. On return David took a
nice eight-point deer which he shot
Fred Green, veteran newsman
recently. Other lucky hunters ln
and friend of this column was in
this section were "Junior" Ladd, a
ti igaed by the query of Wm. King
Coveil cf Newport concerning the
_____ 12-point buck weighing 205 pounds,
Roger Norwood, a 134-pound buck,
comparative speed records hung up i
t. tlie c’.d "City of Bangor" and
This is the U. 8. Armv Mine Planter "Koval T. Frank" which r-Hlc|- shot with a 22 rifle, Leroy Howes,
the turbine steamers "Camden" and pated in Pelican Day festivities under direction of her then skipper, Elwin Adams and Franklin Adams.
"Belfast."
He contacted Harry Capt. Edward O'B. Gonia. Photo from Capt. Gonia.
Gertrude O. Skinner entertained
MASSIVE NEW TRUCK STYLING
MOST POWERFUL TRUCK ENGINES
a party of 18 at a Thanksgiving
making these new 1941 Chevrolet trucks the
Mrs Johnson Pitman. Mr and Mrs. I at the home of Everett Fish, South dinner. Four of his children and
EAST APPLETON
best-looking as well as the best-performing
IN THE LOW-PRICE FIELD
Merton Wadsworth, and Mrs. i Appleton.
seven grandchildren were present.
trucks in the entire lowest price field.
Mrs. Luella Tuttle and son Wil- Q.ace Brown.
i Miss Evelyn Oxton of Augusta
Dena Stevens of Augusta visited
liain of Camden were recent callers
Charles Salo who was on a hunt- j visited recently at the home of recently with her daughter Mrs.
NEW LONGER WHEELBASE
a' Mrs Grace Brown's
ing trip last week returned with a Etank Esancy.
Lloyd Colby.
90-H0RSEP0WER
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ames of dg’r
Bert Ingerson is working at the
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Skinner are
NEW RECIRCULATING BALL-BEARING
Springfield, Mass., were recent din
STANDARD ENGINE
home of Percy Winchester while in Portsmouth, N. H., where they
STEERING GEAR
ner guests at Floyd Gushee's.
the latter has employment in will visit Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Col
NORTH BURKETTVILLE
greatly reduces steering effort — brings true
Massachusetts.
Miss Muriel Butler and Miss
by after which they will go to West
Miss Delphy Light of Camden and
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood Concord. Mass., for an indefinite
passengercarsteering easeto truck operation.
I aura Storer were visitors al Mrs.
Henry Light of South Liberty were of Union were callers Sunday at
Carleton Gushee’s recently.
stay with Mr. and Mrs. George
NEW, MORE COMFORTABLE DRIVER’S
callers Sunday at Earl Millay's.
Miss Minnie Light's.
Hefty.
Mrs. Frances Robbins and son
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Horace
Grover
and
COMPARTMENT
Ruby Adams and family spent
Aldiverdc and Cecil Arrington have
93-HORSEPOWER HEAVY
oi t.in.r-tiff sen and Miss Arabclle Mulay of
with greatly increased leg room and better,
Thanksgiving with the Ralph Rey
be<'n on a hunting trip at Flagstaii.
,__ , ____
a.-a-.. „ SOMERVILLE
Rockland were visitors Sunday at
DUTY "LOAD-MASTER" ENGINE
form-fitting seat and back in cabs, giving
Mrs. Rcbbins visited relatives.
Callers Thanksgiving Day at Mr. nolds family in Beverly, Mass.
the Edward Millay and Earl Millay
(Optional at extra cott on Heavy Duty truckt)
much greater driver comfort.
and Mrs. Frank Hisler’s were Mr.
Lucky deer hunters In this vicin home.
and Mrs. Eston Wellman of Jef and Vivian Mack, each getting a
ity have been Raymond Gushee with
Mrs. Gwendolyn Sukeforth of ferson, Elsie Hisler of Union, Wal deer.
an eight-point buck and Floyd and
A COMPLETE
60 MODELS
Carleton Oushee each with a doe Burkettville vdslted Wednesday with ter Tobey of Brunswick.
Kendrick Light and Wallace
her
mother
Mrs.
Arlene
Esancy.
Recent
dinner
guests
at
Mr.
and
Glidden
of
Bangor
and'
Brewer
weighing 125 and 123 pounds re
Mr and Mrs. Merl Ireland of Mrs. H. C. Brown's were Mr. and spent the holiday recess at their
spectively.
home here.
Miss Lyndall Mink spent Thanks Week's Mills were callers Tuesday Mrs Herbert Hayes of Chelsea.
Mr. and Mrs. Estern Wellman
Walter Tobey of Brunswick spent
giving vacation with her sister Mrs. at Willard Ireland's.
Carleton Oushee.
I Mrs. Gladys Turner and daughters Thanksgiving vacation with his visited Mr. and Mrs. Alton Well
man of Washington recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Gushee Hope and Barbara had Thanksgiv- mother Mrs. Percy Eaton.
689 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND,
TELEPHONE 1250
THOMASTON, ME.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Wellman and
held a card party recently, guests ing dinner with Mrs. Lelia Turner
lucky hunters of this place were
bring Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ames. Miss Virginia Light of Somerville Lawrence French. Ross and For- family and Mr. and) Mrs Walter
Mr and Mrs. Floyd Guahee and son was also a guest
rest Hisler. Mont. Grotton. John Whithee of Washington were
\-rv Mr and Mrs Esther Moodv.; Mr. and Mrs. Aubert Leigher and French. Roy French. Vaughn Peas- gueit, of Mr. and Mrs. Kendrick
VINALHAVEN, ME.
UNION, ME.
ujil Mis. Fifd Pwnuth Mr and j tour children were guests recently j lee, Kenneth French, Frank Turner Light recently
I

Present ” P otnpcidout

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

CARROLL’S GARAGE

PEASLEE & ROSS

BARKER’S GARAfJE

